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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most ef-
fective approach to the solution of many problems facing
highway administrators and engineers. Often, highway
problems are of local interest and can best be studied by
highway departments individually or in cooperation with
their state universities and others. However, the accelerat-
ing growth of highway transportation develops increasingly
complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities.
These problems are best studied through a coordinated
program of cooperative research.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators
of the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national
highway research program employing modern scientific
techniques. This program is supported on a continuing
basis by funds from participating member states of the
Association and it receives the full cooperation and support
of the Federal Highway ,4.dministration, United States
Department of Transportation.
The Transportation Research Board of the National Re-
search Council was requested by the Association to admin-
ister the research program because of the Board's recog-
nized objectivity and understanding of modern research
practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this purpose
as: it maintains an extensive committee structure from
which authorities on any highway transportation subject
may be drawn; it possesses avenues of communications and
cooperation with federal, state, and local governmental
agencies, universities, and industry; its relationship to its
parent organization, the National Academy of Sciences, a
private, nonprofit institution, is an insurance of objectivity;
it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of special-
ists in highway transportation matters to bring the findings
of research directly to those who are in a position to use
them.

The program is developed on the basis of research needs
identified by chief administrators of the highway and trans-
portation departments and by committees of AASHTO.
Each year, specific areas of research needs to be included
in the program are proposed to the Academy and the Board
by the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs
are defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies
are selected from those that have submitted proposals. Ad-
ministration and surveillance of research contracts are
responsibilities of the Academy and its Transportation
Research Board.

The needs for highway research are many, and the National
Cooperative Highway Resea¡ch Program can make signifi-
cant contributions to the solution of highway transportation
problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups.
The program, however, is intended to complement rather
than to substitute for or duplicate other highway research
programs.
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FOREWORD
By Stafr

Trnncnortotion

Research Board

This report is recommended to transportation officials responsible for planning

and implementation of highway programs, and federal and state legislators respon-

sible for policy decisions on proposed legislation having an impact on legal vehicle

weights and dimensions. The report contains information on the consequences of

nonuniformity in state laws and regulations restricting truck size and weight. Rec-

ommendations are made for increasing the size and weight limits in some states

to allow significant benefits to be derived from a greater degree of interstate

uniformity.

The U.S. Congress and state legislatures have the continuing responsibility

for considering legislation limiting motor vehicle weights and dimensions. There

is evidence that the diverse requirements of current state laws, regulations, and

interstate agreements controlling the interstate and interregional movements of

trucks add unnecessarily to the cost of trucking operations and state administration.

A need has existed for comparative analyses of the effects of the existing diversity

of truck size and weight regulations, and for establishment of alternatives to elimi-

nate or minimize those effects by increasing the degree of uniformity of the laws,

regulations, and agreements. Alternative systems are needed to facilitate interstate

and interregional truck operation, with due consideration given to economy, safety,

and administrative effi ciency.

The objectives of this project were to ( 1) describe the effects of current state

size and weight laws, regulations, and interstate agreements on trucks and the

highway systems they use; (2) investigate the potential benefits and disadvantages

of increased uniformity in truck size and weight limits among the states; and

(3) evaluate the available alternatives for eliminating or minimizing the differences

in these limits.
The approach taken by R. J. Hansen Associates, Inc., in conducting the

research was to compile and update data on truck confrgurations, truck transport

economics, and state regulations on truck sizes and weights' A comprehensive

survey of the trucking industry and state highway agencies was carried out, sup-

plemented by visits by the researchers. A national commodity flow model was

developed to examine the relative efficiency and costs of truck movements under

existing conditions and conditions of improved uniformity.
It is concluded from the research results that signif,cant benefits will accrue

from adoption of an optimal level of uniformity in the regulation of interstate

truck traffic. These flndings are particularly timely in view of the current em-

phasis on energy efficiency by highway users and the need for highway agencies

to control maintenance costs.
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SUMMARY

STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS ON

TRUCK SIZE AND WEIGHT

Nonuniformity in state laws relating to motor vehicle sizes and weights is

costing the American public from $1.6 to $2.8 billion annually. Although these

additional costs most directly affect the trucking industry, transportation costs are

ultimately reflected in the marketplace and in the cost of living.

Transportation rates by truck can be substantially lower than rates by other

modes because the costs of facilities on which the trucks operate are shared by a

broad population of motor vehicle users, including automobile operators. There

is no inequity, provided the trucks pay their fair share of these costs. Moreover,

automobile owners, through their sharing of the highways with commercial vehicles,

are helping to reduce their living costs. Commercial use of the highways is of benefrt

to everyone.
flowever, the lack of optional uniformity not only is costing the American

public excessive amounts for transportation, but it also results in the unnecessary

use of between 400 million and 875 million gallons of motor vehicle fuel, largely

diesel. There are environmental effects-nonuniformity produces a larger number

of truck trips than otherwise would be necessary to transport the same quantity of

commodities, resulting in an additional increment of noise and air pollution that

otherwise would be avoided.

This research has conclusively shown that these are major effects of the

present situation of nonuniformity. The ranges in values of economic and other

savings lepresent minimum to maximum amounts, depending on the advantage that

segments of industry would take of more uniform provisions. The minimum

amounts are consistent with the advantage that already has been taken in some

corridors where a substantial degree of uniformity prevails. This advantage has

been limited by the fact that some trips in these corridors are destined to corridors

beyond-where the same laws and regulations do not prevail. Maximum values

are based on competitive industry taking full advantage of the opportunity to reduce

transportation costs.

The Costs of Optimal UniformitY

What will it cost the public to have optimal uniformity and realize the indicated

savings? This research has shown that the costs would be moderate-extremely

small in terms of economic and energy savings that can be realized.

Provisions for optimal uniformity will not increase highway costs substantialþ

either for the roadways or for the structures. From all presently available informa-

tion, they will not reduce highway safety; and they should produce no additional

enf orcement requirements.

Because of increased transportation efficiency through optimally uniform

provisions, there will be moderate increases in the number of axle loadings used as

a basis for highway design, expressed as 18,0001b (8.16-t) equivalents. As a

result of these increases, highway expenditures to achieve uniformity have been

estimated at $2.0 billion on a one-time basis-this to produce annual savings in

transportation cost of probably over 2.0 billion.

This cost comparison must be presented with reservation. The annual savings

have been developed for only the first year; they will increase to larger annual

amounts year-after-year as truck traffic follows its normal increase pattern. On
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the other hand, the highway costs are based on overlaying existing pavements to
maintain present service lives. When these lives are expended, there will be addi-
tional highway expenditure requirements for the additional equivalent axle loads.
However, these expenditures will represent only very small increases in normal
highway costs because the required increments of new construction will cost much
less than the overlays on which the $2.0 billion estimate is based. The $2.0 billion
is a highly conservative figure because states will not immediately need to overlay
all of their pavements for the moderate increases in equivalent axle loadings. Thus,
although not representing a precise comparison of costs and benefrts, the g2.0
billion one-time highway costs versus over 92.0 billion annual savings reasonably
reflect the comparative merit of the proposals of optimal uniformity.

The Nature of Optimal Uniformity

Optimal uniformity does not mean that all states necessarily will have equiv-
alence among all of their laws and regulations regarding motor vehicle size and
weight.

The early stages of this research and the early chapters of this report indicate
that few states match in having completely uniform laws and regulations, even as
applying to all basic loadings and dimensions. where there is an apparent match,
there is a good chance that the way laws are written or carried out imposes non-
uniform requirements. Influenced by the recommendations of the American
Association of State Highway Officials (now State Highway and Transportation
officials) and by the actions of the Federal government, there is a degree of
uniformity in axle loads permitted among groups of states, in gross weight, and, to
a lesser degree, in dimensions.

There is uniformity in the sense that there are several configurations, sizes,
and weights of large and heavy commercial vehicles that can meet the requirements
of every state; and, if licensed appropriately, these vehicles travel throughout the
country without special oversize or overweight permits. Within some groups of
states, the weights and dimensions generally accepted are much more liberal than
others. For example, axle loadings of 22,4O0lb (10.15 t) single and 36,000 lb
(16.33 t) tandem are commonly accepted in a tier of eastern states. A small group
of western states permits gross weights exceeding the more common value of
80,000 lb (36.28 t), and another larger group permits combination vehicle lengths
to exceed the more common value of 65 ft (19.81 m). on the other hand, a tier of
eastern states restricts combinations to 55 ft (16.76 m).

Probably, the largest present hindrance to more efficient interstate vehicle
movements is caused by the so-called barrier states. These largely are states in a
midcountry tier stretching from Lake Michigan to the Gulf of Mexico. They
generally restrict axle loadings to 1 8,000 lb ( 8. 16 t) single and 32,000 lb ( 14.51 t)
tandem, and gross vehicle weights to 73,280lb (33.23 t). These limits contrast
with AASHTO recommendations, adopted by most of the states, for axle loadings
of 20,000 and 34,000 lb (9.07 t and 1,5.42 t) and gross weights of 80,000 lb
(36.28 t).

In order to have optimal uniformity allowing for efficient cost-effective trans-
portation of goods interstate, it is not necessary for all states to have equivalence in
all of their laws and regulations regarding motor vehicle size and weight.

Laws and regulations governing commercial vehicle size and weight have
always been a state prerogative, which is in keeping with the states' basic responsi-
bilities for the construction and maintenance of their highway systems. For optimal
uniformity, it is not necessary that this situation be changed, unless individual states
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are noncooperative in such a way as to detrimentally affect the welfare of the

nation's people as a whole.

Some commercial transportation needs are related to natural resources' indus-

tries, or agricultural activities that are limited in geographic area or are of special

importance to the economy of one state or a few adjacent states. It is appropriate

for the states affected to make special provisions for these movements or to regulate

and control them on a state-by-state basis.

On the other hand, there are interstate movements where transportation costs,

energy use, and other results can have a signifrcant eftect on the national welfare'

provision can be made for these movements, if each state voluntarily will adapt its

laws to allow them to take place efficiently and effectively.

This research has indicated that states need not change their laws radically to

provide for optimal uniformity. However, some of the changes will result in some

ãd¿itionat costs, particularly in the barrier states, and some public reaction largely

due to misunderstanding.

Basic Recommendations for Optimal Unilormity

Study, during this research, centered on potential changes in the efficiency and

costs of commercial transportation that could occur as a result of changes in state

laws and regulations to uniformly permit interstate operation of different sizes and

weights of vehicles.

To meet the objectives, the research, for the first time, identifred the actual

flows of commodities taking place in trucks in all interstate corridors throughout

the nation. It identified what each truck is presently carrying and how the truck

is loaded. For the frrst time, it developed operating cost nomographs to determine

the relative cost efficiency of different vehicle types for different commodity

movements.

Using the electronic computer, it was possible to simulate the use of optimally

efficient vehicles-based on present vehicle design technology-to allow the more

cost-effective transport of the commodities. It is on these simulations, supported

by extensive interviews and questionnaire responses from the trucking industry and

highway officials, that the conclusions of this tesearch are based.

The study concludes that the most efficient and cost-effective transportation

could be provided if all states would adopt uniform provisions as follows:

1. Allow double trailer combinations with 40-ft (1.2.19-m) trailers, so-called

turnpike twins, and triple combinations with 28-ft (8.54-m) trailers to operate on

all controlled-access highways throughout the country, with access permitted to

terminals within a reasonable distance.

2. Bring the maximum axle load provisions of all states with lesser limits to

the AASHTO recommended limits of 20,000 tb (9.07 t) single and 34,000 lb

(15.42 t) tandem.

3. Retain the bridge formula as commonly applied, but eliminate unnecessarily

restrictive gross weight limits.

With adoption of these recommendations, additional highway costs will largely

occur as a result of changes in axle loadings in the barrier states' There is no basis

for believing that highway safety will be adversely affected. Braking characteristics

of the combinations indicated compare favorably with those of vehicles now per-

mitted in every state, and under wet-pavement conditions these vehicles are safer

than single semitrailer combinations in panic stops'
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The ranges of benefits as compared to costs, have been indicated, and there
will be beneficial environmental effects as previously noted.

Problems in Achieving Optimal Unílormity

There are likely to be adverse reactions to these recommendations f¡om
different quarters. Some will relate to legitimate problems that will need to be
overcome. Others will relate to common misconceptions in more than one area of
concern,

one problem has to do with the increase of costs to adopt the 20,000-lb
(9.07-t) and 34,000-lb (15.42-t) axle provisions in the barrier states. (This will
be the largest contributor to increased equivalent axle loadings.)

The fact that the $2.0 billion one-time expenditure is a conservative estimate
of what it will take to maintain all present pavement service lives on arterial
highways as a result of the changes does not altogether describe the problem
area. Presently, according to the national inventory used for analyses of result-
ing pavement costs, large mileages of arterial highways are already in or close
to failed condition-serviceability index 2.5 or less. However, alihough these high-
ways may be failed theoretically, they are still in service because there are in-
sufficient funds to reconstruct them-and they generally require reconstruction,
not just an overlay. The problem of putting increased loads on these sections
is that they are likely to break up altogether, creating increased demands on
present budgets that cannot be met. This problem is a real one and is not limited
to barrier states-other states will experience axle-load increases as a result of
elimination of the barriers.

Perhaps an answer to this problem can be found in a Federal-aid program
for surface reconstruction and restoration where eligibility is limited to states
meeting the AASHTO recommended limits.

Another problem relates to the possibility of additional trucking advantages
in the competition with railroads for surface transportation. However, the criterion
that obviously should be applied in coming to grips with this problem is not public
advantage. Actions in support of railroads should not negate reduction in over-all
transportation costs unless some other compensating advantage can be realized.
In the main, railroad problems need to be solved through actions relating specif-
ically to rail and not to other modes of transportation.

As indicated, adverse reactions to the recommendations may occur as a
result of misconceptions. There are misconceptions about the effects of trucks
in generally damaging highway surfaces. There are misconceptions about the
effects of trucks on bridges. There are also misconceptions about the safety of
trucks. concerns, in these respects, are discussed in chapter one, and specific
information on the relationships involved are provided in chapter Three.

This research did not deal with differences in laws and regulations on high-
way speed among the states since there are virtually none. There are difierences,
however, on the enforcement of speeds and of sizes and weight regulations that
have a marked effect on how they are observed.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

BACKGROUND

Research Problem

Each state has developed its vehicle size and weight

limits independently of neighboring jurisdictions. Conse-

quently, an extensive diversity in size and weight laws

and regulations has developed among the states. For ex-

ample, gross vehicle weight limits on major highway

systems vary from 73,280 lb (33.23 t) to more than

125,000 lb (56.7 t). Truck combination length limits vary

from 55 ff (16.76 m) to more than 100 ft (30.48 m)'
Project 20-16 was formulated because there was evidence

that the diverse requirements of these limits added unneces-

sarily to the cost of interstate and interregional trucking
operations as well to state administration. A need existed

for comparative analyses of the effects of these diversities

and for the establishment of alternatives to eliminate or

minimize those effects by improving the uniformity of the

laws, regulations, and interstate agreements' Alternative
systems were needed that would be designed to facilitate
interstate and interregional truck operation, with due con-

sideration given to economy, safety, and administrative
efficiency.

Research Obiectives and ScoPe

The project statement outlined three primary research

objectives, as follows:

1. Identify and describe the effects of current state size,

weight, and speed laws, regulations, and interstate agree-

ments on trucks and the highway systemS they use.

2. Investigate the potential beneflts and disadvantages of
increased uniformity in truck size, weight, and speed limits
among states.

3. List and evaluate the available alternatives for elimi-
nating or minimizing the differences in truck size; weight,
and speed limits among states.

Speed was incorporated in the objectives at the time the

energy crisis was raising the possibility of a national speed

limit. With the adoption of the nationwide 55-mph (88.5-

km/h) limit, de jure speed law uniformity has become a
reality, and was not a major consideration in this study.

Several specific tasks were to be accomplished during the

23-month study. Among these were:

1. Compilation and comparative summarization of size

and weight laws and regulations on all highway systems'

2. Analyses of the effects of nonuniformity in size and

weight limits on trucking operations in terms of such things
as equipment and route selection, equipment utilization,
operating costs, and fuel consumption.

3. Identification and description of the influence of
different maximum allowable sizes and weights on the

structural and geometric requirements of highways, with

appropriate consideration of safety and operational char-

acteristics.
4. Identification of special state problems and costs

associated with administration of the current system of
diverse limits.

5. Development of a national commodity flow network'

6. Evaluation of alternative levels of uniformity and

their potential imPacts.
7. Development of recommended approaches to uni-

formity.

Historical Perspective

Trucks were flrst manufactured in the United States in

1898. Both the highway system and trucking have devel-

oped rapidly during the past 80 years. In 1904 there were

zõ¿,OOO mi (328,236 km) of surfaced roads and streets in

this country. There are now over 3 M mi (4'827'000 km)

of surfaced roadways, although total roadway mileage has

not increased greatly. Over the same period, motor truck
' registrations have grown from less than 1,500 to more than

24 million (1).
Motor trucks operating on the highways now provide

service to every community in the country, including more

than 39,000 communities that are not served by any other

freight transportation mode. In 1974, trucks traveled more

than 265 bitlion veh-mi (426 X 10'g veh-km). Trucks cur-

rently deliver nearly 60 percent of all intercity shipments of
manufactured products, 80 percent of all fruits and vegeta-

bles, and 100 percent of all livestock.

Over the past 80 years, each state has enacted laws and

regulations to limit the dimensions and weights of trucks'

Levels adopted by individual states often varied from those

adopted by other states. Lack of uniformity has been a

matter of concern for at least 40 years, as evidenced from

its presentation, as a topic, at the 1938 AASHO convention'

Trends in Weights

Following World War I, rapid improvements in the

nation's highways, coupled with improvements in truck

technology, enabled trucks to carry heavier weights, Sreater

distances more rapidly. Demand for heavier size and

weight limits arose with varying response from the different

states. Regional similarities developed in basic require-

ments together with significant differences in axle and gross

weight limits among regions.

The Federal government fust intervened in the matter

of sizes and weights with the enactment of the Federal Aid
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Highway Act of 1956. This act provided extensive funding
for the completion of the national system of Interstate and
defense highways over the following 16 years. The act also
established maximum vehicle weights permissible on high-
ways of the Interstate System. The weight limits were
18,000Ib (8.161) on a single axle,32,000lb (14.51t) on
a tandem axle, and 73,280Ib (33.23 t) gross vehicle weight.
A "grandfather clause" was included which allowed states
with limits already greater than those specified to preserve
the higher limits for their portions of the Interstate System.
At the time of enactment of the Federal Aid Highway
Act of 1956, 25 states qualified to retain higher limits under
the grandfather clause.

I¡ 1975, Federal legislation was passed that allowed
states to increase maximum weight limits permitted on the
Interstate System to 20,000 lb (9.07 t) single axle, 34,000
Ib (15.42 t) tandem axle, and up to 80,000 lb (36.28 t)
maximum gross weight, dependent on a formula governing
numbêr of axles and axle spacing. This legislation followed
the imposition of the 55-mph (88.5-km/h) national speed
limit in December 1.973, which, some truckers argued,
reduced trucking productivity by increasing trip time. The
intent of the weight increases was to allow trucks to offset
productivity losses due to lower speeds, However, l0
states and the District of Columbia have maintained their
weight limits at the 1956 levels. One other state increased
its weight limits after passage of fhe L97S Federal legisla-
tion, but recently enacted a rollback of the increase to
pre-1975 levels. In contrast, 25 states continue to use
grandfather clause exceptions permitting axle and/or gross
vehicle weights on the Interstate System that are still
larger than the new Federal limits. Also, several of these
25 states recently learned that they can apply grandfather
clause exceptions to permit operations. pertinent clauses
allow the issuance of permits for reducible loads as well as
irreducible loads.

Weight limits on major state highways other than Inter-
state have generally followed the same trend. However,
several states have. failed to enact the same increase of
limits for other highways that they enacted for the Inter-
state System. Also, in some cases, Iimits for other highways
are higher than the Interstate limits established by the
Federal Aid Highway Act. These variances in limits are
shown in tables later in this chapter.

Trends in Lengths and Permissible Combinatíons

The trend since World War I has been towards longer
tractor-semitrailer combinations and towards tractor-semi-
trailer combinations towing one or more additional trailers.
No Federal legislation has imposed length or combination
type limits for vehicles on the Interstate System.

Tractor-semitrailer combinations are the only type of
combination vehicle currently permitted in every state.
There has not been any significant change in over-all length
limits for these vehicles during the past 15 to 20 years. The
20 western states generally have permitted lengths of 60 ft
(18.29 m) or more, while the standard length limit in the
eastern states has been 55 ft ( 16.7 m).

On the other hand, the length of the trailer within the
tractor-semitrailer combination has been steadily increas-

ing. Thirty years ago most trailers produced were less than
34 ft (10.36 m) in length. Twenty years âgo, more than
70 percent of the trailers were between 34 ft (1,0.36 m) and
38 ft ( 11.58 m) in length. Ten years ago more than 70 per-
cent of all trailers were 40 ft (12.19 m) or longer, while
only 7 percent were 42.5 ft (L2.95 m) or longer. Today
more than 50 percent of all trailers produced arc 42.5 ft
( 19.95 m) or longer (2). The advent of the cab-over-type
tractor has had much to do with the ability to increase
trailer length over the last 20 years while keeping within
over-all length limits. One manufacturer recently intro-
duced the prototype of a vehicle combination, eliminating
the tractor and incorporating the driver's compartment
and engine into the lower left, front corner of the first of
two 26.5-ft (8.08-m) trailers.

There has also been substantial growth over the last 20
years in the legalization and use of multiple-trailer com-
binations. The most common multiple-trailer combination
is a truck-tractor towing two trailers, each less than 30 ft
(9.14 m) in length, with an over-all combination length of
65 ft (19.81 m). These combinations are most commonly
known as "doubles" or "twins." Twenty years ago only 10
western states permitted doubles. Today, 35 states permit
doubles, although five of those states restrict the combina-
tion length to 60 ft (L8.29,m) or less.

A larger version of the doubles combination is the
"turnpike twins"-a combination consisting of a truck-
tractor towing two 40-ft (12.19-m) trailers. The over-all
combination length is 98 ft (29.87 m). These combinations
have been permitted on the Kansas Turnpike for 22 years,
and on the toll ¡oads of Indiana, Ohio, New York, and
Massachusetts for the past 10 to 15 years.

In recent years there has been growing pressure, espe-
cially in western states, to permit "triples," combinations
consisting of a truck-tractor towing three trailers. The
trailers are each less than 30 ft (9.14 m) in length, and the
over-all combination length limit is most commonly 98 ft
(29.87 m) to 105.5 ft (32.t6.m). Four western states now
permit the operation of triples combinations on designated
highways. They have been tested in at least 6 other states.

lnefficiencies in Truck Transportation

Diversities in size and weight limits among states give
rise to truck transportation inefficiencies. In the interstate
transportation of goods, the trucker either will have to use a
vehicle which, when loaded, meets the size and weight
limitations imposed by the most restrictive of the states
traversed, or the trucker will have to reduce the load or
change the vehicle before crossing the border of more re-
strictive states. When there are many states to be traversed
and only one or two have limits substantially more restric-
tive than the others, they impose a substantial burden on
the trucking industry that is reflected in increased trans-
portation costs over large segments of the country. For
example, a 65-1t (19.8-m) double-trailer combination
would be able to travel nonstop from New York or Boston
to California except for one 45-mi (72.4-km) stretch of
highway in one state where that type of vehicle com-
bination is not permitted. The prohibitive section of high-
way amounts to less than lVz percent of the total trip
mileage.



In other cases, truckers may opt for circuitous routing to

bypass restrictive states or highway systems, resulting in

grèater mileage and energy consumption than would accrue

on the more direct route.
To some extent, the large variety of trucks on the nation's

highways is a result of diversity in size and weight laws'

A vehicle designed to be most efficient under one set of

limits may not be efûcient under another set of limits'
Very little research has been done in the past to measure

the extent to which transportation inefficiencies exist and

the resulting noneconomies because of diversities in size and

weight limits. Chapter Two contains further discussion of

the inefficiencies, speciflc cases, and cost impact estimates'

Highway Concerns

If transportation inefficiencies resuit from diversities in

size and weight limits, the question arises as to why the

more restrictive states have not changed their limits to
match those of other states. One answer is the concern

state authorities have over possible consequences to their

highway systems. Among their concerns are effects of

dimension and weight increases on pavement life, bridges,

geometric requirements, highway costs, and public safety'

Some of the concerns in each of these problem areas are

discussed in the following.

Pavement Life Concerns

The service lives of highway pavements, both asphalt and

portland cement concrete, are influenced by axle weights

and numbers of axle load repetitions. Modern highways

are initially designed to withstand a specific number of
load repetitions of a specified magnitude for a selected

future period of time-the anticipated service life'
The design procedure involves the projection of expected

truck traffic over the future period and the number of axle

loadings of various magnitudes that this truck traffic will
produce. These axle loadings are then converted, through

use of a formula, to equivalent axle loads of a flxed

magnitude, usually 18,000 lb (8.16 t). Typically, a 14,000-

lb (6.35-t) axle will have an accepted equivalence of O'34,

meaning that the Passage of one of these axles has only

one-third the effect of an 18,000-lb (8.16-t) axle in pave-

ment design requirements. A2z,OOO-lb (9.98-t) axle load-

ing, on the other hand, has the equivalence of 2.37 pas-

sages of an 18,000-lb (8.16-t) axle'

The projected number of equivalent axle loadings is the

design basis for determining the thickness of pavement that

will be built and, therefore, its relative cost. As may be

seen from the example equivalents, the relative effects of
difterent weights of axles are some multiple of their pro-

portionate values.

The scale of equivalents is different for tandem axles

than for single axles. A tandem is generally far less

demanding on pavements than the same nominal weight

single axle. Thus, a tandem axle of 31,000 lb (14.05 1)

has about the design equivalence of a single axle of 18'000

lb (8.161).
When a highway is properly designed, it presumably will

require only routine surface maintenance throughout its

service life provided the expected number of axle load
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repetitions is not exceeded. In other words, it will not be

damaged by the traffic it is designed to support.

This is an important point because there are prevalent

misconceptions that trucks damage pavements more than

passenger cars. This is only true when (1) the pavements

ãre underdesigned for the amount of truck traffic that is
actually using them; (2\ trucks, through overloading

generally, are imposing heavier axle loads than anticipated;

ãr (3) other factors not properly evaluated in design have

affected the ability of pavements to support traffic'

Cost increases associated with the design of brand new

pavements are not the only concern of state authorities

when permitted axle loadings are increased' Indeed, for
moderãte increases in load, such as from 18,000 lb (8'16 t)
to 20,000 lb (9.07 t) for single axles, the increr'tent in

cost of new pavements is quite small. However, the in-

creased axles will largely be placed on existing pavements

designed for less loading. Thus, their service lives may be

shortened. Compensation can be made by applying over-

lays that will result in preserving the existing service lives'

Tire costs of such overlays have been applied in this study

to determine highway costs associated with any changes in

equivalent axle loadings caused by proposed uniformity
provisions.

Bridge Concerns

It is importantto realize that highway structures are sub-

ject to pãtentiat damage from vehicle size and weight

tharacteiistics in an altogether different \ilay than roadway

surfaces. In this case, it is a combination of axle load and

axle spacing that must be accommodated both in bridge

design and subsequent use of the structure' This com-

bination is specified by a bridge formula that is commonly

used to regulate and control the loads that can be safely

applied to the structure-it defines the combination of
peimissible gross vehicle weight, axle loads, and axle

spacings.

States are rightly concerned about the magnitude of any

structural problems that will result from changes in vehicle

size and weight provisions. A large number of bridges on

arterial highway systems are presently deficient in one

respect or another. A recent rePort' based on one inven-

tory, indicates that there are 33,500 deficient bridges on

the Federal-aid systems (3). Responses from state trans-

portation agencies to questionnaires for this research pro-

ject pointed out 25,000 bridges posted for reduced loads

ior "tlgl¡t" 
for such posting) on state systems alone, with

only between 40 and 60 percent (estimated) of the total

irumber of such bridges evaluated' The numbers of posted

bridges reported in response to the questionnaires were

based on evaluations of safe loadings as a specific per-

centage of yield stress. Differences in rePorts from other

,o.rr"è, may be due to the use of less rigorous estimating

procedures.

At any rate, the problem of existing bridge deficiencies is

very large in every state and generally beyond the present

fiscal resources of the states to correct'

The problem associated with permitting greater loads

than thòse defined by the bridge formula is not in the cost

of new bridges to accommodate these toads' The added
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costs to new bridges would be small both because the
additional loading is incremental and because it is .,live"
loading, which is less of a bridge cost factor than .,dead,'

loading-the weight of the bridge itself with such provi_
sions as for wind loads.

The problem associated with permitting increased loads
is the number of additional bridges, designed for present
loadings, that would be made deficient. This problem was
considered to be of such potential magnitude that the bridge
formula was generally accepted, in this study, as defining
a probable limit for uniform vehicle provisions inasmuch
as there appeared to be no ¡easonable expectation of finding
the kind of economic justiflcation (transportation beneûts)
that would warrant exceeding it.

Geometric Requirements

In considering whether to permit vehicle dimension or
weight increases, a state must consider the extent to which
existing geometrics will accommodate larger vehicles.
Highway geometrics involve such factors as lane widths,
turning radius of curves, intersection design, climbing
lanes, and the like. As vehicle sizes or weights increase,
geometrics may be affected. For example, vehicles can only
attain a certain width before they protrude into another
lane, or they can only reach a certain length before they
can no longer negotiate a curve or intersection without
encroaching on a shoulder, another lane, or a curb.

Highway Costs

In each of the categories previously discussed, changes
in vehicle sizes and weight levels may affect the costs neces_
sary to construct, maintain, or reconstruct highways. One
of the main problems faced by state transportation authori_
ties when highway cost increases are threatened, even
though they may be entirely justifiable from an economic
standpoint, is that the benefits seldom put money directly
into the funds from which the highways are built and
maintained. Commercial transportation cost savings, for
example, ultimately affect consumer prices that do not
increase highway funds. In fact, energy savings may have
a detrimental effect on the availability of needed funds
because less fuel use means less fuel taxes.

Unfortunately, national and state legislatures are not
prone to increase fuel taxes and other highway user
charges (which represent almost the sole source of revenues
for major arterial highways) in proportion to highway
costs. In one typical state, the fuel tax, as a percent of fuel
cost, decreased by 8 percent during a period when construc_
tion and maintenance unit costs increased by l2O percent.
There appears to be little legislative consciousness that the
investment in highways in constant dollars must keep
abreast of the growth in highway service demands (repre_
sented by traffic growth) if these demands are to be met
adequately.

There is evidence from recent national studies that major
highways have been depreciating for the last 7 or g years
at a faster rate than they are being improved (32). It is
not surprising, therefore, that transportâtion officials are
prone to react negatively to any action that will further
increase highway costs.

Public Saf ety

States must consider whether vehicle size and weight
increases will affect the public safety. Some of the areas in
which public safety might be affected have already been
discussed in that bridge deflciencies can have safety impacts
along with any inabilities of truck combinations to keep
entirely within their lanes or otherwise properly negotiate
highway configurations. There is the question of braking
performance of large and heavy vehicles. Also, longei
vehicles will require more time to pass, increasing exposure
to oncoming traffic. There are considerations relative to
the spray from certain combinations in inclement climatic
conditions that may affect vision. Additionally, as pas-
senger-vehicle sizes decrease while truck sizes increase, the
question of whether injury and fatality rates and numbers
will change must be addressed.

Costs to the Public

The extent to which the public will either beneût or be
harmed is an important issue when considering truck sizes
and weights. To the extent that better uniformity permits
greater sizes or weights in the more restrictive states,
transportation cost savings will accrue because the capa_
bility to move greater loads will result in less trips to move
the same amount of goods. Energy consumption will like-
wise be reduced.

The initial disposition of such transportation cost savings
is not clear. In some cases, shipping costs may be reduced.
In other cases, the rate of shipping cost increases may be
slowed. Savings that are immediately realized, might be
used for purchase of more efficient equipment. In the long
run, however, because of the competitive situation, there
is little doubt that the public would beneflt.

With regard to the issue of public harm arising as a result
of increasing truck sizes and weights, there are general
safety concerns and concerns over effects on other trans-
portation modes. These are controversial concerns and
very little definitive data are available. Currently available
statistics indicate that heavy trucks have,a substantially
higher involvement in fatal accidents than passenger cars
and light trucks on a per vehicle basis. However, there
are no statistics indicating the relative involvement of
combination vehicles as compared with other heavy trucks.
It is known that the frequency of accident involvement of
combinations is far below that of other vehicle types on a
per vehicle-mile basis (see Chapter Two, Table 9). But
even if combinations had the same fatality involvement
per registered vehicle as other heavy truck types, their ratio
of travel to that of a passenger car would bring their
involvement on a per vehicle-mile basis to about the same
level. In fact, the annual American Trucking Trends
shows that the fatality rates for tractor-trailers, based on the
vehicles primarily responsible, are consistently less than
those for passenger cars.

Analyses of fatality occurrences relating to the weight
of vehicles have not been conclusive, but they indicate
that the effect.of the weight of a vehicle may level off at
about 60,000 lb (27.2 t) .

It is important to note that all of the considerations and
relationships described relate to vehicles that are currently



on the road in common use. Large and heavy yehicle con-

figurations that are now being tested or are in limited use

often have substantially better safety records than existing

vehicles. flowever, the limited-use situation may not prop-

erly reflect their behavior under expanded use-particu-
larly, because their drivers, at present, tend to be especially

selected and paid at premium rates'

In addition to other considerations, greater efficiency in

truck transportation may help to reduce accidents' Theo-

retically, trucks carrying greater payloads would move a
given quantity of freight in less trips, resulting in reduced

truck exposure in the traffic stream, which should generate

a reduction in the number of accidents'
Intermodal concerns relate to truck-rail competition'

The question is whether permitting truck size and weight

increases will result in capture of more of the rail market'

Although this question is pertinent at this time in that

decisions presently need to be made relative to possible

government support of railroads, it does not appear to be a

question that is particularly relevant to this research project'

With respect to the competitive situation, there appears

to be only one sound basis on which to base a decision not

to take every opportunity to reduce net transportation costs

by highway. Net transportation costs are defined as the

transportation costs that properly should be incurred by

truckers to move commodities when they are paying their
fair share of all highway costs. The only basis would be a

demonstration of net advantage to the public of maintaining
or expanding the railroads current share of shipments

subject to cost competition. Such an advantage might occur
through energy savings, if these were of such value to the

public as to offset lower transportation costs.

Without such a demonstration, the public net advantage

would appear to be served by taking every opportunity to

reduce transportation costs on both modes.

If there are specific advantages in making certain ship-

ments by rail where any cost advantage of trucking should

be overlooked, actions should be taken selectively to en-

courage these shipments by rail or prevent them by truck.
It would appear not to be good business to avoid

reducing truck costs when no net public advantage can be

demonstrated. It obviously is beyond the scope of this
project to comparatively evaluate public advantages

through shipments by rail and truck. For this reason'

intermodal concerns are not considered a major issue in
this research.

Safety issues are discussed more specifically in Chapter
Two.

Related Research

In recent years, the American Association of State High-
way and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) have con-

ducted or sponsored several studies involving truck size

and weights and their effects on highways and transporta-
tion costs. Some of these studies are ongoing.

The American Association of State Highway Officials
pioneered in determining the effects of vehicle weights on
highways with the road tests conducted in Illinois, Mary-
land, and Idaho (WASHO) in the late 1950's and early
1960's. Most highway design mechanics in use today and
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most of the analyses that have been conducted on the

impact of increased vehicle sizes and weights on the high-
way system are based on the Illinois AASHO Road Test

results.
An FHWA study, completed in 1.968, concluded that

axle weights and gross weights could be increased sub-

stantially above current levels with resulting savings in
truck transportation costs being 12 times greater than the

additional cost to the highway system that would be neces-

sary to accommodate the heavier vehicles (7). This study'

however, predicated additional highway costs mainly on the

basis of differences in construction, reconstruction, and

resurfacing schedules that would occur as a result of
shortened service lives because of increased equivalent axle

loads. Estimated service lives were based on highly theo-

retical road survivor curves. No adjustments were made
TL ^ ^^,,:.,^I^^+lof tng conolllon oI gxlstlllg uavgrlrçrrrs' rr¡ç çqurY4lwrrr

axle load determinations were based on questionable

assumptions regarding the advantage that would be taken

of increased axle load provisions. For these reasons, the

relationship between transportation cost savings and addi-

tional highway costs for the axle loadings recommended

appears to be substantially overstated. However, the basic

findings of the very comprehensive study were undoubtedly
valid: that substantial net transportation cost savings can be

realized through changes in laws and regulations to permit

optimal types of commercial vehicles to use the nation's

highways to full advantage (7).
In 1972, the study previously described was summarized

in an FHWA report that updated the earlier study and

discussed some of its implications (8). This report was

prefaced by a statement that said in part that "any sub-

stantial increase in legal loads without a massive program to

update, monitor and maintain the highway system would

create disastrous effects in many states. Many pavements

would need to be overlaid and bridges reinforced for
appropriate maximum loads."

The Highway Research Board (now Transportation Re-

search Board) published a report in 1'973 identifying high-

way system factors that are influenced or impacted by

truck sizes and weights, including the types of benefits and

disbenefits that might be expected (9). The National
Association of Australian State Road Authorities is also

conducting comprehensive studies on truck sizes and

weights, highlighting the factors that need to be con-

sidered (10).
A recent Federal government interagency task force

report, which forecasted transportation needs and goals

over the next 20 years, envisioned truck weight and size

increases to levels substantially above those currently
permitted (11).

Recent work at Oregon State University led to the

development of a computer model for analyzing changes in

size and weight of trucks (12, 13). This research is still in
process, but preliminary findings indicate that nonuni-

formity poses a major problem to truck transportation'

Austin Research Engineers, Inc. is conducting an FHWA
study of the effects of vehicle size, weight, and configuration

on pavement performance and maintenance requirements

(14). The output from this study may be able to verify

the impacts on pavements identified in this research'
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Although possibly not properly designated as research,
one of the best sources for truck commodity flow data is
the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Transportation,
Commodity Transportation Survey. The most recent sur-
vey has been modified to obtain consistency of commodity
flow and manufactured goods by integration with the
Census of Manufacturing (15). This will make this data
source even more useful. It should be noted that the
Bureau of the Census collects the data but does no data
manipulation.

There is substantial research being undertaken con-
tinuously by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in such
divisions as the Agricultural Research Service and the
Statistical Reporting Service. Many reports are developed
on agricultural production, consumption, and shipments,
which were invaluable in the conduct of this study. Of
particular note is the annual Agricultural Statistics.

Research undertaken by the Transportation Systems
Center in Cambridge, Mass., contributed significantly to
this study-particularly in the area of motor vehicle operat-
ing costs (16), as did research in the same area conducted
in Australia (17).

In addition, other research sources were identified and
used in the many statistical and technical areas embraced
by this study, which are referred to elsewhere in this report
and listed in the references.

RESEARCH APPROACH

The research was conducted over a period of 20 months
and consisted of the following tasks:

1. Compilation and analysis of laws and regulations.
2. Analysis of the trucking industry.
3. State visits and canvass of state highway agencies.
4. Development of a national commodity flow model.
5. Evaluation of alternative levels of uniformity and

their potential impacts.
6. Development of recommended approaches to uni-

formity.

Gompilation and Analysis of Laws and Regulations

Nine existing compilations of state laws and regulations
relating to truck sizes and weights were identified and com-
pared. Two of the sources obtained their information
from the other sources. The remaining sources obtained
their information primarily through direct contact with
each state. These sources were synthesized into a com-
pilation designed specifically for the needs of this project.
Disagreements among the sources on specific size and
weight limits were identified and reconciled. Accuracy
was confirmed with each state.

Analysis of the Trucking lndustry

The analysis of the trucking industry involved the fol-
lowing elements: (1) contacts with national organizations
and agencies, (2) review of literature, (3) classification of
carriers, and (4) truckers' questionnaire.

National Contacts

Interviews were conducted with representatives of the
following organizations :

1. American Automobile Association.
2. American Association of Motor Vehicle Administra-

tors.
3. American Association of State Highway and Trans-

portation Officials.
4. American Trucking Association (Highway Engineer-

ing Section, Reciprocity Section, and Department of Inter-
state Cooperation).

5. Federal Highway Administration (Office of Traffic
and Operations, Omce of Research, Office of the General
Counsel, Office of Highway Safety, and Office of program
and Policy Planning).

6. Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility.
7. International Association of Chiefs of police.
8. Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.
9. National Independent Truckers Unity Committee.
10. Private Truck Council.
11. Truck Trailer Mânufacturers Association.
12. Western Highway Institute.
13. Staff Members of the Subcommittee on Roads of

the House Investigative Committee, House of Representa-
tives, U.S. Congress.

The purpose of the interviews was to identify the con-
cerns and viewpoints of interested organizations and agen-
cies; confirm cooperation and assistance by the trucking
associations in all areas, including selection of the carrier
sample; and identify additional sources of information of
relevance to this research,

Literature Review

A bibliography of related literature was developed using
HRIS searches supplied by the Transportation Research
Board, surveys of the Department of Transportation library
and University of Maryland library, and literature obtained
from or suggested by various individuals during the visits
with national organizations and agencies. New repoits
were reviewed as they became available.

The bibliography is contained in Appendix A.

Carrier Classification

The project statement specif,ed that "classifications
should be developed based on the type of carriers and
operations that are responsive to differences in vehicle
size and weight." A list of possible impacts on carriers
was developed and supplemented through interviews with
national trucking organizations and a literature review.
Logical groupings of types of operation characteristics were
prepared. These wele related to existing classifrcation sys-
tems, including those of the ICC.

The carrier classification was used as a basis for strati-
fying the truckers' questionnaire and identifying key varia-
bles for analysis.



Truckers' Questionnaire

A draft truckers' questionnaire was prepared and tested

by review with national and state trucking associations and

with selected truckers. This field testing resulted in some

modiflcation and in the deletion of some questions where

it became apparent that answers would not be known

(such as operational cost data in a large number of in-

stances). The product was lengthy and detailed, but the

trucking associations and truckers agreed that this was

necessary because the information requested is not other-

wise available.
A second questionnaire was prepared, especially for

owner-operator/independent truckers, because the former

questionnaire raised many questions not relevant to this

gìoup (such as in the areas of breakbulk, terminal opera-
+i^-c ar¡ \ 'Fha ec¡ond nrrestionnaire was reviewed withrrvr¡üt v!v./ a--_-_----_---_ -

the chairman of one of the associations of independent

truckers and with the market research of a trucker's

magazine catering to owner-operators.
A letter of endorsement from one of four truckers asso-

ciations accompanied each mailing to the common and

private carriers. These associations were the American

Trucking Associations, Western Highway Institute, Private

Truck Council, and Private Carriers Conference' In total,

7604 questionnaires were mailed.
Appendix B contains a copy each of the truckers' ques-

tionnaires.

State Visits and Canvass of State Highway Agencies

State Visits

Visits to 12 states were conducted to identify costs and

problems associated with nonuniformity and to gain insight

into historical explanations of the existence of the diverse

range of limits. The states were selected based on: (1)
evaluation of the variation in laws and regulations among

the states to ensure coverage of limitation levels; (2)
geographical features, trucking population characteristics,

and degree of use of routes within the state; and (3)

consideration of the recommendations of representatives

from national organizations and agencies'

The states visited were Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,

Maryland, North Carolina, Iowa, Nebraska, Oklahoma'
Louisiana, Wyoming, Colorado, California, and Wisconsin'
In each state, interviews were conducted with state officials,

trucking association officials, and an average of 5 truckers

with varying size and type of operations. State officials

interviewed included representatives of the legal, planning,

maintenance, bridge, traffic, highway safety, permits, and

dimension and weight enforcement offices of highway
departments, the police enforcement agency' and some

state legislators. A standard visitation format was used.

Highway Agency Questionnaire

Questionnaires were sent to the state highway agencies

in all of the 48 contiguous states. The questionnaire sought

the following kinds of information: (1) basic documents

such as laws, maps, in-house studies of truck weights, truck-

related trend data, and pavement and bridge design pro-
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cedure; (2) legal truck size and weight limits for various

highway systems including exceptions and pending legisla-

tive changes; (3) bridge condition data; (4) pavement

design data; (5) accident experience; (6) potential impacts

of th¡ee uniformity level options; (7) interstate coopera-

tion; and (8) enforcement.
The questionnaire is shown in Appendix C' The results

are discussed in ChaPter Two.

Development of a National Commodity Flow Model

One of the major undertakings of this project, basic to

the definitive accomplishment of the objectives, was the

creation-for the first time-of a computerized, national

interstate truck commodity flow network. This identifies

the vast majority of commodity flows within the interstate

corridors in which they occur and the trucks presently

carrying them by type, size, weight, and load status'

Numerous data sources were used in the creation of this

model with heavy reliance on three: (l) 1972 Census of

Transportation (Commodity Transportation Survey, Truck

Use inventory); (2) U.S. Department of Agriculture

Statistics; and (3) Truck weight studies conducted coop-

eratively by the individual state transportation agencies

and the Federal Highway Administration.
Other data sources are mentioned in Appendix D and

in the bibliography in Appendix A. They provided data

on specific kinds of movements, such as exports and im-

ports and movements of natural resources' Several of these

movements had to be constructed from source and destina-

tion information. Numerous discussiots \ilere held with

representatives of government and other agencies, who

developed the statistical information, to assure their proper

interpretation.
Once the existing commodity flows by truck were simu-

lated on the computer in the different corridors, a base

was provided for transferring the flows into more efficient

truck types, sizes, or weights that would be permitted under

alternative uniformity provisions. This led to the deflnitive

conclusions, relative to the impacts of nonuniformity and

the nature of optimal uniformity, that are presented in this

report.
The commodity flow model is described in greater detail

in Appendix D, and illustrations are provided to, show the

corridor link and node network (Fig. D-1) and basic com-

puter programs used in constructing the model (Figs' D-2'

D-3, and D-4). Briefly, the model can be described as

composed of the following components:

l. Commodíty FIow Network:The tonnage of 14 major

commodity classes was determined for each direction on

each of 154 links of a national network with 54 nodes'

2. Truck Type Distributíon:The distribution of 10

truck classiflcations was determined for each direction on

each of the 154 links based on truck weight study data from

297 state operated loadometer stations. Three years of
Ioadometer data were used.

3. Commodity Flow Disaggregation-'the tonnage and

ton miles of each commodity were disaggregated to each

truck classification within each link based on average pay-

load and loading characteristics of the truck classifrcations'
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Evaluation of Alternative Levels of Uniformity and Their
PotentÍal lmpacts

This phase of the research involved the development of
vehicle operating and highway impact cost factors, the
formulation of alternative levels of uniformity, and, ûnally,
the evaluation of these alternatives in light of the cost fac-
tors ancl the commodity flows.

Vehicle Operating Costs

Vehicle operating costs were defined to include fuel
costs, motor vehicle maintenance costs, depreciation and
finance costs, and labor costs. Previous studies were used to
develop values for these costs. In particular, studies by the
DOT Transportation Systems Center, the National Asso-
ciation of Australian State Road Authorities, Whiteside
et al. (NCIIRP Report 141), and the Oregon State Uni-
versity were found most useful.

Cost data in each of the four categories were developed
for several vehicle types ranging from the relatively small
2-Sl (two-axle tractor, single-axle semitrailer) to the
3-52-4 (three-axle tractor, two-axle semitrailer, four-axle
trailer). Costs were then aggregated and portrayed in
two nomographs from which the line haul cost per mile
may be obtained, given the vehicle configuration and either
the gross combination (vehicle) weight or, assuming a
loaded vehicle, the density of the commodity being hauled.

Highway Cost Factors

Determination of highway costs involved the develop-
ment of pavement surface conditions regionally, broken
down by highway mileage, and development of regional
overlay and reconstruction costs for intermediate and high-
type pavements. Performnace curves were developed for
rigid and flexible pavements, relating equivalent axle load
repetitions, pavement thickness requirements, and pave-
ment surface ratings. These various factors were used to
determine highway costs necessary to offset regional in-
creases in equivalent axle load repetitions.

Levels of Uniformíty

Alternative levels of uniformity were developed after

examination of current national and regional limits, and
with consideration to the ¡ecommendations of both trucking
officials and highway officials. Vehicle safety character-
istics, economy, and extent of current usage were also
primary concerns.

Evaluation ol Nonuniformity Impacts

A multilevel analysis was conducted of the beneflts and
disbenefits that could arise at different levels of uniformity.
One method employed was the redistribution of commodi-
ties among vehicle types within one region to match the
current distribution in a second region that had a differing
set of size and weight limits. Another method was to
transfer commodities currently being transported in fully
loaded vehicles to vehicles capable of carrying greater
loads, or to permit vehicles currently loaded to legal weight
limits to carry additional weight to match higher weight
limits. In each case, changes in number of trips were
computed. These were translated into changes in trip
mileage, transportation cost, energy consumption, equiv-
alent axle load repetitions, and accident occurrences.

The highway cost factors were applied to the changes in
axle load repetitions to determine regional costs for addi-
tional overlay or reconstruction of the current highway
plant that would be necessary to offset the computed
increase in equivalent axle load repetitions.

Development of Recommended Approaches to Uniformity

Early in the study, certain practical maximum limits for
truck sizes and weights were identifled. These outer limits
were based on (1) existing vehicle capabilities and (2)
the maximum limits allowed by any individual state or
major toll road.

During the analyses, numerous variations or scenarios
within these limits were evaluated. These led to the deter-
mination of probable ranges of beneflts and costs associated
with different uniformity options which provided.the basis
for the conclusions and recommendations of this study.

Some recommendations were formulated for imple-
mentating uniformity-taking into consideration the legis-
lative process, the limits of authority of various govern-
mental bodies, and advocacies on both sides of truck
size and weight issues.

CH.{PTER TWO

FINDINGS

The diversity in truck size and weight limits that exists
across the country creates transportation inefficiencies that
result in higher costs and unnecessary energy consumption.
Yet, it is difficult to define exactly what the optimal level
of uniformity should be. It is not necessarily at the most

liberal level of sizes and weight provision by any state,
because economic benefits associated with these most
liberal levels may not justify the highway and public costs
that are involved. If net economic benefit is the criterion,
it does not necessarily require that every state have exactly



the same laws and regulations governing vehicle size and

weight because individual states and sometimes groups of
states have special enterprises that may deserve special

transportation provisions important to their economies.

It is presumed that economic and other benefits in these

states would outweigh highway and public costs to provide
them. However, these same provisions, at similar cost, may

produce minimal benefits in other states, the bulk of the
movements not being interstate in nature or conflned to a

few states. Thus, to maximize benefits versus costs in these

cases, states would have different laws and regulations.
Optimal uniformity logically occurs when there is general

provision for all interstate movements traversing all states

where it can be demonstrated that the aggregate public
beneflt, converted to economic terms, exceeds all public
and highway costs, also converted to economic terms'

It is obvious that there is not adequate common provision
for all of these movements. The laws and regulations in
some states and groups of states form barriers to more
efficient, cost effective, and energy conservative interstate
truck movements that are generally permitted in most

other states. In some cases, more efficient movements of a

higher order are permitted in only a few states and some-

times on limited systems, which, if generally permitted
under properly controlled circumstances, would earn added

benefits far outweighing added costs.

These findings are discussed in this chapter. Current
size and weight laws are presented and their diversity is

examined. How the trucking industry is affected by the
laws is discussed, as is the effect of truck sizes and weights
on the highway system. Estimates of transportation cost
savings, other benefits, and additional highway costs that
would accrue at several alternative levels of greater uni-
formity are also presented.

PRESENT LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Summary of Laws

Size and weight limits vary substantially among the
states. Each state separately assigns vehicle height and

width limits. Length limits may or may not be specified
for single unit trucks, semitrailers, full trailers, and com-
bination vehicles. Types of combination vehicles permitted
vary significantly from tractor semitrailers only in some

states to triple-trailer combinations in others. Weight
limits may or may not be assigned to tires, wheels, steering
axles, other single axles, tandem axles, and triaxles.
Maximum weights are determined in some states by a

formula or table, whereas other states specify maximum
weights by vehicle type or number of axles and axle spac-
ing. Weight formulas and axle spacing requirements vary
among the states.

Table 1 is a summary of size, weight, and speed laws
and regulations by state. The range of variation of size and

weight limits among states is given in Table 2.

Gharacteristics of Laws and Regulations

Establishment of Limíts

Limits may be established by a law or a regulation. A
large majority of states specify each limit in their law. In

13

some cases, the state legislature empowers state highway

authorities to establish limits and/or designate highway
systems or routes on which limits may be used. In those

cases noted where state highway authorities have estab-

lished limits, the limits are usually made at least equal to
those of contiguous states.

Intra-State Difierences

Limits sometimes will vary among highway systems

within a state. Exceptions to limits may be provided for
carriers of speciflc types of commodities or for selected

industries. Toll-road limits may differ substantially from
limits on other state highways. Some states also designate

certain routes on which they will permit heavier or larger
vehicles.

-Fatrlp 1 in¡hrdcc limits fnr ench fvne of hishwav svstem

where they differ within a state. There are 25 states that

vary their limits on differing highway systems or that
designate routes for larger vehicles to use.

Tolerances

Eighteen states have statutory tolerances on axle weights.

Nine of those states also have tolerances on gross weights.
The tolerances normally range from 5 percent to 10 percent

over specifred weight limits.
It became readily apparent during the study that truckers

consider axle-weight limits to be the specified limit plus the

tolerance. In fact, some of the size and weight limit
publications heavily used by truckers list weight limits
including, but not identifying, tolerances. For example,
a 20,0001b (9-t) axle limit plus 10 percent tolerance
would be listed in the publication simply as a 22'0001b
( 10{) axle limit.

Permit Operatíons

All states provide for permits that can be obtained for
nonreducible oversize and overweight movements. In 11

states, permits are also available that are of annual or long-
term duration, allow multiple trips, and are not limited in
commodity application. These are generally provided
at little or no cost and serve to effectively increase state

limits. Similar permits are available for use on toll roads
in eight other states. Examples of permit use within these

19 states include permits for the use of triple trailer com-
bination vehicles that are available in 4 western states,

permits for use of turnpike doubles on toll roads in 5

states, and permits allowing heavier weights in all 19 of the
states even though the loads carried are easily reducible.
Limit increases available under regular multiple trip
permits are specified in Table 1.

Grandlather Clause

The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 placed a limit on
weights for vehicles operating on Federal-aid Interstate
highways of 18,000 lb (8.16 t) on single axles, 32,000 lb
(14.5 t) on tandem axles, and 73,280-lb (33.23-t) gross

vehicle weight. Vehicle width was limited to 96 in.
(2.44 m). Many states permitted greater weights, and two
permitted greater widths at the time; under a grandfather
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TABLE 2

RANGE OF MAXIMUM

t7

TABLE 1-(Continued)
In General

(l) when two dlfferent ILmlts are shown whlch are separated by a dlagonal line' the Limlts above the llne

areappl.lcabletonon-Interstatesystemhtghwaysandbelowthel.j'neapplytothelnterstateSystem.

(z)P..Àpermltlsrequlred.Thfsdeslgnatlonlsusedonlywhenthepermltsareofanannual,multlpletrlp
nature.

(3) D = Designated hlghways only. The state speclfles which htghways can be operated on under the glven

Ilmlts.

(4) N.S. = Not specifled. The law does not speclfy any Umlts'

(5) N.P. = Not permitted bv law.

(6)w/L=Withload.Thlsspeclflesasizellmitlncludingtheloadifthe}awpemitstheloadtoextend
beyond the vehlcle length llmtt.

(7) w/t = The limit lncludlng any statutory tolerance'

Speclflc Footnotes to Table

(l) width: The plus slgn following some width limlts indicates that the state allows such tilngs as mlrrors'

other safety devlces, and pneumatlc tlres to protrude an addttional slx inches'

(2) Truck length: Limlts llsted âre for 3 axle vehicles. state limits for 2 axle vehicì.es mav be less'

(3) steering axle wetght umits: L¡mits are speclfied onìy when there is a speclflc llmit other than the

slngle axle ltmlt for steering ax]es.

(4) lype of Gross Welght l,imlt:

(a) te = Brtdse Formuìa B þ - 500(#+ lzN + 36))

i¡i t¡ = A table of axle welghts derlved frcm Brldge fomula B

(c) ot = A fomula other than Brldge Formula B

(d) ot = A table other than Brldge Table B

(e) Stul = Specifled Maxlmum Ilmlts
(t) ¡L = AxIe Limlts

Conversion factors
I inch = 2.54 centimeters; I foot = 0.3048 meters;

SIZE AND 1VEIGHT LAWS

I lb = 453.6 grams; I kip = .4535 tonnes.

(l)Michiganpermits32,000lbs.ondesignatedhighwavs;26'000onallotherhighwavs'

(2) Number in parenthesis represents maxlmum permitted includlng tolerance'

(3) 108" in Hawall; 120" on Indiana and Pennsylvanla Turnpikes'

(4) N,S. means the llmlt ts not specified by law' The number in parenthesls is the

largest specifled limit.

Converslon Factors
I inch = 2.54 centlmeters
I foot = 0.3048 meters
I klp = 0.4535 tonnes

n¡,¡¡crorv@
SlngIe Axle
w^i^hr lt hc ì

Tandem AxIe
Weioht (lbs . )

Gross Vehicle
wê{dht lì hs, )

Mlnlmum

Maximum

t8

22
(23

000

400
s20) (2)

32,000 (Ð

40,000 _ .

(44 .000) €J

7 3 .000

t39,000

Number of
Units PermittedWeight I Helsht

12.s I 3s

Maximum I roz@
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clause in the Federal Aid Highway Act, these states were
allowed to continue to permit those greàter limits on
their Interstate highways. Although Federal law in 1975
allowed increases in weight limitations to 20,000 lb (9.07 t)
on single axles, 34,000 lb (15.4t) on tandem axles, and
80,000-lb (36.28-t) gross weight, 25 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia presently permit greater weights and/or
widths on their Interstate highways under the grandfather
clause. Table 3 lists current grandfather clause size and
weight applications.

Grandfather Clause Applied to permit Operations

In recent years, some states have made permits available
for the regular operation of vehicles on their Interstate
highways at weights in excess of Federal levels. These
permits can be provided only in those states which, prior
to the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956, did not specify in
their law that permit-overweight operations were allowed
only in the case of irreducible or not-readily-dismembered
loads. All of the states listed in the gross weight column
of Table 3, except New Mexico, provide such permits.

TABLE 3

GRANDFATHER CLAUSE APPLICATIONS ON INTERSTATE SYSTEM

(l) Width limlt exceptions are noted only for those states al.lowlng the body of
the vehlcle to extent beyond 96',. Several addluonal states allow widths
beyond 96" for such thlngs as extremes of pneumatic tlres, mlrrors and other
safety devlces, and/or loads.

(Z) Ooes not include statuatory tolerance.
(3) Includes tolerance 

"(4) wlth permtt.
(5) ¡ltgher welghts available under permlt.

Converslon Factors
I lnch = 2.54 centlmeters
I klp = 0.4535tonnes

Regional C haracteristics

Many similarities in size and weight limits can be found
by region. For example, a comparison of single axle weight
limits on a regional basis (see Fig. 1) reveals that the
northeastern states from Maryland north, except Delaware,
permit weights of 22,400 tb ( 10. I 5 t) on single axles, while
a number of states bordering the Mississippi River limit
single-axle weight to 18,000 lb (g.16t). The remaining
states in the southeast and west permit 20,000 lb (9.07 t),
although some of the states allowing 20,000-lb (9.O7-f)
single-axle weights require annual permits and, for some
others, the 20,000-tb (9.Oi-i) limit includes statutory
tolerances.

Examination of tandem axle weight limits, shown in
Figure 2, reflects similar regional patterns. It can be seen
from Figure 3 that maximum gross weights permitted in the
west and southeast are generally greater than gross weights
permitted in the northeastern and Mississippi Valley states.

There are also regional characteristics in lengths (Fig. a)
and types of combination vehicles permitted (Fig. 5).

.'l,.]

',.-..;
.l .,: I' .:,',
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Greater than 20,000 Ib

! t"r. Than 2o,ooo Ib I Tonne = 2'2os rb

Figure I. Single axle weight limíts. lleíght límits depicted include tolerances

orid irnrot pármits; ¡f timits on the Interstate System dífrer from limits on

other state highroyt, the Inteßtate límits are shown'

I 73,280 lb I Tonne = 2,20s lb

Figure 3. Gross vehícle weight límíts. Límíts depícted include tolerances and

ài"iot, mubiple trip permitl; iÍ weight límits differ for Interstate System and

state primary híghways, the Interstate límits ate shown.

Greater than 34,000 Ib

34,000 Ib-

I 
r""." Than 34,000 Ib I Tonne = 2'205 Ib

Figure 2. Tandem axle weíght limits. weighl limits depícted-include toler-
oic,es and annual permíts; ¡f límits on the Interstate System difier lrom límíts

on other state highways, the Interstate límits are shown'

Greater Than

I tt'(vlrslnia 56', Maine 56.5') I Foot=0'3048meters

Figure 4. Vehícle length limits. Limíts depicted include lolerances and annual,

*lrltipl, ttip permíts; il límíts dífrer for Interstate System and state primary
highways, the Interstate System límits are shown- \o
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Fígure 5. Legalíty of multiple trailer combínations. This figure depicts the
practícal use of multiple trailer combinations when combíningTeneth [aws with
laws governing the number of units permissible wíth a comblnafion. For
example, the laws of Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Míssouri, Ohío, and Texas
do not prohibit triples; however, the length limíts ín those states do iot make the
use of triples practical. Likewìse, doubles combinatîons would be legal in
Georgia,.Mississíppi, New lersey, and New york, but the 55, tength limíi make
the combínation impractical.

Trðctor semltrallers only I foot = 0.3048 meters

Most eastern seaboard and southeastern states do not permit
lengths in excess of 55 ft (16.76 m), with the exceptions of
some toll roads; the remaining states allow lengths generally
of 65 ft (19.8 m). A block of states in the west allows
combination vehicle lengths of 105 Ît (3Zm) or more.
Eastern seaboard and southeastern states are also consistent
in prohibiting combination vehicles of more than two units
or in restricting lengths to the extent that use of combina:
tion vehicles of greater than two units would not be
economically viable.

Cooperative Agreements

It does not appear that there are any cooperative agree-
ments among states on uniformity in size and weight laws,
with the possible exception of the Multistate Highway
Transportation Agrèement (MHTA), which has been
adopted by two western staies, and which is designed
specifically to facilitate interstate commercial transporta-
tion by adopting minimum weight and dimension standards.
A few states cited efforts made with neighboring states that
were abandoned because of inability to reach agreement
on specifics. A copy of the MHTA is included in Ap-
pendix F.

Legal Applications Contributing to Diversity

Statutory Omissions or Ambíguitíes

Recently, the trucking industry has taken full advantage
of loopholes that exist in the size and weight laws of several
states, and this serves to further diversify limits among the

states. For example, not long ago the weight laws in one
western state controlled gross vehicle weight by a formula
governing the spacing between the fust and last axles, but
did not specify percentage distribution of weights ln those
axles or interior axle sets. The law, designed to protect
bridges, permitted gross vehicle weight to increase as the
distance between the first and last axle increased. The
dump truck operators rapidly availed themselves of this
loophole opportunity by towing an empty boat trailer,
thereby increasing the extreme axle spacing and allowing
them to carry more weight than otherwise permissible or
intended.

In other states, where weight laws do not distribute load
carrying responsibilities among axles or between the two
axles of a tandem axle set, trucks have been designed with
an axle that can be raised and lowered. Lowering the
axle to the point where it just touches the ground and the
wheel turns gives the incorrect appearance that it is in
tandem with and sharing equal load-bearing responsibilities
with the other axle, thereby allowing the two axles together
to carry weights permitted on tandem axle sets.

In these cases, the trucker obtains the advantage of being
able to carry heavier payloads, but at the same time a
greater impact is placed on the highway plant than would
otherwise result with laws requiring proper distribution of
the load among the axles of a vehicle.

Legal Interpretations

Interpretations of the law can differ among states and
this contributes to diversity. For example, most states

Combinatlons of 65' or mõfe



restrict the type of combination vehicle that can operate

within their boundaries by restricting the number of units

that can be included in the combination. States com-

monly restricting doubles usually limit permissible com-

binations to two units, which normally are considered to be

the tractor and semitrailer. In one state, however, a

tractor-semitrailer combination has been legally interpreted

to be one unit, which has allowed the addition of another

trailer for the operation of a doubles combination within
the two unit confines of the law.

Short-Term Laws

In a number of states, laws or regulations have been

passed that were intended to be short-term but have never

been rescinded. These may apply to such things as the
o¡rrement of enersr¡ !'eso!Ì!'cec- where weight limits are

v¡ v^¡v¡ÞJ

"temporarily" increased during energy shortages, and to

the movement of highway building materials during the

construction of highwaYs.
Laws and regulations originally intended to be temporary

generally involve permitting greater axle or gross weights.

Failure to rescind the laws has apparently resulted in seri-

ous reductions in pavement life in several states'

Enforcement

The extent to which a state enforces its size and weight

limits contributes informally to size and weight diversities

among states. This applies especially to weight enforce-

ment, because lengths and permissible combinations are

readily apparent and, therefore, more easily enforceable.

States develop reputations relative to level of enforce-

ment. In those states that have low enforcement levels,

there tends to be a high percentage of overweight trucks,

especially if contiguous states have less restrictive limits.

In one such state, weighing data revealed that 30 percent

of the trucks traveling on an across-state stretch of Federal-

aid Interstate highway were overweight. In effect, states

that do not enforce their limits have more liberal limits
than their laws and regulations reflect.

Political Aspects of Nonuniformity

Legislation Not Obiective

Various pieces of legislation concerning vehicle sizes and

weights are presented to the legislature eâch year in vir-
tually every state. In some cases, such as where doubles

are not permitted, legislation has been reintroduced an-

nually for a number of years. Major industry associations-
representing the needs of the larger interstate carrier-do
attempt to coordinate legislation on a national basis.

Localized industry, however, tends to press for size and

weight benefits most suited to its particular needs, often
without consideration of uniformity with contiguous states.

fncreases in timits resulting from localized industry pres-

sure generally contribute to nonuniformity.
Twelve states were visited during this study; and, in a

majority of cases, authorities in these states had no hard
data on how various proposed changes in truck size and

weight legislation would influence the highways, the driving
public, or the trucking industry. In one state, analyses
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had been made of potential impacts with conclusions by
highway officials that substantial net beneflts would accrue

to the state and country permitting 5 ft (1'5 m) longer

doubles combinations. However, the Governor vetoed

legislation that would have allowed the increase in double

length.

Organized Opposition to Trucks

Organized opposition to size and weight increases stems

from several differently motivated sources. In some cases,

the basis for opposition is misunderstanding caused by

lack of information or inaccurate information. In some

cases, the basis is protection of self-interest' In other cases,

the basis is honest concern that appears to be justifiable.

But in still other cases, the basis appears to be entirely
nnlitical

An example of misinformation or lack of information
may be evident in the highway safety area where it is

believed that the relative safety of trucks, as they affect

other traffic, is proportional to their size and weight. An-
other common example is the belief that heavy trucks do

more damage to highways and bridges than passenger cars'

regardless of structural design.

Railroad supporters, including the Association of

American Railroads, are against any increases in truck sizes

and weights, simply because it is liable to give trucking

another competitive edge.

Environmentalist groups oppose more lenient provisions

for trucks, because they perceive large and heavy trucks as

contributing disproportionately to noise and air pollution'
They are inclined to overlook counter considerations, such

as reduction in number of trips, which, in aggregate, could
reduce the two types of pollution that are their concern.

Environmental and energy groups also oppose improved
provisions for trucks because, rightly or wrongly, they

have the impression that trucks use more energy in trans-

porting goods than railroads.
Political interests sometimes join the opposition simply to

be aligned with what they perceive as the predominant
public viewpoint.

Highway and public officials often join the organized

opposition because, although trucks do not damage high-
ways properly designed to carry them, they are capable of
shortening the service lives of underdesigned highways.

Trucks that are loaded heavier than provided for in the

design process can, and do, shorten the service lives and

sometimes impose noticeable damage on highways and

bridges. Even when axle-load increases may only be small.

the highway fraternity is prone to resist, regardless of bene-

fits, because of the present financial situation when any

shortening of service lives poses additional construction
and maintenance problems for which there is no apparent

solution.
Thus, there can be a substantial organized body of

opposition to any truck size and weight increases even when

the net benefits far exceed the net costs.

Truck and RaiI Competition

The issue of competition between truck and ¡ail is

important to the cause of uniformity in highway sizes and
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weight legislation because it is cited as a key issue that
needs to be carefully considered in advocating measures for
better uniformity. The subject was brought up by trans-
portation department personnel many times during the
research. Undoubtedly, the issue does deserve serious
consideration in connection with any prospective changes
in highway laws and regulations on motor vehicle sizes
and weights. However, there is substantial danger that the
competitive issue will not be viewed in its true perspective
as it relates to uniformity and that contrary actions will
result that are not to the best advantage of the populace.

The major problpm is the difficulty of supporting rail-
roads when trucking takes over an ever-increasing share of
the commodity shipment market due to transportation
cost advantages. The railroads already are largely out of
the low-density, high-value general freight; refrigerated
produce; and personal transportation pictures. Many of the
railroads in the United States have recently encountered
serious financial difficulties with abandonment of many
services and other well-known results. The fact is, trans-
portation of many commodities by truck offers distinct
advantages to the shipper over transportation by rail for
these and many other reasons.

The most signiflcant advantage, in many cases, is the
cost advantage. Trucking costs are substantially less than
other surface transportation costs because of one under-
lying factor-sharing of the costs of the roadbeds over
which trucks operate. Railroads must pay not only for
rolling stock and terminals but also for control systems
and the entire roadbed, whereas trucking concerns share
costs with many other highway users in both roadbed and
operating categories.

This sharing, an outcome of the tax situation where
different highway user components are charged a propor-
tion of the costs of highways, is viewed incorrectly by some
as a subsidy to truckers. The word "subsidy" is applicable
only where truckers are not paying their fair share of the
costs. When this occurs, it is an indication that the high-
way tax structure needs correction.

Although trucking costs may be further reduced as a
result of some uniformity measures, the competition prob-
lem needs to be viewed with a clear perspective to ensure
that what is done operates to the net advantage of the
populace and not exclusively to advance the cause of an-
other mode for which a better course of action probably
can be formulated. In other words, there should be ways,
selectively, of taking advantage of reduced transportation
costs by highway, while still providing for railroad trans-
portation where it offers significant advantage. Since
transportation costs are a component of what everyone pays
for goods in the marketplace, there obviously are significant
cost-of-living advantages to reducing these costs to the
lowest possible level, consistent with other public costs and
benefits.

Additional costs on the highways are of concern. Con-
sideration must be given to whether the advantages in
reduced transportation costs would be consumed in addi-
tional highway costs, either through structural or geometric
requirements, or maintenance, or operational costs. High-
way safety, energy efficiencies in transportation, and en-
vironment quality issues must all be addressed.

Further reduction of income to the railroads is definitely
of concern. It still is generally accepted that the railroads-
which built this nation in the first place-are a necessary
component of an adequate transportation system. There
would be a substantial increase in highway costs and
nuisances if some commodities currently transported by rail
were, instead, transported by truck on general use facilities,
Nuisances would occur in greatly increased highway con-
gestion and even danger-many more hazardous materials
would be on the roads. The national defense would suffer.

These are a few indications that railroads continue to
meet fundamental needs. There are other more complex
issues. It is sufficient to oay that there are advantages to
the public of maintaining strong railroads for some types
of shipments.

However, it is not to the public advantage to try to
maintain economically viable railroad operations by arti-
ficially keeping net transportation costs on the highways at
a higher level than they might otherwise be. It is possible,
as shown in this research project, to substantially reduce
transportation costs by road for many commodities that
already are transported largely by truck and where rail is
not even closely competitive.

A problem occurs because the actions permitting these
cost reductions can result, also, in further competitive
advantage of truck-over-rail in areas where the two modes
are strongly competitive. It would be wrong to suggest that
this might not be a likely result. Ilowever, the answer-to
provide the best net advantage to the public-would appear
to reside in selective study and action. The study would
determine the advantages to the public of different types of
transport of different commodities by different modes. The
selective action would encourage or assure the transporta-
tion result desired without punitive effects on transportation
costs in general. Subsidies to railroads for the movements
of some commodities might be in order. Consideration
might even be given to limiting the distance of truck
movements for some commodities. But it woultl not appear
to be to the public advantage to prevent improvements in
highway transport that can result in a lower cost of living
without offsetting disadvantage.

These are important issues because misunderstanding of
the facts, on the part of the public, is probably the biggest
bar to greater uniformity in truck size and weight regu-
Iation.

Public Antituck Sentiments

One of the most serious problems in obtaining public
acceptance of more uniform laws and regulations with a
potential for significant transportation cost and energy
savings is the general public attitude toward trucks on
the highway. Unfortunately, this attitude is not based on
factual knowledge of such things as, for example: (1) the
actual safety record of trucks; (2) the damage trucks do to
highways; (3) the availability of products on the market
and reduction in the cost of living that results from trucks
on the highways; or (4) the tax contribution of trucks as it
relates to their fair share of highway costs.

Instead, a larggly emotional climate has been developed
due, partially, to the representations of specific interest
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groups; partially to natural irksome and intimidating

characteristics of large trucks; and, pártially, to the be-

havior of some truck drivers'
With respect to the last, almost every automobile opera-

tor has experienced a discomflting situation involving a

large motor truck. An example is the all-too-common

situation where such a vehicle plays side-by-side leap frog

in hilly terrain, often tail-gating on downgrades.

This and other irksome elements, such as lane-blocking,

are not inclined to endear the motor-truck population to the

passenger-car population. And the idea of still larger

trucks, especially when passenger cars are generally becom-

ing smaller, is not popular with a large segment of the

public. Contributing to this sentiment are news media

coverage of truck-auto accidents highlighted with spec-

tacular photographs providing, to an impressionable public,

an incorrect perspective on ihe reiative safeiy of irucks'

The average passenger-car operator does not consider

that there are significant differences between categories of
truck operations and types of truck drivers that are reflected

in the way trucks are operated-courteously, safely, legally,

or otherwise. Acts of discourtesy without due regard for
safety or consideration of other road users are probably

limited to a small segment of the motor-truck population'

Newspaper editorials concerning size and weight issues

certainly influence the public. In some areas' nerilsPapers

have been noted to be consistently antitruck and often

convey images of trucks crushing pavements and falling
through bridges.

Factual education of the public with respect to truck
operations-their economic role, their safety record, the

damage they do, or do not do to highways-is sorely

needed. Politicians ultimãtely wilt decide on how trucks

will be encouraged or allowed to operate on the highways'

and politicians are influenced by public attitudes.

Inconsistent Demands of Trucking

Truck legislation favorable to the trucking industry most

often is initiated by the state trucking association. These

associations are made up of a mix of interests, such as

intercity common carriers, motor vehicle manufacturers,

truckers connected with localized industries, and sand and

gravel haulers. The more active trucking interests largely
influence the size and weight timits being requested' For
example, if a majority of the membership in one state is

involved in local sand and gravel hauling, the state associa-

tion probably will push for weight increases and will resist

Iaws requiring the covering of loads, and the like. Another
state association with a different mix will push for other
laws. These variations in membership undoubtedly have

contributed to an inconsistency from state-to-state in what
laws the "trucking industry" has promoted and backed.

This contributes to nonuniformity.

Never-Ending Requests for Increøses

An opinion expressed often in highway departments

visited was that demands for truck size and weight increases

were never-ending. If laws should be liberalized one year'

legislation would be proposed for even more liberal laws the

next. These demands for ever-increasing limits conflict
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with the basis of highway design, the selection of a specific

Ioading, and the shortages of funds available for recon-

struction and maintenance. Accordingly, the highway

officials who see this continuity of demand are inclined to

oppose any increase.

Job Reduction

Officials in several states have indicated that opposition

to changes in trucklimit laws occasionally comes from
labor unions. The unions believe that more efficient truck

operations will result in reduced manpower requirements

and thus reduce the number of jobs under the jurisdiction

of the union. The truck industry and the drivers' union

have resolved this problem in most cases by establishing

higher wage scales for drivers of larger trucks.

Impact on Tax SYstems

One important factor relevant to the costs of transporta-

tion is taxation on trucks' Trucking, as a mode of freight

transportation, already enjoys a cost advantage over the

rail mode because the costs of the basic facilities used by

trucks are shared with a large number of other users' Of

course, the general populace is the beneficiary because the

lower transportation costs are passed on to consumers' The

system is more or less in balance, provided trucks pay their

fair share of highway costs. If they pay less, a subsidization

of this mode of shipment is involved and transportation

costs to the consumer (also a highway user) are more than

those reflected in freight rates'

An accepted method of determining a fair share of high-

way costs for a truck of a given size and weight has been

the incremental analysis that determines and assigns the

costs of increments of the highway structure required by

heavier vehicles.

Highway officials in many states will not support weight

increases if the legislation does not include increases in

truck taxes to offset effects on the highway system of the

additional weight limits. On the other hand, many truckers

appear not to be aware of the implication that they

logically should pay more taxes per vehicle or per vehicle

mile for heavier axle weights.

Purely as an indication of what kind of tax increases

may be involved for typical vehicles imposing heavier axle

weights, the tax responsibility results of three incremental

solutions-two in western states and one in an eastern

state-were plotted against axle loadings on semilogarith-

mic paper, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The results are

reasonably straight lines (agreeing with an observed general

tendency of incremental results). Interestingly, the respon-

sibility trends for the different states, as related to axle

loads, are also reasonably parallel, although different high-

way cost bases obviously are signified. Because of the

consistency of the trends, it seems reasonable to extrapolate

the average of the curves to indicate probable cost respon-

sibilities of heavier axle loads that are not now permitted'

If this extrapolation holds, a vehicle now paying $355 per

year when imposing a 20,000-lb (9'1-t) axle load should

pay $480 if it imposes a 26,000Jb ( 1 1.8-t) axle, an increase

in taxes of 35 percent. Similar plots were made for tandem
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Figure 6. Tax responsíbility per vehícle-3-axle SU vehicle.

axles in three states. In this case, the increase in taxes for
a single unit vehicle going from a 34,000-lb (15.4-t)
tandem to a 44,000-lb (20-t) tandem would be on the order
of 32 percent.

THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY

Character¡stics of the lndustry

The trucking industry is not a single entity, but is
composed of many diverse and sometimes conflicting ele-
ments and interests. These are discussed in this section.

General Nature of the Industry

Trucking can be separated into two major classes: for-
hire car¡iers and private carriers. For-hire carriers trans-
port commodities for remuneration. private carriers trans_
port their own products.

For-hire carriers are subdivided into common, contract,
and exempt carriers. Common carriers serve the general
public. Contract carriers obligate themselves to carry the
goods of specific individuals or organizations. Both com-
mon carriers and contract car¡iers transporting commodities
across state lines must have Interstate Commerce Com-
mission (ICC) authorization. The ICC limits the regions
in which they can operate and may also restrict them to
operation on specified highways. They are limited, also, to
carrying only specified commodities.
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Figure 7. Tax responsíbilíty per vehicle-2-axle vehícle.

Exempt carriers transport commodities not specifically
regulated by the ICC and do not need ICC authorization to
operate. Primary commodities in the exempt category are
unprocessed agricultural products and livestock.

Those truckers referred to as "independents" or..owner-
operators" are normally persons who own their own tractor,
may also own the trailer, and do their own driving. Some
may own more than one tractor and rent tô other individ-
uals. They either haul exempt commodities or they lease
both the truck and their services as driver to an ICC-
certified common or contract carrier.

Private carriers are governed by the particular aspects
of the private business that operates them. For example,
a retail store trucking operation will probably be of a radial
nature operating out of a central warehouse facility to keep
its regional stores supplied. The ICC does not allow
private carriers to haul the property of others, including the
property of sister companies.

There are estimated to be roughly |2,OOO common
carriers, 3,000 contract carriers, 40,000 exempt carriers,
and 105,000 private carriers operating in the United
States. In addition, there are estimated to be approximately
125,000 independent owner-operators (18, pp. 1li-120).
Although these categories overlap to some degree, the
figures given represent primary classifications. Fleet sizes
vary from a single truck to fleets consisting of several
thousand truck-tractors and as many as 10,000 trailers.
There were 23 to 24 million commercial trucks registered
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in the United States in 1975, of which approximately
1,065,000 were truck-tractors used in combination vehicles'

Truck operations can be divided into line-haul operations

and pickup and delivery operations' Pickup and delivery

operations normally concentrate shipments at a central

point from a given radial area or disPerse the shipments

into the radial area from a central point. Line-haul opera-

tions move goods intercity.
Payload carried may be less than truckload (LTL) or

truckload (TL) lots. Common carriers, especially of gen-

eral freight or household goods, generally handle LTL
shipments and may speciflcally locate a portion of their

terminals for break-bulk (consolidation or distribution of
LTL lots) purposes.

Vehicle selections for a specific trucking operation are

based both on the commodity carried and on the nature of
- l:r-- ! ^--^l-.the operatlon. rne lnnuence or colrtllluurLy ¡arËçry uçrrrçrù

on the density of the product as packaged and/or carried.

The higher the density, the smaller the storage area required
in the vehicle before the load achieves the maximum weight
permitted by law. Conversely, the lighter the commodity'
the larger the cargo area needed. The nature of the

operation also defines vehicle limits, to some extent,

depending on size of operation, type of road system

normally traveled on, extent to which operation is line haul

or pickup, and delivery.
The value of a commodity can influence the range of

operations. For example, low-value commodities, such as

gravel, cannot competitively be marketed at locations

beyond a very limited distance because transportation costs

are such a high percentage of total cost.

Most commodities transported interstate by truck have

unit costs by weight in excess of $0.05/lb ($0.11lkg)'
Truck transportation costs for these commodities usually
do not account for much more than 5 percent of the total
cost of the item and may be less than 1 percent' On the

other hand, high-density, low-cost commodities may have

unit costs in the neighborhood of $0.002/lb ($0.00aalkg)'
and costs to transport these commodities long distances by
truck can easily account for more than half the market
cost.

Classification of Carriers

In trying to gain an understanding of the way non-

conformity affects interstate truck operations, several ways

of classifying truck operations were initially evaluated.
Ultimately, however, the decision was made to use a
relatively simple classiflcation scheme that appeared to
provide a sound basis for analyzing the comparative

impacts of alternative uniformity provisions.

This classiflcation is based on the relationships found to
exist between commodity type, commodity density, and

truck size and weight requirements. The nonuniformity
problems of a carrier depend largely on what he hauls

and whether or not it is heavy or light' Very dense

commodities do not tend to use all available cargo space

within the confines of current size and weight limits and,

therefore, might be benefited by additional gross-weight or
axle-weight provisions-provided vehicles are otherwise
capable of carrying the additional loads without greatly
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increased costs or other undesirable effects. On the other
hand, carriers of light commodities are more concerned

about cargo space, inasmuch as they "cube out" before

they fully utilize gross-weight and axleload provisions.

They, therefore, are candidates for longer, wider, and

possibly higher trucks with the same reservations on in-
creased costs and other possible negative impacts. Com-

modity type is important because it relates to packaging,

which can have a significant effect on the type of vehicle

required for maximum transport efficiency.
The simplified classification scheme consists of 10 vehicle

types and 14 commodity classes, the latter reflecting relative
densities, packaging, and industry requirements' The l0
truck types are given in Table 4.

Single trucks were not included except in truck-trailer
combinations, because they generally are not used in
:-¿^-^+^+^ /:-+^-^i+" l:-^ L^"1 anar¡finncItlf,çIò14Lç/ r¡!LWrwrLJ/ vrvr4!¡vt¡u'

The commodity types are given in Table 5'

Operating Characteristics and Costs

During the study, the following operating characteristics

stood out as important because of economic and other

impacts both on carriers and segments of the general

public:

1. Size, weight, and payload capacity.
2. Ratio of payload to gross combination weight.
3. Fuel economy.
4. Vehicle operating costs.

5. Power requirements.
6. Turning radii or maneuverability.

TABLE 4

CLASSIFICATION OF TRUCK TYPES

ruck TSrpe
Code Truck

Three- ¡xle tractor, two- axle semi-trailer (3S - 2 )

weighing 56,000 lbs..(25.4t) or less.

Tractor semi-trailer with total of 4 or less axles

veighing 56,000 lbs. (25.4t) or Ìess.

Tractor semi-treiler weighing between 56,I00
(25. 4t) and Og, ooo lbs' (3r.3t).

Tractor semi-trailer weighing between 69,100
(31.3t) and ?4, 000 lbs' (33' 6t).

Trector semi-t¡ ailer weighing between ?4,I00
(33.6t) end 85,000 lbs' (38.5Ð.

Tractor semi-trailer weighing more thãn 85' 000

Ibs. (38,5t).

Twin-trailer combinations (tractor, semi-trailer'
traiter) with either a two-aJle tractor or a single-
axle semi-trailer; and a maximum of ? axles
(essentially a conventional tw in tlei-ler combinatio

Twin-trailer combinations with a minimum of ?

axles and with two axle semi-trailers; and in most

ceses, a three-axle tlactor.

Truck and trailer combi¡ation .

Tractor, semÍ-trailer end two trâilers (triPle
combinat
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Agrlcultural, Marlne and Dense Food products
(Un¡efrlgerated)

Agrlcultural, Marlne and Food products (Refrlge

Forest Products

Bulk Ext¡active Resources (Ore, Coal, Gravel, etc.)

Fuels, Oils, and Chemicals

Buttdlng Materlals

Textiles and Texüte Products

PuIp, Paper, Pd¡ted Materlal

Fumiture and Household Goods

Transportatlon Equlpment (Auto, Boats, etc.)

Light Manufactured Prcducts

Medium Denslty Mðnufactured Products

Heavy Manufactured Products

General Fretght
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TABLE 5

COMMODITY TYPES

7. Stability-relative to breaking and swaying.
8. Accident experience.
9. Negative impacts on other road users.

10. Irritants to other road users, particularly passenger
vehicle drivers.

Each of these characteristics is discussed as follows.

Size, Weíght, and Payload Capacíty

Large commercial vehicle combinations will probably
have an empty or tare weight in excess of 25,000 Ib
(11.3 t). A truck tractor will normally weigh more than
15,000 lb (6.3 t) and an empty 4}-ft (12.2-m) trailer will
weigh more than 10,000 lb (4.5 t).

Payload capacity is a function of vehicle capacity,
commodity density, and allowable legal weights.

Vehicle capacity is defined as the amount of available
cargo space. The approximate available cargo space in
various commonly used vehicle types and configurations
expressed in cubic feet is as follows:

. 40-ff (12.2-m) long trailer-2,500 cu ft (70.8 cu m)

. 45-ft (13.7-m) Iong trailer-2,900 cu ft (g2.1 cu m)

. 27-ft (8.2-m) long trailer-1,700 cu ft (4g.1 cu m)

. twin 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers-3,4oO cu ft (96.3 cu m)

. twin 40-1t (12.2-m) trailers-5,O00 cu ft (141.6 cu m)
¡ twin 45-1t (13.7-m) trailers-5,80O cu ft (164.3 cu m)
o triple 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers-5,l0O cu ft (L44.4 cu m)
. 26-1t (7.9-m) truck with

35-ft (10.7-m) trailer 
-3,400 

cu fr (96.3 cu m)

Ratio of Payload to Gross Combínation Weight

A high ratio of payload to gross combination weight is
desirable. The higher the ratio, the more emcient the fuel

consumption and manpower use. payload to gross com-
bination weight (GCW) ratios are presented in operating

" cost nomographs later in this chapter.
Cargo space is extremely important to the carrier of low-

density (light) commodities. Because of the lightness of
the commodity, the carrier need not be concerned with
weight limits.

On the other hand, carriers of high-density commodities
are ñot constrained by space limitations. Legal gross-
weight limits are reached long before all available cargo
space is occupied. Payload capability in this case is a
function of the legal weight limits. These include gross-
weight limits and axle-load limits. The gross-weight limits
are commonly governed by what is called the bridge
formula discussed elsewhere in this report. The bridge
formula, based on design relationships between safe struc-
tural capacity and the magnitude and spacing of loads, is
basically of the form:

Allowable Gross Vehicle Weighr (GVW) :500
lLN \
\W-a+ 12N+36) (1)

where L: center to center distance between any group of
axles in feet, and N: number of axles in the group.

This relationship relates to pounds. An approximate
kilogram/meter conversion would be:

GVW:30.48( z.zt -!L + Be.zeN + z67si) e)
The gross-weight limits apply either to the entire vehicle

or combination with all its axles or to any group of axles.
There are variations of the formula in some states. It is
applied differently in different states. Often, in the law, it
is ¡educed to a table of permissible loads as related to axle
spacings.

Also, in addition to bridge-formula-based controls on
gross weight, all states establish a maximum value that
cannot be exceeded except under special permit. As
indicated previously, this varies among states.

The commodity density at which a vehicle ,.cubes out,'
varieo with the vehicle type and cargo storage capacity. For
example, a twin 27-ft (8.2-m) trailer combination (251-2)
cubes out at the relatively low density of 1,2 lb/ cu ft (192
kg/cu m), whereas a tractor, semitrailer combination with
a 45-ft (13.7-m) trailer cubes out at the much higher
density of 17 lblcu ft (272.3 kglcu m). The lower the
vehicle storage capacity for a given GVW or GCW, the
lower the cube-out density. Thus, movers of very low
density commodities want a vehicle with as high a ratio
as possible of volume capacity to permissible axle load.
V/ithin the general size limitations, they often do not
require maximum permitted axle loads. The most common
vehicle for this type of commodity is the 2Sl combination-
2-axle tractor, single axle semitrailer. Movers may find
general advantage in the moderately more spacious 5-axle
doubles combinations with 27- to 30-ft (8.2- to 9.1-m)
trailers; the twice as spacious turnpike twins with 5 axles;
or similar capacity triples combinations.

On the other hand, movers of high density commodities
want a vehicle with a high ratio of axle load to volume



capacity. However, as indicated in other sections of this

report, the need or desire to exceed axle loadings currently
permitted in the majority of states, for the purposes of
interstate commerce, was not found to be high for several

reasons. These include: (1) the small proportion of
commodities in very high density categories being moved

interstate, (2) operating cost considerations, and (3) motor
vehicle structural considerations. Accordingly, the most

common interstate carrier of high-density commodities is

the 3S2-3-axle tractor, 2-axle semitrailer. Movers using

these vehicles may find advantage in the 352-4- or 9-axle

doubles combinations.
For any commodity at any density, the desire of truckers

generally is to maintâin the highest possible payload to
GVW ratio.

Fuel Economy

Fundamental statements that can be made about fuel
economy are that big trucks burn more fuel per mile than
small trucks, and that big trucks burn less fuel per ton-mile
than small trucks. There are exceptions and limitations
to both of these statements, but they generally hold true
within the range of vehicles used in interstate trucking.

Fuel consumption per ton-mile is the logical measure of
fuel economy. The Post-1980 Goals study conducted by a

U.S. Government interagency group reviewed the current
state of fuel economy knowledge and developed a curve

relating fuel consumed per payload ton-mile versus gross

combination weight (GCW) based on two equations for
specific fuel consumption (SFC). Figure 8 shows the

curve.
The ratios of net reduction in SFC for various ranges of

cCW (1 lb:0.4536 kg) are:

GCW (lb)
From To

% Reduction
in SFC
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in truckload lots, were considerably higher than costs for a

single-trailer combination. The rationale was that two
return trips were generally necessary between the shipper
and the terminal to pick up or deliver the trailers versus

one return trip for a single semitrailer combination.
However, the premise of such additional pickup and
delivery costs was at variance with statements of doubles'
combination users. The reason may be related to the
nature of TL and LTL shipments, since the Cambridge
theoretical determinations were based on LTL. The users,

on the other hand, cited advantages of dropping smaller
trailers at the primary loading point to obtain full loads'

Because of this variance, based on actual experience of
large users, additional pickup and delivery expense has not
been added to doubles operational costs.

TSC also was in disagreement with other sources in the

amount of <iirect iabor cost. However, in this case, there

was agreement with TSC that wage rate alone, as given in
other reports, is not truly representative of labor costs.

Accordingly, fringe benefits and overhead at approximately
90 percent of base wage rates were added to bring labor
costs in line with those of the TSC.

Because the TSC research and the other sources dealt

with a limited number of combination types, it was neces-

sary to use additional sources to obtain more relative values

for different types and GCW designations. For this rela-

tivity, the heaviest reliance was placed on the Australian
study (17) and NCI/RP Report 141 (9) which updated

studies in the early sixties by Hoy Stevens. Recourse also

was made to other reports on relative costs of different
vehicle types, including doubles and triples. The Australian
and NC/'IRP Report 141 results were given about equal

weight in relating costs for combinations of different
weights and types.

A recent Oregon study draft report (13) was not
available until after the cost relationships had been devel-

oped. However, it has been noted that the costs developed

in that study were derived from NCFIRP Report 141 and

the Australian study, updated to 1975. A comparison was

made of costs per payload ton-mile versus gross weight

derived in this study and those derived in the Oregon study'

This comparison is shown in Figure 9. Because the NCHRP
20-16 curve already is above the Oregon curve' no attempt

was made to reduce the latter to a L974base'

The development of line-haul costs for different com-

bination types at different gross weight levels was per-

formed so that determinations could be made of cost

advantages that would result from changing vehicle types'

Since these advantages are strongly related to the densities

of shipments, two nomographs (Figs. 10 and 11) have

been developed to relate costs per payload ton-mile at

different densities to the loaded capacities of different

vehicle types, given in terms of their GCW.

The left-hand side of the nomograph is based on deter-

minations of typical tare weights and capacities for different

vehicle types and, therefore, their gross weights loaded at

different densities. Maximum loadings of the vehicle types

and configurations portrayed are limited by the bridge

formula that was accepted as an absolute control because of

the present deficient bridge situation discussed elsewhere'

In keeping with general limitations on this project (study

40,000 50,000
50,000 60,000
60,000 70,000
70,000 80,000
80,000 90,000
90,000 100,000
i00,000 110,000
110,000 120,000

33.0
25.0
t7.3
13.9
11.4

8.6
7.t
5.1

Vehicle Operating Costs

Line-haul trucking costs for different combination types
and different gross combination weights (GCW) were de-

rived from Refs. (13, I6-18,20-24).
Information on the nature and general amounts of costs

as related to difterent cost comPonents was derived from
seven of the sources referenced, with heavy reliance on the

work done by the DOT Transportation Systems Center
(TSC) at Cambridge. One area where the order of ac-

cepted costs differs from those determined by the Cam-

bridge researchers has to do with cost related to local
pickup and delivery. The TSC group found that pickup
and delivery costs for doubles combinations wit}r 27-ft
(8.2-m) trailers, based on terminal-to-terminal movement
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of uniformity), maximum current single axle loadings
are also accepted as a limit.

These nomographs were developed exclusively for this
project and represent the best information available for
determining relative vehicle costs. In deriving the values
on which they are based, the various sources used were
employed in a highly complex manner because none were
sufficient to provide more than partial data often based
on different years and including different contributing
factors. The process used was generally one of finding a
commonality of elements in two studies that allowed the

relationships developed in one to be applied to findings of
the other. Thus, the TSC costs, amended by information
from other sources as indicated previously, were extended
to other vehicle types and weights from the Australian
study. Values for combinations such as triples were added
from other sources. Since all vehicle weight groups \ryere
not covered, values associated with some were extrapolated
to others on the basis of proportionate weight relationships
in the NCHRP Report l4t. Where source data were
from different years, statistical trend data were used for
appropriate projections. This is indicative, but certainly

'Equation 2.1

GCll Limlt lmposed
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Fîgure 9, Costs per payload ton-mile for fully loaded vehícles (1974).

not inclusive, of the methodology employed in an area

where information comparable to the nomographs given in
this report was totally lacking. Finally, cost determinations
were made using these nomographs to compare with cost

estimates made in various reports pertaining to the op-

erating costs of a specific vehicle type and weight classiflca-

tion. The results have generally proven the nomographs to

be reflective of actual 1974 costs.

The nomographs were used in conjunction with the

commodity flow network. The nomographs were entered

at specific densities to determine: (1) the typical cost per

payload ton-mile for the present vehicle fully loaded; and,

(2) the typical cost per payload ton-mile for greater gross

weights and different vehicle types at the same densities.

Note that higher gross weights do not necessarily mean

more actual or equivalent axle loadings. They may mean

reduced loadings. The proportion of payload to gross

weight is determined from where the tarelgross ratio lines,

dash-dot with a 2-digit ratio, intersect the maximum GCW/
vehicle type curves. The example in Figure 10 shows how

comparable costs per payload ton-mile are determined for
a commodity with a density of 10 lb/cu ft (160'2 kg/
cu m) being transported in a tractor-semitrailer. As a

further example, note that triple combinations at a cost

of $0.0308/ton-mi ($0.0449ltonne-km) offer a 20 percent

transport cost advantage over doubles at $0'0387/ton-mi
($0.0565/tonne-km) when the shipment density is 10 lbl
cu ft (160.2 kg/cu m). This generally agrees with the

results of test studies of triples (22 ) .

As weight of cargo increases, tare weight of the vehicle

tends to increase. It may be necessary to go to tandem

axles from single axles, for example. Bigger tires, heftier
springs, stronger trailer frames, and more poWerful motors

all lead to greater tare weight, greater initial capital
expenditure, and greater operational and maintenance

costs. These trade-oft factors must be considered when

transferring to a larger and heavier vehicle. The cost

relationships depicted in Figures 12 through 16 reflect

these factors.

Power Requirements

Only two states currently have minimum power require-

ments for trucks. AASHTO recommends that GVW
should not exceed a ratio of 400 lb per engine net HP to
the clutch. This power level is considered sufficient to

ensure a minimum speed of 25 mph on grades up to 3

percent. This translates to gross HP values of 224, 24t,
ãnd 260 for gross vehicle weights of 73,28O lb (33'Zt),
79,000 (35.8t) and 85,500 (38.8t), respectively, on a
3 percent grade.

Instead of such specific requirements on motor vehicles,

several truck industry spokesmen indicated preference for

a performance standard. A performance standard would

siåply require that a truck be able to maintain a specifled

rnirri*rr- 
- 
rpeed on a specified grade' Truckers would

then have more flexibility to selectively power their equip-

ment in accordance with gradient conditions'

Gross Weight in Tons
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Figure 11. Operating cost txomograph. Nomograph to determine relatíve cosls per ton-ntíle for using different

of difrerent densíties.
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Figure 12. summary linehaul costs per mile for different vehícles (1974).

L ton = .907 tonnes
I mile = 1.609 Km

Gross Vehlcle Welght in lons
Fígure 1j. Maíntenance costs per mile for dífierent vehícles (1974).
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tion or pivot points of the combination. It can be expressed

mathematically as follows (9, p.74):

MOT:R,VRI'- >(Ð' (3)

where:

MOT : maximum off-tracking;
Ãr : turning radius of outside front wheel;
Lr : wheelbase of tractor;
Zz : wheelbase of flrst trailer or semitrailer;
Zs: distance between rear axle and articulation

point (pintle hook);
Z¿ : distance between articulation point and front

axle of next trailer; and
Z¡ : wheelbase of trailer.

This relationship does not account for front or rear
overhangs between wheels and bumpers or projections out-
side the wheel tread.

An analysis of trucks manufactured in l97O by White
Motor Company indicated that the average gross HP was

258.1. By 1972 the average had increased to 297 H.P.

After deleting trucks not normally used in over-the-road
tractor operations, White estimated that the average gross

HP of line-haul tractors was 270 in 1970 a¡;,d32O in L972.

An increase in GWV tuom73,28Olb (33.2 t) to 85,000

lb (38.8 t) results in a speed decrease of approximately 2

to 4 mi/hr (3.2 fo 8.4 km/hr) within a grade range of 0 to
7 percent, for vehicles in the 240 to 350 HP range.

Turning Radií and Ofltracking

Offtracking is defined as the difference between the path

of the inside rear wheel of the vehicle and the path of the

inside front wheel as the vehicle negotiates a cuwe (22).
Offtracking is a function of the turning radii, the wheel

base of the unit, and the number and location of articula-
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The equation was tested by the Utah Department of
Transportation in early ll4,ay 1974 at the yard of IML
Freight, Inc. The test results compared welt with the cal-
culated values except where the turning radius was less
than the sum of the squares of the wheelbases. This
situation occurs for the single trailer with the 26-ft (7.9-m)
curve radius and the triples with the 31.5-ft (9.6-m)
radius. The tests showed that a 91.6-ft (27.9-m) wheel-
base triple-trailer combination could be operated on ramps
and streets that will presently accommodate a 5l-ft
( 15.5-m) wheelbase single-trailer combination.

Comparìsons of offtracking for various vehicle types
from the Utah Study (22) are given in Table 6. A further
comparison is provided by apptying the equation to turn-
pike doubles at i05-ft (32-m) over-all length on a 90-ft
(27.4-m) radius curve. In this case, the offtracking is
14 ft (4.3 m). The relevance of the 90-ft (27.4-m) radius
is that it is typical of tight curvatures in some ramp designs.

Western Highway Institute (WHI) has worked out a
table of offtracking values for a curve radius of 165 ft
(50.3 m). These values are given in Table 7 (25).

Figures 17 through 19 are diagrams of turning paths for
three basic design vehicles, WB-40, WB-50, and WB-60
(21).

Truck Salety Characteristics

In California (2ó) tests employing panic stops from 55
mph (88 km/hr), triples with gross weights of 90,g00 lb
( l.Zt) stopped 23 ft (7.O m) shorter than doubles at
76,000 lb (31.81) on dry pavement-tÍZ ft (46.3m)
versus 173 ft (52.7 m). The doubles were not tested on
wet pavement but the triples, on wet pavement, stopped
in the same distance as doubles on dry pavement. In
alignment during the stops, the farthest the doubles
deviated from a straight track was 2 ft (0.6 m); the farthest
for the triples was 6 in. ( 15 cm).

Concerns about large trucks often focus on safety
characteristics including stopping ability, jackknifing ten-
dencies, sway or other lack of stability, and spray in inclem-
ent weather.

Controlled tests have been conducted in several states
comparing some of the safety characteristics of twin 27-ft
(8.2-m) trailers, triple trailers, and more conventional 3-S2
combinations. These tests have consistently shown that
twin and triple combinations have favorable stopping
characteristics as compared with the 3-S2. lnUtah (22),
triples at 107,000 lb (48.5 t) took 2O to 25 ft (6 to 8 m)
further to stop under dry-pavement conditions at 40 mph
(64 km/tu) than doubles at 77,O00 lb (34.9 t). Under

8¡nl¡ t Doublor @

,0 GVW ln fon¡ 30



wet-pavement conditions, the stopping distances were about

the same. Under dry conditions, the doubles stopped 5 to

8 ft (1.5 to 2.5 m) shorter than single-semitrailer com-

binations at 70,000 lb (31'7 t). There were no panic-stop

tests of the single semis from 40 mph (64 km/hr) under

wet-pavement conditions because of fear of jackknifing'

The rear unit of a triples combination does tend to sway'

However, the amount of sway is a function of load dis-

tribution and equipment matching. Tests have indicated

that swaying can almost be eliminated by adhering to

proper loading and equipment matching principles'

Tests conducted in Oregon compared backspray of

single-trailer, twin-trailer, and triple-trailer combinations

(2i) and concluded that doubles and triples Produced an
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equal amount of spray, which was 20 percent less than the

spray produced by the single.

Truck Accidents

Highway safety, as influenced by large trucks, was

carefully considered to the degree available data would

permit. Unfortunately, few states maintain accident rec-

òrds in such a way as to differentiate truck accidents by

size, weight, or configuration of the vehicle excePt, perhaps,

to distinguish combinations from single unit vehicles' Only

about a half-dozen states, in questionnaire responses, indi-

cated the ability to distinguish between multiple-trailer and

single-trailer combinations in rural accident occurrences'

r'/7

. !¡¡ed on 30ê Der g¡llon
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TABLE 6

OFFTRACKING_UTAH DOT TESTS

Source: Utah DOT QZ) foot = 0.3048 meters

TABLE 7

MAXIMUM OFFTRACKING OF VARIOUS TRUCK COMBINATIONS
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Available data on accidents by vehicle configuration
reflect favorable or, at least, equal accident rates for
doubles compared to the tractor semitrailer. The data
from several large carriers, which use both vehicle types,
show favorable records for doubles. The experience of five
such carriers is presented in Table 8.

In a legal brief filed on behalf of two carriers suing for
doubles to be permitted in one state, affidavits from a
representative of the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety and
from highway officials and police officials from several
states stated that doubles have an equal or better accident
record than tractor semitrailers (28). Records of accidents
from several of the Turnpike Authorities permitting the
operation of turnpike doubles (4O ft (l2.Zm) trailers)
show that these vehicle combinations have superior accident
rates.

Triples have been operated under study conditions in
Arizona, California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New york
(Thruway), Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.
In some of these states, the study simply has involved the
operation of triples over a period of time with, perhaps,
some control of movements in inclement weather opera-
tions. In all cases, the safety records have been excellent.

All published research and available data show that
doubles with 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers have safety records
comparable to those of semis. Turnpike twins have
comparably excellent safety records over operational
periods of 10 to 20 years.

It should be noted that one factor, which probably
contributes to the good safety records of multiple trailer
combination vehicles, is the training and experience of the
drivers. Generally, only the best drivers are assigned to

@rtsN
Éo
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these vehicles and a pay differential is often involved. It
should also be noted that the accident records of the
carriers, while they may be thorough and accurate,
probably do not involve the operation of different vehicle
types over the same highways. The carriers will operate
doubles as much as possible where it is to their benefit and
tractor semitrailers or other vehicle combinations where
they are not permitted to employ doubles, so that differing
environmental or traffic factors may be involved in the
accident rates for the differing vehicle types.

Trucks have lower accident rates than cars, as reflected in
Table 9. At the same time, fatality rates are higher for
truck-involved accidents than for nontruck-involved acci-
dents. No data are available, however, which can be used
to determine how fatality rates vary as a function of truck
weight or size. For example, a National Highway Trans-
portation Safety Administration (NHTSA) paper published
in January 1976 (29) concluded, on the basis of the Bureau
of Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS) data, that the fatality
rate for nontruck occupants increased as the weight of the
truck increased. This was countered by a Federal Highway
Administration paper published in September 1976 (30),
which concluded that the relative safety of light and heavy
trucks cannot be determined on the basis of the very same
BMCS data. Other recent reports likewise reflect con-
tradictory findings.

Some research is currently underway that should supply
the needed data. An FHWA study scheduled to be com-
pleted by the end of 1978 has been studying truck accidents
and exposures at 80 sites in 6 states. BMCS data are
expected to improve substantially. NHTSA accident re-
porting systems are being instituted and improved. Until
these efforts produce additional data, there is no sound
basis for specifically associating accidents with truck weight
or size.

CommodiÇ Characterist¡cs

Certain basic characteristics of commodities dictate how
commodities are carried and the extent to which non-
uniformity in truck size and weight laws influence their
transport.

Density

Density emerged as the most important commodity
characteristic. Specific details concerning the density of
major commodities were developed from the truckers
questionnaire responses and were verifled by the commodity
flow network output.

The density of specific commodities, as determined from
the truckers questionnaire resporses, are given in Table 10.
The commodity classifications used in the table are Inter-
state Commerce Commission classifications.

On the basis of the truckers' questionnaire, histograms
were plotted of vehicle mileage distributions by density
ranges for general freight, refrigerated solid products,
agricultural products, building materials, and other com-
modities. These are shown in Figure 20.

Density distributions for the commodity flow network
commodity classifications also were developed based on
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TABLE 9

ACCIDENT RATES_TRUCK VS. PASSENGER VEHICLES

Intercity Cerriers (Common,
Private, end Contract vs'
Passenger Fleets)

AII Trud<s vs. AII
Passenger Vehicles

FHWA "Review of SafetY md
Economic AsPects of
Increased Vehicle Size
and \ryeight

Large Vehicle Combina-
Âll ÞâêêÞnøgf

Vehicles

R. Winfrey "Economics of the
Muimum Limits of
Motor Vehicle Dimensions
and Weights

12,000 lb Trucks
t2,00t - 24,000
24,00I - 4I'000
4I,001 - ?2,000

Motor Vehicle Traffic Accidents
in Utah (19?4)
Heavy Trucks vs. Passenger
C ars

I mile = l, 609 Km
I klp - 0.4535 tonnes

3. 56

9.86

8. 35

8. 35

40.3

8. 09

0.426

0.304

0.566
0.529
0.734
o,412

o,244

22,8
21.3
29.6
16.6

I,9?

the ton mileage for the first six truck types, all of which

are tractor-semitrailer combinations grouped according to

progressively increasing GCW ranges. As shown in Figure

ãt, ¿i*t.ib.ttions for low-density commodities tend to peak

on the teft side with the lighter GCW vehicles, whereas

the high-density commodities tend to peak on the right'
The distributions generally conform to inferences from
truckers' questionnaire responses. The only inconsistency

occurs in the distributions for light and medium density

manufactured goods. The light goods distribution resem-

bles what would have been expected for the medium goods

distribution and vice versa.

It may be that many of the lightest "light manufactured

goods" were categorized as general freight because of a

itudy criteria that assigned payloads less than 6,000 lb

(3.Ot) to this category' It was not always possible to

assure that all of the many types of manufactured goods

were properly assigned to the commodity groupings' How-

"u"r, 
th" in"onsistency does not have an impact on study

findings.
the ¿istriUution for furniture and household goods

dramatically demonstrates that carriers tend to choose the

right vehicle for the load being carried' Furniture is very

tilht and the truck type used to carry over 70 percent of

tñe ton-miles is a light (4 axles or less) tractor, semitrailer

combination'

Regional Variations

The output from the commodity flow network was

analyzed regionally to identify regional variations. The

regions shown in Figure 22 confotm to ASSHTO regions

with the exception of one state.

The first analysis was a comparison of the percentage of
regional truck mileage attributable to each of the 14

commodities. The results are given in Table 11. Some

contrasts reflecting regional differences in economic ac-

tivity are as follows:

L Almost 30 percent of all interstate truck mileage

in the western region was attributable to agricultural

commodities, whereas only 17 percent of all interstate

truck mileage in the eastern region fell into this category'

Percentage distributions for the other two regions, mid-

western and southeastern, were 24 percent and 23 percent,

respectively.
2. In contrast to agricultural movements, interstate

movements of heavy manufactured commodities accounted

for 17.4 and 15.2 percent of all interstate truck mileage

in the midwestern and eastern regions' respectively, but

only 7.4 and 8.7 percent in the western and southeastern

regions.
3. Textiles accounted for 6.3 percent of all interstate

R"E" r:" Mttre: T:l';?;'+*iì" ";:"rl iü:



TABLE 10

DENSITY OF SPECIFIC COMMODITIES

Commodity

ener¡l Frclght 19. l?
I¡ou8ehold Goods ?.9
Ifc¡vy M¡chinèry Sg,gs
Llquid PetroleuE) Products
Refriger¡ted Liquid products 24, s
Refriger¡têd Solid products Z7.g
Dunp Trucling 62.0

BuíIding Msteri¡ts 64.4
Forest Products ,19. s
Mine Ote lO

cultural Cohrnodities 33. g
Vehicles ?.9

Explosives or Drngerous Ârticles 50.0
ll Store Delivery Service 16, O

Avcnge

r:
9. 9 lb/cf.
Fiberghss
Potato Chips
Ile¡lth C¡re Products
Honeycumb celluler
CoóIing Structure Boxcs
Corrugated box
Plastic Pipe
Gl¡ss Products
B¡Ìed Goods

0 to 14.8 lbs/cf.

No. of

63
tt
t0

Range

10

4
2l
I

29
3

23
I
I

ll

Ito80
ItolS

l0 to 100

¡ to{5
t to 100

l0 to g0
?. 5 to 9r. ?6
?. 5 to 8.3
2. 5 to 160

13 to 100

6.25 to 90.0
13.0 to 100.0

C¡ns
Sboes
Pi¡nos
lextiles
loys
Flberglass Tanks
Llquld Gyrogenics

Mode

6.0
1,87
8.0
4.0
8.35
6.0
?.0
8.5
9.0

tr.7
10.0
t0.0
t3 .9
lz,0
t2.0
12.0

17.s
I7
t7.s

15.0 Þ 19.9

. Paper

. Refnery Vessel
- Ilousehold goods

20.0 to 29.9

. Groceries
, Glass Tubing

| . Fiberboard
. F¡berglôss Dock
. Hydrate

t4. 0
?.0

.10.0

26. O

56.0
30.0
8,0

50. 0
50.0

r3.0
50. 0

TABLE l0-(Continued)

30.0 to 39.9

. P.lastic Pellets

. Carbonated B€verages

. Piece goods

. Àbsortient Clay

. Tanners Oil
- Plast¡cs
. Machine Pðrts
. Vegetable Protein

40.0 to 49. 9

. LP Gas
. Foodstuffs
. li\testock Feed

50.0 to 59.9

. Tallow ani Bone Meal

. Coal À99regôtes
- Lube Oil
. Gear Boxes
. Electrical Equipment
- Llquid chemicals6toll

3
I
I
6

2

t
I

7 to_21

l0 to 16

' : 'u

l0 to 25

l0 to 25

n ÀveÍôge

25
20
t,
22
27

z
I
I

I
I
l
I

30
J4
30
3Z
37 .5
35.0
31.0
3t.8

49.5
40.0
47 .0

52.5
50.0
55.0
50, 0
54 .0
58.0
56.0
55.0
s8.0

l5

. vegetable ojl

. LÍme

. Chemicals

60.0 to 69.9

. Salt

. PlasticSynthetic Liquid

. Pebble

70.0 to 79.9

80.0 to 89.9

. Brick
. syrup

90.0 and over

. Steel

. Non-ferrous scrap

¡
I
I
t
I
t
t
I

ilge

s

2

¡
I

I
l
I
t
I
I
l
I
4

40 to 59

lbs. /cu. ft. x 16.02 = Kg/cu. m.

60 ,0
66.0
60.0

50 to 55

soloo
20 to l12

84.0
85 .0

294.0
272.0

150 to 500
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truck mileage in the southeast, but the other regions had

much lower Percentages.
4. Forest products accounted for 4'2 a¡d 3'4 percent of

mileage in tñe west and southeast, respectively, but only

t.¡ and 0.7 percent in the midwest and east' However'

percentages fãr pulp and paper are highest in the east and

southeast.
5. Percentages for building material were very similar

in the west, midwest, and southeast (2'l to 2'2 percent)

but moved up to 4.9 percent in the east'

The second factor investigated was average payload by

commodity. On a national basis, the average payload

ranged fiom 20'9 tons (18.951) for bulk extractive

,"rorrr"", to 7.20 tons (6.53 t) for household goods and

furniture. Average payloads by region and commodity

are given in Table 12. On a regional basis, the averages

*"."- high"tt in the west and lowest in the east with a

downwaid tendency from west to east' The regional

variations are consistent with differences in legal limits'

Use ol Twín Trailers

Another analysis relevant to the impacts of nonuni-

formity compared use of the twin-trailer combination'

Regional comparisons reflect differences in permitted use

of lnis combination' Analysis of its use in regions uni-

formly permitting it, especially in the western region, may

refle"i iis potential utilization throughout the United States

under conãitions of uniformity permitting its universal use'

The percentage of the ton-miles of each commodity

being transported in twin tractors, either twin 27 ft (8'2 m)

or +ó t (lz.zm), is given in Table 13' The following

contrasts were noted in the analysis:

1. Sixteen percent of all interstate ton-miles in the

western region are carried in twin trailers' Percentages for

the midwÃt, southeast, and east are 4'1, 0'6, and 0'7

percent, respectively. Nationally, 5'2 percent of interstate

ion-miles are carried in twin-trailer combinations'

2. The use of the twin combination to transport heavy

commodities-such as bulk extractive resources, heavy

manufactured goods, and refrigerated agricultural prod-

ucts-tends to be low, even in the western region where

twtn ?7-ft (8'2-m) trailers are allowed almost universally'

3. Carriers of general freight use twin trailers far more

than other carriers. Forty-eight percent of all general

freight ton-miles in the western region are carried in twin

trailers. Percentages in the midwest, southeast, and east

are 16.1, 2.4, and 2'8 percent, respectively' On some links

in the west, the percentages ran as high as 80 percent'

The use of twins currently reflected in the western

region is indicative of that which coulcl be expected

naiionally if western legal limits were adopted nationally'

Howevei, national use would probably be higher still' since

the present western use is influenced to some extent by the

morã restrictive limits to the east' A coast-to-coast trip

from California to North Carolina could not be made in

twins because they are not legal in all states along the

route. In contrast, one-third of all truck combinations

counted at a loadometer station between Los Angeles and

San Francisco were twins'
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Fígure 20. Vehicle mileage dístríbutíon vs. density'

TRUCKING EFFECTS OF NONUNIFORMITY

Nonuniformity in state laws governing truck sizes and

weights results in inefficient vehicle use and circuitous

.orriing. Discussions with truckers and representatives of

trucking associations, and responses to the truckers' ques-

tionnaiie, clearly identified the specific situations discussed

in the following sections.

Route Diversions

Many of the carriers who were interviewed or \lrho

responåed to the questionnaire cited examples of diversions
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Figure 21. Ton míleage distríbuted by truck type.*

around states that are more restrictive than others along
the route. The most commonly cited example is the lowa_
Wisconsin restriction not permitting use of 65-ft (19.g_m)
twin-trailer combinations. More general freight in the
western states is carried in 65-ft (19.g_m) twin_trailer
combinations than in any other type of vehicle. Rather
than break bulk to traverse Wisconsin or lowa, carriers
choose to go around Iowa using U.S. Route 36 in Missouri.
The average increase in trip length from Seattle to Chicago
is approximately 280 mi (450 km) or 10 percent of the
trip length.

A comprehensive study by the Iowa Department of
Transportation (31) concluded that allowing 65_ft
(19.8-m) twin-trailer combinations in that state, with no
increase in weight above current levels, would result in
national annual reductions of 6.5 M veh-mi, (10.5 X 106
v-km), 96 accidents, and 0.6 fatalities. (The state currently

allows 60-ft (18.3-m) doubles.) Net 2O-year benefits to
Iowa would be approximately $190 million and to the
nation as a whole, approximately g285 million. Fuel
consumption over 20 years would be reduced by 150 M
gal.

Other major bypass situations for twin-trailer combina-
tions are as follows:

1. Midwest tolfrom New york City-pennsylvania's
restriction on twin trailers results in carriers circumventing
Pennsylvania via the New York State Thruway.

2. Boston tolfrom New York City-Connecticut does
not allow twin trailers. Consequently, carriers utilizing
twins use the Massachusetts Turnpike and the New york
State Thruway. This bypass increases the trip length by
60 percent; however, the toll roads allow turnpike twins
(two 40-ft (12.2-m) trailers), thereby making the bypass
economical.

012345 012345
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Figure 22. Regíonal dívísíons ín commodily flow network'

Turnpike twins, two 40-ft (12.2-m) trailers, are allowed

on the toll roads of Kansas, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, New

York, and Massachusetts. Many coast-to-coast carriers will
route their shipments via the toll roads, although this

routing may be less direct, in order to take advantage of
the ability to use the doubles combinations'

Separation of Combinations

There are several situations where bypassing is not

possible, but the distance to the destination, or through the

restrictive state, is relatively small. In these cases, many

carriers use the twin-trailer combination up to the border

of the restrictive state and then break the combination into

two separate units to continue into or through the state'

The best known of these situations occurs on I-90 across

the "Pennsylvania Stovepipe," the 45-mi (72-km) north-

western section of Pennsylvania separating Ohio and New

York. Both 65-ft (19.8-m) and 98-ft (29'9-m) twin-

trailer combinations are allowed on the Ohio and New

York sections of I-90. They are not allowed in Pennsyl-

vania, but for this 45-mi stretch of highway, 65-ft (19'8-m)

twin-trailer comoinations would be able to operate from

the west coast to New York or Boston' Many carriers,

therefore, run their twin units to the Pennsylvania border,

drop the rear trailer, and continue across the 45-mi

(72-km) section with the first trailer onty' They must then

drop the first trailer on the other side and return to

retrieve the second.

A representative of one large carrier who was inter-

viewed stated that the carrier pays $500,000/yr to another

trucking service solely to ferry second trailers across the

stovepipe. Another carrier schedules twin-trailer com-

binations going in opposite directions to arrive at each

border of the stovepipe simultaneously' Each combination
drops its second trailer and takes the first across, where

it picks up the second trailer from the other combination

and returns. Each of the trailers is then at the opposite

border, while the tractors are at the border where they

originally arrived. The tractors hook up the new trailers

and return in the opposite direction from which they came'

Another type of combination separation occurs in order

to haul individual 27-ft (8.2-m) trailer units to or from a

destination or origin within a state not allowing the 65-ft
(19.8-m) twin combination. According to truckers' ques-

tionnaire responses, acceptable haul distance for these

individual units normally does not exceed 10 percent of the

total trip length.

Equipment Utilization

Current nonuniformity in size and weight laws can make

equipment purchasing, selections, and utilization decisions

quit" Om""f t lor a carrier. For example, the following

are the types of questions that must be considered:

1. When a carrier maintains a large fleet of twin 27-ft

(8.2-m) trailers, what kind of vehicle does he operate in

the states that do now allow doubles? Forty-ft (t2'2-m)

and 45-ft (13.7-m) trailers are inefficient in states allowing

the doubles with twin 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers' It is also

inefficient to use a combination with only one 27-ft (8'2-m)

trailer.
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TABLE 11

TRUCK MILEAGE DISTRIBUTION BY COMMODITY
AND REGION

COMMODITY

compatibility with its western operations? Or should he use
the turnpike twins for more efficiency in eastern operations?
Or should he split the difference?

6. Should an auto-carrier buy an articulâted rig that
carries 8 full-size cars but cannot be operated in many
eastern states? Or should he use a 1_car rig, achieve full
flexibility, but lose efficiency because of the limits in
western states?

In answering these questions, different carriers make
different decisions. However, the fact that such decisions
must be made demonstrates that efficiency in equipment
use is diminished relative to the possibilities under naìional
uniformity.

Vehicles, such as the twin 27-ft (9.2-m) trailers and
the turnpike twins, are efficient vehicles to operate for many
types of haul. Given the legal authority to do so, carriers
tend to shift a substantial proportion of their cargoes to
these combinations. This is demonstrated in some western
corridors where almost 90 percent of all general freight is
moved in doubles.

In most states that limit the over-all length of a vehicle
combination to 55 ft (16.gm), a 45 ft (13.7m) Iong
semitrailer is permitted. This usually results in the use of
short wheel-based tractors if low-density, high-cube com-
modities are being transported. However, numerous
respondents to the truckers' questionnaire indicated that
short wheel-based cab-over-engine tractors are less com-
fortable to drive than are the long-nosed conventional
cab-behind-engine tractors. They also are considered to be
less safe because of additional weight on the steering axle
making steering harder and increasing the risk of blowouts
as well as providing less of a buffer.

HIGHWAY PROBLEMS IN PROVIDTNG UNIFORMITY

lmportance of Highways

The economic importance of good rural highways is well
recognized throughout the world. Even in developing
countries where there is a well-developed railroad system,
there is current emphasis on the development of a rural
highway network to provide adequately for the desirable
development of natural resources, agriculture, industry, and
commerce. The United States, as the economic leader of
the world and with its outstanding national transportation
system, is the pattern being followed by these nations.

Why are highways considered so important as related to
other surface modes of transportation? What can they do
for economic development that other modes cannot?

In the developing countries, including those with well-
developed rail systems, the primary use of rural arterial
highways is not, as evidenced from the traffic on them,
the transportation of persons, but it is the transportation
of commodities. In many cases, a larger number of people,
proportionately, are probably transported by rail. This
may also continue to be true in some European countries,

The reasons highways are so important for the movement
of commodities in a developed economy, as well as in a
developing economy, are their natural advantages over the
rail mode. Primary among these is the capability to trans-
port goods from the production point directly to the place
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2. When buying a tractor does a carrier select a short
wheel-based tractor that will allow room for a 4i_f.t
(13.7-m) trailer within rhe 55-ft (16.S-m) over_all length
limit of somé states? Or does the carrier buy a more
comfortable, longer wheel-based tractor and sacrifice the
capability to operare with 45-ft (13.7-m) trailers in 55_ft
(16.8-m) limit states? Many independents pick the second
option and restrict their marketing. This also limits the
availability of owner-operators who can flexibly handle
company trailers when under contract to a common
carrier.

3. When operating in Iowa, which only allows a 60_ft
( 18.3-m) over-all length for twin-trailer combinations,
should a carrier use 24-ft (7.3-m) trailers that are in_
efficient in other states? Or should he operate a fleet of
55-ft (16.8-m) long tractor-semitrailer combinations that
carry less cargo?

4. In California, when loading lumber destined for
Illinois, should the carrier load up to j3,2g} lb (33.23 t),
which is the limit in Iowa and Missouii? Or should he load
to 80,000 lb (36.281), which is allowed in the states west
of Iowa/Missouri, and offload part at the Iowa or Missouri
border? The carrier without terminals at which to offload
will probably load up to 72,ZBO lb (33.23 t) only.

5. Where tollways allow turnpike twins, should a trans-
continental carrier use twin 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers for
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TABLE 12

AVERAGE PAYLOAD BY COMMODITY AND REGION

TABLE 13

PERCENT OF TON-MILES TRANSPORTED BY TWIN TRAILER

]OMMODIlY
AVERAGE PAYLOAD IN TONS
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where they are processed, consumed, or exported. Also,
there is a relative ease and quickness of construction in
different geographic situations as well as lower costs. The
operating equipment that utilizes highway is much less
expensive per unit and can be afforded by relatively small
entrepreneurs. IJsers of the highway mode are not limited
with respect to the routes over which they can operate.
Highways preceded the development of the motor car and
motor truck as essential routes of transportation.

Highways and their importance to the economy are
particularly significant at the present time because the
United States is in grave danger of failing to employ its
highway system for the maximum advantage to its people.
The problem is occurring partially because of general
misunderstandings concerning the competitive situation
between railroads and trucking, as discussed previously.

The General Direction of Uniformity

In order to unde¡stand the possible highway impacts of
better uniformity in motor vehicle sizes and weight legisla-
tion and regulation, it is necessary to have a clear concep-
tion of what uniformity means in terms of existing legal
requirements and the changes that need to be brought
about.

During the research, questions were raised by some as
to whether better uniformity can somehow be obtained
without the need of individuat states to change their present
size and weight laws and regulations. However, reflection
will show the impracticality of any arrangements that
would not require such changes. Reciprocity would require
legal provision, even if it were on the basis of compacts
among states, and it is highly unlikely that any state would
permit out-of-state vehicles to operate at different size and
weight levels than in-state vehicles. The only way for
uniformity to be practically achieved is for some states to
change their current laws and regulations, in fact to become
more lenient.

The fact that the direction of greater uniformity is one
of more leniency in restrictive states, rather than the
reverse, was questioned during this project. However, it
soon became evident that significant reductions of trans-
portation costs can be obtained, as a result of more lenient
provisions in a number of states, without commensurate
increases in highway costs or other identiflable disbenefits.

Some states possibly do allow vehicle configurations and
loadings that appear hard to justify from the standpoint
of net public benefit. However, the provisions are largely
directed toward in-state movements. They often result
from representations by specific industries, agricultural
enterprises, or natural resource producers considered im-
portant to a state's economy.

The difficulty of getting state legislatures to change this
kind of provision leads to an important conviction relative
to uniformity, which is that optimal uniformity does not
necessarily require every state to have the same laws and
regulations regarding motor vehicle sizes and weight.
Instead, most of the advantages associated with uniformity
can be obtained if all states, within their laws and regula-
tions, will provide for the free interstate movement of those
vehicle configurations and sizes and weights shown to
produce significant transportation cost savings without

commensurate disbenefits. If a state wishes to provide
for another movement, important to it and confined within
its borders, it simply is outside the sphere of uniformity
conce¡n.

While these considerations may not appear to relate to
the effect of uniformity on the highway system, they, in
fact, set the stage for the determinations that are required
to analyze the highway impacts of uniformity. These im_
pacts, to the degree they may occur, are associated with the
effects of heavier gross loads and axle loads as well as larger
vehicles and possibly different vehicle configurations on the
highways.

In o¡der to properly evaluate these effects, it is necessary
to consider some of the highway design and operation
principles that are involved. The cause of uniformity has
probably been ill-served because of many public misunder-
standings related to these principles.

Potential Highway lmpacts

The highway effects of motor vehicle sizes and weights
occur in several categories that can be summarized as
follows: ( 1 ) structural effects-these include effects related
to maintenance; and (2) operational effects, including
impacts on highway safety. The principles considered
during this research under each of these categories are
discussed in the following sêctions. Structural effects are
discussed separately for pavements and bridges, because
sizes, weights, and vehicle configurations operate differently
on the structural components of highway pavements and
highway bridges.

Sizes, Weights, and Pavement Gosts

With respect to highway pavements, three national tests
that were conducted at different times and places provided
considerable insight into the effects of trucks of different
sizes and weights on design requirements and service lives.
These were Road Test One in Maryland; the WASHO
Road Test in Idaho; and.the AASHO Road Test in Illinois.

The last of these, the AASHO Road Test, conducted in
Illinois between 1958 and 1961, demonstrated that axle
load repetitions dictate the type, quality, and thickness
of highway surface components. With respect to structural
requirements, the number of repetitions of any given axle
load can be related to a determinable number of repeti-
tions of another axle load. The proportional relationship
of these repetitions provides an axle load equivalence.

Highway design in most states, today, is based on the
number of 18,0001b (8.16-t) axle load equivalents an-
ticipated over a future 1,5- or 2}-year period. When these
equivalents are produced by 16,000-lb (7.26-t) axles, a
larger number of repetitions is required for the same
effect. When they are produced by 20,000-lb (9O.7-t)
axles, a smaller number of repetitions is required.

The relationship between repetitions is not arithmetically
proportional to the axle loading. Instead, a 10,000-lb
(4.5-t) axle needs to be re.peated many more than 1.8
times the number of repetitions of an 18,000-lb (8.i6-t)
axle to have the same efiect-in fact, more than 12 times.
Similarly, a Z2,OOO-lb (9.98-t) axle needs to be repeated
less than half the number of times to have equivalent effect.
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Table 14 presents the AASHO axle load equivalents of

different axle loadings.
Note that tandem axle loads operate as if they were

single axles and produce legs equivalents than twice the

single axle loads represented in the pair' This is because of

the way deflections occur and stresses on pavements are

distributed.
As long as pavements are properly designed for the

future axie load (repetitions that will occur on them

(18,000-lb (8.16-t) or 18-kip equivalents)), they should

have a predictable service life. The projected axle load

repetitions are used in the determination of the pavement

thickness necessary to last the desired length of time'

If the axle load repetitions are increased during the

course of the pavement life, its life will be shortened by a
generally measurable amount unless remedial action is

Iaken. iemedial action would be to increase thickness by

adding an appropriate amount of surface overlay (placed

before the pavement has deteriorated to an undesirable

extent), *hiÓh would restore the originally expected

service life. However, instead of such remedial action'

which should be taken at an early stage, the pavement often

is permitted to deteriorate to a degree where extraordinary

lniint".run"" is required. But such maintenance, which is

likely to be costly, can only prolong the operation of an

ateády deteriorated pavemènt that does not meet service

requirements.
it is important to note that pavements designed properly

for a speãific order of axle loading theoretically do not

r"quire^more or less maintenance because of the magnitude

otìnat loading. In other words, a pavement designed for

zÌ,OOO-lb (9.98-t) axle loads and subjected to the number

of such loads anticipated requires no more maintenance

than one designed for 18,000-lb (8'16-t) loads and sub-

jected to the number of these loadings expected' It is only

when the design equivalent axle loadings are exceeded that

more maintenance may be required and, as indicated' this

occurs at a stage where the additional maintenance does not

provide a solution.
Accordingly, for any additional equivalent axle loads

likely to occur as a result of the uniformity provisions

recommended in this report, the additional highway costs

have been calculated on the basis of the amounts of bverlay

required to fully restore the present surface lives of the

pavements unless pavements are already deteriorated' If
ih"y u." deteriorated, new construction costs were figured

for their restoration but only as the basis for determining

an increment chargeable to the axle-load increases' The

total costs of refurbishing presently deteriorated pavements

obviously are not chargeable to proposed increases' In the

case of overlays, however, the full costs have been

reckoned as a ProPer charge against the increased loadings

that will produce more uniformity.

Sizes, Weights, and Bridge Costs

Loads from motor vehicles oPerate differently on bridges

than on pavements. In this case, total loaded vehicular

weight, axle loading, and spacing between axles operate

togðther and separately to influence structural require-

ments.

2 kip = 0. 90?t

Source: U.S, genate, 93rd, 2nd sesslon, Committee on Public Works,
hearings on Trônsportatlon and New Energy Policies (Truck Sizes

and welghts), February 20, 21, ènd Môrch 26' 1974' wöshlngton'

D.C., U 'S. Government P¡Inting Office, 1974' p' 72'

TABLE 14

EQUMLENT 18-KIP SINGLE-AXLE LOAD
FACTORS_AASHO

Certain structural members of the bridge must support

the entire load of vehicles anticipated to be on the structure

at one time. In most cases, this is more dependent on a
traffic situation than on a single vehicle's characteristics'

Other members, however, are designed to supPort a specific

amount of distributed load. This is dependent to some

degree on the gross weight of a vehicle and the length of

the bridge deck over which the weight is distributed' Some

structural members, perhaps identical members, are also

designed to support loading at a point such as may be

applied by a single axle. If any of these loading char-

acieristics are exceeded, the bridge presumably will fail'
Repetitions of loading also have an effect on the ability of

briãges to support loads through fatigue of materials'

Initiaily, all bridge structures are designed for a speciflc

loading condition anticipated to represent the maximum

to which the bridge will be submitted during its service

life. However, factors of safety are also incorporated to

prevent the flrst load that exceeds the design condition from

causing failure. This results in a question as to what

degreJthe design loading can be exceeded, because of the

incorporated safety factor, before a bridge will fall'
Thè question is complicated because there has not been

consistency of practice over time (in particular) with

respect to safety factors. A bridge may have a factor of

satety of 3, or 2, or 1.5' Some bridges already are sup-

porting loads considerably above their nominal design

loadings.
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In order to try to determine the actual support capa-
bilities of their bridges, most'state highway agencies are
now in the process of evaluating them individually on the
basis of how they were constructed and their present
condition. The methods of evaluation are scientific and
involve a determination of load capability as related to the
design stresses that actually will cause bridge failure.
These evaluations are used both to determine bridge
replacement needs and to post Iimits on bridges indicating
loadings that should not be exceeded from a safety stand-
point.

As a ¡esult of such evaluations, research questionnaire
responses show that the states presently have posted (or
identifled for posting) some 29,000 bridges on the state
systems and that this is the result of evaluations of only a
portion of the total number of bridges. More than a
quarter of the agencies reported have evaluated less than
50 percent of their bridges; some as few as 10 percent.
This means that more than 30,000 bridges on state high-
ways are not now capable of safely supporting the maxi-
mum loadings that the individual states otherwise permit.

To give further scope to the problem, estimates have
been made that there are, nationally, 150,000 deficient
bridges on all highway systems. Although this figure is
intended to include geometric as well as structural
deficiencies, the number of state bridges posted suggests
that it might be quite low. One state agency, which
reported posting 5 percent of its bridges, indicated, when
visited, that changes in its legal bridge formula to increase
loads would result in a sizeable increase in the number of
posted bridges.

Although some of the bridges undoubtedly can be
strengthened to handle existing legal loadings at something
less than new construction cost, complete replacement will
be necessary in many cases. The cost of an improvement
program to bring all state bridges to existing load standards
obviously will be tremendous. And, judging from the 1975
National Highway Inventory and Performance study, cur-
rent highway expenditures are not keeping pace with
obsolescence of the highway facilities.

Recognizing that strong economic justification would be
needed for recommendations that would cause a large
number of additional bridges to become deficient in terms
of the vehicular loads permitted on highways, careful
consideration was given to transportation cost savings that
possibly could be realized through increasing bridge loads.
In the case of the largest volume of commodities trans-
ported by road, it was apparent that the demand and
economic justiûcation were not there. In the case of some
heavy commodities, it became apparent that there are
alternatives to the types of vehicles that might require
additional load provisions. These alternative vehicles could
transport the commodities without the amount of trans-
portation cost increases that would justify the incurrence
of additional bridge deflciencies.

The analysis of alternative vehicle types for heavy
movements was limited to interstate movements. Ilowever,
the inclusion of intrastate movements would not change

the picture to the degree that heavy movers desiring larger
load limits on bridges would be willing to pay the entire
cost of the additional bridge replacements that ultimately

would be required. Further, in accordance with the theory
of cost allocation as reflected in the well-known incremental
analysis, the¡e would be no justification, tax-wise, for
charging these additional costs to other segments of the
trucking population.

Accordingly, it was concluded that there is insufficient
cost justification to exceed the commonty used bridge
formula that provides a basis for legal control of vehicular
sizes and weights in most states. The most common
expression of this formula (as recommended by AASHTO)
was cited earlier in this chapter and is used in this research
as the outside limit of permissible vehicular loading. Since
it reasonably defines vehicular loadings that safely can be
permitted on present arterial system bridges, the accept_
ance of this limit means that no option of uniformity
analyzed will result in additional bridge costs.

It should be noted, however, that the formula does not
deflne absolutes with respect to vehicular size and axle
load, but relative values. In fact, substantial increases in
some common weight limits are recommended as a result
of this research, but they do not result in increases of bridge
costs or, because of distributions, general increases in
pavement costs.

Highway Operational Effects of Sizes and Weights

There actually is little logical reason for some current
size and weight controls in terms of demonstrable dis-
benefits that will occur on the highways if the present limits
are exceeded. Gross vehicle weights, for example, are
not by themselves signiflcant as related either to highway
pavement costs or highway bridge costs. It depends on
the number of axles they are distributed over and the
spacing between these axles. Further, there is no indication
that gross weights have any relationship to decreased high-
way safety. In fact, on a per vehicle mile basis, some of
the largest and heaviest trucks may have the best safety
records on the highways.

Gross weights do have operational influences that are
related to the size of power plants used to move them,
effects that can be commonly experienced on grades where
they sometimes all but eliminate the traffic movement
capability on two-lane, two-way highways and seriously
disrupt the capacity of four-lane facilities. But the culprit,
in this case, is power-weight ratio coupled, sometimes, with
poor driving practices where one slow vehicle tries to
pass another going just a little slower.

Because it is not gross weight, per se, that has the ill
effects, the questions must be asked: "Why limit gross
weights? Why not limit axle loads that can damage high-
ways and specify axle spacings, power-weight ratios or
minimal speeds, vehicular unit lengths, and other factors
that influence the costs, safety, and operational char-
acteristics of highways?"

Total vehicular length and numbers of trailers in com-
binations are other characteristics which, up to certain
practicable limits, have little demonstrable ill effect on
multilane highways. The operating characteristics and

safety records of turnpike doubles and triples were dis-

cussed earlier in this chapter. They are generally accepted
as producing no more ill effects than other large trucks.



One concern often expressed is that the public fears travel-

ing on the same highway with the 100-ft (30'48-m)

combinations. However, observations of highway depart-

ment personnel and police personnel do not seem to support

this Joncern where the combinations have actually been

tested or used. The following are several relevant quota-

tions collected by the Western Highway Institute (4):

Mr. M. G. Oldfield, Permit Administrator, Washington

Department of Highways: In a copy of a-report sent

ø 'lø.. W. D. Brady of San Leandro, California' May

23, 1968, concerning operational tests of t-rip-les from

S"åtti" tó Spokane ánd Seattle to Portland, Mr' Old-

ñ"iã .o--ônted that, of 23 motorists stopped and

asked if they noticed the triples, only two said yes'

õ.ã *u. a tiuck driver, the oiher, a minister who said

the 100-foot long unit seemed 12 feet longer than

i"eolu. combinations' None indicated any difficulties
in passing.

Mr. A. F. Bastron, Planning and Research Engineer'

Wyoming Highway Department: In a memo concern-

inÉ u ttip"t"t tãst inCheyenne, Mr. Bastron commented

th;t diling the test run it did not appear that any
problems were encountered in traveling the route or

ihut uoy other vehicles traveling the route weÍe

affected bY the test vehicle.

Mr. F. B. Cordiner, Equipment Supervisor, Wyoming
Highway Department: In a report on a double 40

"oñlbinátion 

-operated over both twolane and four-
lane highways, Mr. Cordiner stated that observations
*"t" rnãd" both from a following car and from riding
in the tractor cab. It, at no time, appeared to be an

inconvenience or hazard to other vehicular traffic'
Deviation from normal single trailer tracking was

scarcely noticeable and braking was smooth and true

at all stops. Even though the axle of the rear trailer
was lightiy loaded, there was no tendency for it to
sway or swing around.

On page 93 of the 1964 BPR report on desirable

dimensions and weights of vehicles, it is stated that
observation of 100-foot long trailer combinations on

toll highways, built to interstate standards, has indi-
cated that the normal behavior of other traffic was not
significantlY affected.

In a memo dated Octobet 6, 1969, to George H'
Andrews, State Highway Engineer, Washington De-
partment of Highways, regarding 2-8,4-lriP-s and 31,76I
miles of triples operation, M. G. Oldfield, the Permit
Supervisor, stated: We have followed and observed

thð units and can honestly state that we do not believe
the average motorist is aware of the longer units'

A letter from a special committee of the Wyoming
Highway Departmènt, which was appointed to study
ton"ger iombination operations, transmitting its formal
repórt to Supt. R. G. Staft, states that during the time
pe.ioa of Wyoming's testing program, we. have not

ieceived any comments on these operational tests

from the traveling public or the general populace' It
is difficult to ascertain the long term effect that vehicles

of this length, and possible future heavier loads,

would have on other vehicles in the traffic stream'

The Wyoming Highway Department , Committee

charged with the responsibility of this testing program

of lõng combination vehicles is of the opinion that
th"r" u-.hi"l". could operate satisfactorily in Wyoming
on four-lane highways as well as modern two-lane
sections having ãdequate sight distance and climbing
lanes on the longer hills.
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A report by the Nevada Highway Department to a

legislãtive interim committee studying longer com-

biiations commented that there were no problems

with them on four-lane highways; on good two-lane

highways they were no more objectionable than other

"oäUinãtiont; 
no objections had been received from

other road users (tests were conducted over a one-year

period); and nothing had been produced to show the

ãp.tutíón of longer combinations on two-lane roads

should not be allowed'

Asst. Chief Weighmaster V. F. Bush of the Oregon

Highway Department, in a report on,a triples opera-

tioi Uetween Klamath Falls and Portland, stated that
a close observation was made of vehicles overtaking

and passing the test equipment. No one appeared to

huu"'uoy ãifficulty mãking the maneuver' In fact'
hardly anyone appeared to notice anything unusual

aboui the combination. No more than two cars ever

.urn" up behind the test equipment before one- or both
--- r rr^ r:æ^,.r+r, ..,^" ---..i...Þ¡7 ^+ anv lOcatiOn.passcu. rru ur¡r¡vurli Yvao v^Pv¡¡v¡¡vv

Tom Edwards, Oregon State Highway Engineer in a

paper, "Vehicle Siies and Weights," delivered to
Wêt.ttt Interstate Committee on Highways and Trans-
portation on November 19, 1968' stated that you are

ä11 u*r.., of course, of the way the public complains

ábout something they donit like' You are all in Gov-

ernment, you at1 know this. I have to say to you that
we have not, in these 14 months had one single com-

pluint fto- a cifizen concerning the operation of the

triples unit.

N. C. Nader, Montana Highway Patrolman com-

mented 3/2/67, relative to his observation of a 98-foot

iriples traveling between Great Falls and Billings in
heavy traffic attd b"d road conditions, that the triples

ãi¿ not affect traffic any differently than other trucks'

There is a FHWA study underway to ascertain the

public's attitude towards larger vehicles, which may
provide more defrnite findings.

From discussions with trucking and highway authorities

and literature on tests, control of the sway of the rearmost

trailer of a triples combination appears to be a problem'

The sway, which can be controlled as discussed eârlier in

the chapier, is often mentioned by other road users and

cited by triples drivers as a discomforting feature' Other

"ppur"nt 
pàbt"-t with triples are their inability to back

piåperty and ttre greater length creating passing hazards on

i*o-tunl two-way highways. Because of passing problems

primarily, triples should not be operated on two-lane

irigh*uyt, except within a short distance of freeways (to

allow terminal access).

Although total vehicle length (within practical limits)

may not be important in producing bad effects on highways

that can acco;modate them, vehicular unit length, such as

that of the tractor or trailer in any combination or of a

single unit vehicle, is another matter. This can considerably

infl-uence the ability of a vehicle to stay within its own lane

on a highway curve. Doubles combinations witl:. 27-ft

( 8.2-m) trailers articulate and track much better than large

semis with, for example, 45-ft (13'7-m) trailers that are

generally 5 ft (1.5 m) shorter. From all available data'

ih".. ,""tty is very little sound reason for any state to rule

the doubles off their highways while permitting the indi-

cated semi oPeration.
Because control of size and weight, per se' is an indirect

and sometimes ineffective way of accomplishing desired
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results on the highways, it would appear more logical to
establish sizes and weights limits in terms of vehicular
characteristics that are significant in preventing undesirable
highway or operational effects. Further, more considera-
tion should be given to direct controls on some types of
vehicular operation in lieu of specifications relating to the
vehicles themselves. For example, in lieu of power-weight
ratio, minimum speeds on grades could be specified.
Specifications might control lane occupancy under certain
conditions and possibly passing maneuvers.

UNIFORMITY ALTERNATIVES

Current Uniformity

A certain level of uniformity in size, weight, and speed
laws exists today. Any vehicle meeting the following
limits and being properly licensed can travel in any of the
48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia:

o Width-96 in. (2.4m)
o Height-l2.5 ft (3.8 m)
o Length

Truck 
-35 fr (10.7 m)

Semitrailer 
-40 ft (12.2 m)

Full trailer 
-33 ft 

(10.1 m)
Tractor semitrailer-55 ft (16.8 m)

o Number of units in the combination-Z
o Axle weights

Single 
-18,000Ib 

(8.16 t)
Tandem 

-32,000Ib 
(14.5 t)

o Gross Vehicle \ryeight-73,29}lb (33.23 t)

It is noteworthy that not one state in the country has a
set of limits identical to those listed, although a large
number of states may be in agreement with most of them.
These may differ individually in allowing greater height,
greater weights, greater lengths, multiple-trailer vehicles,
or a combination of such provisions. Add I ft (0.3 m)
to the height limit and only three states are as restrictive,
although one of those three allows a tolerance of 1,500 lb
(0.7 t) on single axles on designated routes.

Potential Uniformity Levels

Greater uniformity could be achieved either by having
less restrictive states roll back their limits to the more
restrictive levels or by increasing limits in the more
restrictive states. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the
alternative of rolling back limits to achieve uniformity is
unrealistic because industry would offer resistance, because
transportation costs would be increased substantially, and
because analyses conducted in this and other research
indicate that substantial transportation cost savings and
energy savings would accrue through more liberal uniform
size and weight provisions. The question is to what
optimal degree should the limits of the more restrictive
states be relaxed to maximize the benefits obtained by the
populace as compared with public costs of all kinds.

An initial set of possible uniformity alternatives drafted
during Phase I of the project is given in Table 15. Initially,
as the table indicates, alternatives evaluated allowed single

and tandem axle weights of 2Z,4OO lb (10.i6 t) and 36,000
lb (16.33 t), respectively, because these limits were already
allowable in a sizeable group of states. However, as the
research progressed, there was less and less reason to
seriously consider these axle load levels for a viable con_
dition of national uniformity. For one reason, there were
no strong representations for universal axle loads of these
magnitudes from any part of the trucking industry; for
another, to make optimum use of these loads for interstate
commerce, it is necessary also to increase gross_weight
limits. A 3S2 with 34,000-1b (lS.4Z-t) axles can prac_
tically load up to 80,000 lb (36.28 t) without an excessive
load on the steering axle. The majority of commodity
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hauls that might benefit from 22,4OO-lb (10'16-t) and

36,000-lb (16.33-t) axles have origins in a rural environ-
ment that entail significant travel on highway systems with
intermediate or low design characteristics. Increases of
gross weights in existing vehicles, without spreading them

over additional properly spaced axles, could have serious

consequences on nonarterial highway systems. Still another

consideration is the present level of highway and bridge
deficiency. Increases of axle loadings to these levels, with
appropriate gross weight increases, would significantly
reduce highway service lives and incur more costs accord-

ingly. There also are options in vehicle types that will
distribute the loads over more axles without significantly
increasing transportation costs per ton-mile (see operating

cost nomographs).
Current concern for the condition of bridges resulted in

using the AASHTO bricige formuia as ihe basis for iimiiirrg
gross combination weight (GCW). The bridge formula
or a table derived from the formula is currently used in
most states. However, gross weights in most states are also

arbitrarily limited regardless of rvhether permitted lengths

and numbers of axles would allow greater weights when

the bridge formula is applied. For example, many states

permit 80,000-lb (36.2S-t) GCW. When applying the

bridge formula, a 5-axle 55-ft ( 16.8-m) combination

vehicle could not exceed 80,000 lb (36.28 1). However, a

65-ft (19.8-m) combination vehicle of 5 axles could reach a

GCW of 85,500 lb (38.78 t) but for the arbitrary limita-
tion, without having axle loads exceeding 20,000 lb (9.1 t) '

Within the range of uniformity alternatives evaluated,

no changes were made in vehicle height, width, or tire
pressure. Vehicle height currently is uniform and limited
by the height of overpasses. Tire pressure is not a com-

monly specified limit'
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Vehicle width has not received much attention. Almost
all states allow vehicles with widths up to 96 in. (2.44 m).
Many allow extensions of 6 in. (0.15 m) for safety devices,

such as mirrors, bulging of pneumatic tires beyond wheel

rim, and the like. A few trucking industry representatives
have indicated that an additional 6 in. (0.15 m) would
allow a trailer with an inside width of I ft (2.44 m). This
would allow two 4-ft (1.22-m)-wide pallets to be loaded

side by side. However, the analysis of benefits from uni-
formity did not assume increased width because question-

naire response reflected limited enthusiasm for it.
On the basis of discussions with highway officials and

toll-road authorities allowing twins or triples to operate, it
was determined that long vehicles are compatible with
existing geometrics and under the following conditions:

1. Twin 27-ft (8.2-m) (65-ft (i9.8-m) over-all length)
combinations can function well on all primary highways'

2. Triples and turnpike doubles function well on multi-
lane-limited-access highways.

Therefore, these vehicle types have been included for
evaluation in several of the alternative scenarios for uni-

formity.
The final set of uniformity options selected for evalua-

tion is presented in Table 16.

Use of Scenarios

If the uniform level of truck size and weight limit
changes, how would this influence the use of various truck
types? Some trucks would carry more cargo per trip. The

use of some truck types would increase substantially; the

use of others would diminish. But the speciflc answer would
depend on: (1) the kinds of changes made, and (2) in-

TABLE 16

UNIFORMITY OPTIONS

N.P, = Not Permitted
X = AlL Highways
P = Primæy and Interstate HighwaYs

M = Mu]ti-Lme Limited Access Highway OnIy
I Ft -- 0. 3048 m
I k1p = 0.4535t

Options

Iractor Semi-Trailer
Overall Length
(45-ft. Trailer

Allowed)

Double
(Twin) Trailer
Combination

Overall Length

TripIe
Trai.Ler

Combination
)verall Length

Maximum Axle
rveights in Kips
Single /Tandem

Maximum
]ross Vehicle

Weight
(kips)

Current Level

Uniformity
Option A

Uniformity
Option B

Uniformity
Option C

Uni-formity
Opti.on Ð

55r 60r N.P. 65r 1081 N. P. 1081 r8132 20134

73. 28

Bridge
Formula (80)

(105.5)

(105,5)

(105.5)

x

P

P

P M

PM

x

x

M

M

x

x

x

x

X

x
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dividual trucking concern's reaction to these changes.
While these reactions can be assumed to be economically
logical, there are a number of influencing factors that can
vary the response of particular trucking firms. Accord-
ingly, to provide for a reasonable range of possible im-
pacts associated with uniformity options, several different
scenarios were defined to evaluate several possible re-
sponses.

Two basic evaluations were made for each scenario.
First, the distribution of commodities among truck types
under a new uniformity level was determined on a logical
basis. Second, expected payloads were determined.

Two different assumptions were used variously to decide
how much of each commodity might be hauled in each type
of vehicle for each scenario. They are as follows:

L The Existing Distribution Assumption. The current
national distributions of vehicles hauling each commodity
will tend toward the current vehicle distributions in links
or regions where legal limits are now at the level called for
by the option being tested. With the exception of the
turnpike doubles, the western region or certain links in the
western region provided the basis for estimating future
national truck distributions and payloads.

2. The Full-Truck Assumption. Changes in vehicle use
will involve only those cargoes that currently are being
carried in trucks that are either "cubed out" (all available
space is used) or "weighted out" (the legal gross weight
limits have been reached although space for more cargo
remains). The commodities now being carried in these
trucks are candidates for transfer to more efficient trucks
that might be permitted under a new uniformity situation.

Following the existing distribution assumption, the com-
puter distributed total tonnages by commodity on each link
of the national arterial network into truck types in ac-
cordance with the distribution from the western region.

The full-truck assumption is based on the logic that if a
carrier fills one truck to capacity he will choose a larger
truck, provided a change in the law permits him to do so.
The determination of which trucks currently are operating
"full" was based on the average density of the commodity
carried, the gross vehicle weight, tare weight, and the type
of vehicle-all outputs of the computerized commodity
flow network. The test to determine full vehicles was made
on the computer.

Following the full truck assumption, the computer
assigned the selected "full" truck tonnages to trucks speci-
fled as more efficient. The basis for these specifications
was the operating çost nomographs previously described.
Several different assignments were made in order to deter-
mine the effects of possible variations in equipment selec-
tion under new levels of uniformity. The variations are
given in Table 17.

The mixes, although difficult to select objectively, were
considered necessary because of unknowns in the equip-
ment selection process. For example, the twin Z7-ft
(8.2-m) trailer combinations, although theoretically the
most economical truck type for low-density freight, are
not widely used where permitted except by the haulers of
general freight. For various reasons, other haulers of low-
density commodities have not chosen the twin 27-ft

TABLE 17

VARIATIONS IN FULL TRUCK ASSIGNMENTS

I. All commodities in ful.I trucks
assigned to twin 40-ft trailers

2. AIl commodities in full trucks
assigned to 3-4 combinations
(3 -axle truck and 4 -dte
trai ler)

3. AlI commodities in fult trucks
assigned to a mix of B-S2rs,
twin 40-ft trailers e¡¡d 3-4's

4. 3-S2rs up to 74,000 lb
assigned to heavier 3-SZ's;
cuÛenUy heavy B-S2's
assigned to 3-4's

I foot = 0.3048m

(8.2-m) combinations. Some of these reasons are probably
related to the nature of their operations. For example,
household goods must be picked up at residences-usually
by backing up the truck and trailer. Also, owner-operators
may not have the capability to effectively use two trailers.

The selection of a mix was made with the characteristics
of trucking as related to each commodity in mind. The
theoretically most economic vehicle was assigned the largest
proportion of the cargo, unless some characteristic of
hauling the commodity suggested otherwise. For example,
carriers of agricultural commodities are independent
truckers who want a rig that can be used for many kinds
of haul and that is maneuverable in the farm fields.
Therefore, 3-S2's are likely to remain dominant in the
truck mix used to transport agricultural commodities. Or,
in the case of furniture and household goods, the twin 40's
were made dominant because, in states allowing twin 27's,
the carriers of furniture have not used them.

Table 18 contains the mixes used for the weight-out
commodities; the cube-out mixes are contained in Table 19.

As previously indicated, average payloads for each
vehicle type had to be determined in order to convert the
tonnages into trips. Two approaches were used. The first
approach was based on average payloads derived from
loadometer data for selected links in the western region
that are now operating at the uniformity limits being
evaluated. The other approach was to calculate a payload
based on the available space in the truck combination and
the average density of the commodity. The theoretical pay-
loads tended to be higher than those obtained from the
loadometer data.

The results of the weight-out and cube-out scenarios are
given in Tables 20 and 21, respectively. These tables
basically summarize the option and scenario evaluations
described later. In comparing them with the individual
option results (Tables 22 flarough 25, which are laid out
in matrix form and where the savings from the weight-out
scenarios and cube-out scenarios are combined), Tables
2O and 21 show the individual results that need to be added
to obtain total savings, as well as changes in equivalent
axle loads and mileage.

W eight-Out Options

l. AII commodities in full
trucks assigned to twin
2?-ft treilers

2. Al1 commodities in fult
trucks assigned to triple

. 27-|t trailers

3. .Al1 commodities in full
trucks assighed to twin
40-ft trailers

4. AII commodities in full
trucks assigned to a mix
of twin 2?-ft, twin 40-ft
ed triple 2?-ft trailers
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lmpacts of Un¡formity Options

Impacts of the uniformity options were estimated on

the basis of the scenarios previously described' These

impacts related to (1) operating cost savings, (2) fuel

,uuingr, (3) mileage savings, (4) change in 18-kip (8'6-t)

equivalent axle loads, and (5) accidents'

Unilormíty Option A

Option A may be referred to as the AASHTO level' It
udopts the AASHTO recommendations on a national basis'

In general, this option would have its greatest impact on

the states bordering and east of the Missouri and Missis-

sippi Rivers. The western states currently. allow the limits

prùosed in Option A. However' some increased use of

ãontt" 27's and the 80,000-lb (36.28-t) gross weight

vehicle could be expected in the western states reiate<i to

trips to or from states that formerly allowed 72,28D-lb

(li.zl-t) GVW's or 65-ft (19.8-m) twin trailers' The

àstimates presented in this option are conservative in that

they do not consider this possibility.
Table 22 contains the range in possible savings from

uniformity Option A. The first two levels were derived

using the distiibution method. The third level was derived

using the full-truck method.

UniÍormity Option B

Option B is the same as Option A except the 105-ft

(32.-0-m) long triple-trailer combination would be allowed

on all multilane, divided highways with full control of

access. It does not provide for turnpike doubles'

This option would have a substantial impact on all

regions. Ñational use of triples and the 65-ft (19'8-m)

long 3-4's on an extensive basis could result in both a

larje operating cost and fuel savings and a large decrease in

f S-'tip^ (8.6-ti equivalents. All of the 18-kip (8'6-t)

equiàent decrease is attributable to the use of 3-4's'

TABLE 20

WEIGHT-OUT SCENARIOS

TABLE 18

WEIGHT-OUT TRUCK MIXES

TABLE 19

CUBE-OUT TRUCK MIXES

CommoditY
% of ComoditY ToMage

ümber Nue
Twin 27r
Trailers

Tsin 401
Trailers

Triple 2?'
TraiLer s TotÀl

7

I

9

10

11

r4

Textil.es

Pulp, Paper, et.

l'umiture,
Ilousehold Goods

Trdsportation Equipment

Light Mefectured
Goods

General Freight

3o%

20

5

0

35

50

55T"

?0

90

0

45

25

LsEo

10

0

20

1oo%

100

100

100

100

+ These primarily üe auto cærie¡s which would be assigned to Vehicle
Type 8, truck-trailer, based on the newer æticulated design'

I foot = 0.3048 meters

3. ?85 liters
1.609 Km

.454 tonnes

.3048 meters
I Kip
t toot

Table 23 contains the range in possible savings from

uniformity OPtion B.

UniÍormity Option C

Option C is the AASHTO level but with a maximum

over^-all length of 105 ft (32.0m). This permits use of

either the îiple 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers or twin 40-ft

trailers.
An operating cost saving of $2'8 billion is obtainable

under this option. Table 24 contains Option C'
t gallon
I ñrle

Commodity % of Commodity Tonnage
Totâ.1

-s,
Twin 4 0

2

4

6

t2

TJ

Agriculture Goods

Agriculture Goods
(Reefers)

Forest Products

Bulk Extractive
Resources

Fuels, Oils,
Chemicels

Building Material

Medium Density
MduJactured

High Density
MoñrfâêtDred

50

35

JÐ

25

20

l5

10

40

40

40

65

45

60

45

50

IO

25

0

30

40

40

100

100

100

100

r00

IUU

100

100
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Vehicle Ássignment
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Operating
Cost
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($1,000)
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Axle Iæads
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(miltions
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Distribution Method
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4. .A.ll to lriple 2?'!

5. All to Twin 40,s
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*., 
""aa"J

,rr, rrr.* 

I
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I
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510,233
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TABLE 21

CUBE.OUT SCENARIOS

I gallon . 3. ?85 liters t Kip
I mile = 1.609 Km I foot

TABLE 23

RANGE OF PROJECTED SAVINGS RELATED TO
OPTION B

I gallon
1 mile

= 3.785 liters
= 1.609 Km

Uniformity Option D

Option D is the same as Option B except the turnpike
double is allowed instead of the triple-trailer combination.
'Iable 25 contains the range of potential impacts from
uniformity Option D.

Highway lmpacts of Uniform¡ty Options

Since none of the uniformity options for which the
various scenarios were evaluated involved increases in axle

loads over the 20,000-lb (9.07-t) single, 34,000-lb (15.4-t)
tandem levels currently recommended by AASHTO, ap-
proved by FHWA, and used in a majority of states, it is
not surprising that the maximum equivalent axle load
(EAL) increases associated with any scenario did not
average more than 15.5 percent nationally.

This upper limit of a range of EAL increases produced
by the various scenarios was considered less likely to be
experienced than other lower values. Increases within the
range of EAL's were influenced by assumptions regarding
the distribution of loads into different types of trucks that
could and probably would vary considerably among
regions. Therefore, it was decided that regionalization of
this upper figure would be an unwarranted degree of
refinement. Recognizing the limitations of most available
highway data, the concern was more with the order of

= . 454 tomes
= .3048 meters

TABLE 22

RANGE OF PROJECTED SAVINGS RELATED TO OPTION

3. ?85 liters
1.609 Kh

I gsllon
I miLe

Cube-Out
Scenarios

Weight-Out Scenæios

AII FulI Trucks
Assigned to

3 -4rs

AIl Full Trucks
Assigned to Mix
of 3-S2 and 3-4

All Ful] Truct<s
Assigned to Triple
2?-ft Trailers

$2,309, ?6r,400
864, 487 ,000gallons
3, 984.6 x l0o miles
0.3% increase in

EALs
10, 559 accidents

$1, 085, ?02, 600
714,389,000 gallons
2, 896.0 x I0o miLes
15.5% increase in

EALs
?,6?4 accidents

Cube-Out
Scenarios

Wêight-Out Scenerios

AASHTO Level
(No t¡iples or
tu¡npi.ke twins)

A-ASHTO Level
(Current levels
of triples ed
turnpike tw ins)

ALl FuU T¡ucks
to

3-4's

All Full Trud<s
Assigned to Mix

oI
3-S2rs ed 3-4's

A.ASHTO lævel
(No t¡iples or
turnpike twins)

$r,519,830, ooo
609,976,666 gallons
2,986.2 x l0c mites
3, l% increase i¡

E.qI,s
?,857 eccidents

AASHTO LeveÌ
(Cur!ent levels
oI triples üd
tunf,ike twins)

çt, e+ø, slz, zoo
7 23 , 612 . 27 O galloîs
4,105.4 x 10¡ miles
4,3% increÂse in

E.qI,S
10,879 Êccidents

All Full Trucks
to !.ull Twin

27ts

$1,246, s36,40o
542,404, 000 gatlons
3,001.?x 10¿ miles
10.6% dec.ease Ìn

EALs
?,954 accidents

$ 922, 4?7, 600
3 92, 306, 000 ga.ttons
l,913.1 x lOú miles
15.5% inc¡ease in

EAI,S
5,069 accidents
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TABLE 24

RANGE OF PROJECTED SAVINGS RELATED TO OPTION C

I gellon = 3. ?85 liters
I mile = I.609 Km

TABLE 25

RANGE OF PROJECTED SAVINGS RELATED TO OPTION D

3. ?85 liters
I 609 Km

I gallon
I mile

highway cost increases that might result from particular

options than with closer cost estimates. In some cases,

estimates were made of variations in the ranges of EAL
increases, as between regions, but these were not considered

meaningful.
A separate estimate was made of the maximum increases

that might occur within states still at the 18,000-lb and

32,000-lb (8.16-t and 14.5-t) levels of permissible axle

loads and 73,28}-lb (33.23-t) gross weight limit. Since all

of the options and scenarios involved 20,000-lb and 34,000-

tU (9.0i-t and 75.42-t) axle loads and at least 80,000-1b

(36.28-t) gross weight, these states would be the ones

most likely to experience the largest increases in 18-kip

(8.16-t) equivalent axle loads. In fact, the maximum EAL
increases in these states, under any option, were estimated

at 17.5 percent. These estimates were derived from the

summatiõn of equivalent axle loads on selected 73,280-1b

(33.n-Ð links of the commodity flow network and by

computing the change in EAL repetitions after transferring

commodity flows into vehicle distributions from the

western region, which permits maximum weights of

20,000-lb (9.07-t) single axle, 34,000-lb (t5'42-t) tandem

axle, and 80,000-lb (36.28-t) gross weight. Also, the

73,28}-lb (33.23-t) links selected placed emphasis on links

between states having good reputations for enforcement' It
was assumed that these states would experience greater

increases in axle loadings from weight-limit increases than

states having lax enforcement and a high percentage of
trucks already running overweight. Therefore, the esti-

mated increase of 17'5 percent is considered the upper

end of the range.
Since states with the lower limits are distributed among

the regions, the 15'5 percent is still a reasonable maximum

figure for each region.
As indicated, this figure relates to maximum 20,000-lb

(9.07-t) and 34,000-lb (15-42-t) axles except in states

that now permit higher loadings. As previously indicated,

the decision to limit options to consideration of this axle

loading canie about because economic justification, in
interstate commerce, could not be found for higher load-

Cube-Out
Scenarios

Weight-Out Scenarios

AÌ1 Weight-Out Full
TrucLs Assigned to

Twin 40's

AU Weight-Out Full
Trucks Assigned to

3 -4's

All Weight-Out FùU
Trucks Assigned to
Mix of 3-S2rs, Twi¡

40rs ed 3-4rs

All WeÍght-Out Full
Trucks Asaigned to
Mix of 3-S2rs Ðd

3-4re

All Cube-Out
Full Trucks
.{ssigned to
Triple 2?rs

$2, ?91,30r,400
8?4,214,000 gallons
5,014.6 x 106 miLes
2.4% decreêse in

EALe
13,288 accidents

s2, 309, ?6r,400
864,48?,800 gâl.Ions
3, 984.6 x loú miles
0.3% increese in

EALs
10,559 accidedts

$2, 238,794,300
?69,913,000 gallons
3, ?5?. I x IOÁ miles
0.6% i¡crease in

EAL6
9,956 accidents

$1,985, ?02,600
? 14, 389, 000 gallonE
2, 896.0 x IOG miles
15.5% increase in

EALg
?,6?4 accidents

AII Cube-Out
Full Trucks
Assigned to

Twin 40rs

$2,438,833, 2oo
?19,828,000 gallons
4,995.?xlor miLes
15.0% dec¡ease in

EALs
13,238 accidents

$ 1, 95?, 293, 200
710, 101,000 Fallons
3, 965. ? x 10' miles
25,9% decrease in

EALs
I0,509 accidents

$1,886,326, 100
615,52?,000 galLons
3,'138.2 x 10Á miles
t2% decrease in

E ALs
9,906 accidents

$r,633,234,400
560,003,000 ga.llons
2,877.1x 10" miles
0,2% increese in

EALs
?.624 accidents

Fúll Trucks
Asgigned to
Mü of Twin
2?'s, Twin 40rs
and Triple 2?rs

çi, 3?0, c34, cco
669,280,000 gauonê
6.7% decrease in

EALs

9r,:o:, u=-,uvv

659, 553,000 gal.Ions
l?.87ó decrease in

EAJ,S

564,9?9,000 gâIlons
3, 9% decrease in

EAl,s

êi rr^ ¡04 
^^ñ

509,455,000 gÊ11on6
8.3% increase in

E.{Ls

Weight-Out Scenarios

C ube-Out
Scen d io s

AII ¡'ull Trucks
Assigned to
Twin 40's

All Futl TrucÌs
Assigned to

Af,l Full Trucks
Assigned to Mix of
3-S2, Twin 40rs

3-4

AII FuIl Trucks
Assigned to Mix of

3-s2 md 3-4

A.lI FUII Trud(s
Assigned to

Twin 40rs

$2,438,833,200
?19,828, 000 gauons
4,995.?xlO¿miles
15.0% decreese in

EALs
13,238 eccidents

$ l, 95?, 293, 200
?10, 101,000 gallons
3, 965, ? x 106 miles
25.9% decrease in

EAl.s
10,509 accidents

$1,886,326, loo
615,52?,000 gallons
3, ?38.2 x 10¿ miles
12.0% decrease in

EALs
9,906 accidents

$1,633,234,400
560, 003,000 galloos
2.817.1 x 106 miles
0.2% increase in

EAl,s
? 624 accidents
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ings. Using the operating cost nomographs developed for
this study, it was possible to find a vehicle to haul almost
any density of commodity at the lowest possible cost
without exceeding these loads. This determination was
partially influenced by acceptance of the bridge formula as
an upper limit of vehicular weight for particular configura_
tions and axle spacings. It was obvious that a heavy
demand for additional axle load provisions (over 20,000
lb/34,OOO lb) is not indicated in interstate commodity
movements by truck. Intrastate movements may be another
matter, but these do not relate to the objectives of this
research. It is noteworthy that the region containing most
of the states allowing 22.4-/36-kip (10.16-/16.33-t) axle
loadings had the lowest indicated equivalent axle loads per
trip of any region, for the interstate movements evaluated.-fhe 73,280-lb (33.23-t) gross weight limit in many of
these states restricts the axle loading on the type of vehicles
generally found in interstate commerce.

EAL Increases By Híghway Section

As indicated previously, a 15.5 percent increase in
equivalent axle loads from interstate truck commodity
movements is a conservative maximum of what any state
should experience as a result of the uniformity options
considered, with the exception of the states at the 1g,000_
lb/32,000-lb, 73,280-1b levels, for which the maximum

figure is 17.5 percent. Again, it is not considered likely
that increases of this order will actually occur. Note that
these increases reflect changes to the situation that other_
wise would exist with normal traffic growth.

Although it was anticipated initially that evaluations of
additional highway costs would be made at different EAL
increase levels, the costs associated with the maximums,
as subsequently shown, are of such a low order relative to
benefits that analyses at this level alone were considered
sufficient.

Tables 26,27 ,28, and 29 present the expected magnitude
of the EAL increases on principal arterial highways by
number of lanes, by surface type, and by the present con_
dition of the highway surfaces as measured by their present
serviceability indices (PSI). The miles of highways in the
different condition categories are given along with presently
expected 20-year, 18,000-lb equivalent axle loads.

These expected EAL's were determined by applying the
EAL percentage increases from the commodity flow net_
work to the daily vehicle miles of traffic and truck factors
developed in a recent national study of highway condition
and performance (32). The Federal Highway Adminis_
tration provided spÞcial summaries from the latter study.

Six states did not contribute to the national study.
Accordingly, data from other states in the regions affected
were expanded so that total system miles would be

TABLE 26

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM INCREASES IN 18 KIP EAL'S-WESTERN REGION

PSI

<2

2.0-2.4

2.5-3.4

>3.4

<2

2.0-2.4

2.s-3.4

>3.4
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li ) (t
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20 Yr
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A
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4
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3
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2417
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J/5
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(1) Design Lsne

I mile = 1.609 Km
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TABLB 27

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM INCREASES IN 18-KIP EAL'S-MISSISSPPI VALLEY

HIGH RIGID

*¿a LÀNE,--Ð

Mile: Iruck
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20 Yr
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2
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17 99

3t6
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PSI

<2

2.0-2.4

2.5-3.4

>3.4

PSI

<2

2.0-2.4

2.5-3.4

>3.4

(l) Desiqn L.

I mile = 1.6

TABLE 28

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM INCREASES IN 18-KIP EAL'S_SOUTHEASTERN REGION
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9
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TABLE 29

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM INCREASES IN 18.KIP EAL'S-NORTHEASTERN REGION
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lives and the increment of new construction cost due to
the increased Ioadings.

These studies have resulted in relatively low estimates of
increased annual highway cost requirements as related to
signiflcant increases in recommended axle loadings.

In this project, the approach had been to determine,
through methods described previously, the increased 20-
year equivalent 18,000-lb axle loadings that could occur
on the interstate network of principal arterials as a result
of a uniformity option. These increases have been applied
to highway segments in different pavement condition
categories, as subsequently described, to determine the
amount of overlay needed on each section to provide essen-
tially for originally designed service lives.

Development ol Pavement Perforntance Curves

To realistically and conservatively reflect the actual costs
associated with the estimated maximum increases in
equivalent axle loads, pavement performance curves were
developed for bituminous pavement and portland cement
concrete pavement (2 soil support cases). These represent
an amalgamation of available research to date in this area.
The concept for the bituminous curves was derived largely
from a study of truck characteristics and pavement effects
by Peterson and Shephard of the Utah Department of
Transportation (33). This concept was further refined and
developed using the results of a study by Stevenson of the
National Association of Australian State Road Authorities

reflected. Although this may introduce some error in
specific detail, it still allows a reasonable assessment of
the order of highway costs associated with the maximum
equivalent axle load increases.

All increases in EAL represent 15.5 percent of the
originally expected EAL figure, the maximum EAL per_
centage increase derived from the commodity flow network,
and the most demanding uniformity options. This per_
centage has been applied to the EAL repetitions of the
entire truck volume, representing intrastate as well as inter-
state movements, to further assure additional conservative_
ness in the results.

To convert the DVMT into equivalent axle loadings,
factors on EAL per vehicle were derived from the com-
modity flow network and truck weight studies.

Basis for Highway Cost Analysis

In making the analysis of highway costs associated with
increased axle loadings, there has been considerable depar-
ture from previous national studies of the economics of
different motor vehicle sizes and weights. In these studies,
it has generally been presumed that ( 1) existing pavement
lives would be shortened by additional axle loadings, (2)
future surface and base reconstruction would be advanced
to take care of the shortened service lives, (3) new pave-
ments would be designed for the increased loadings, and
(4) the net highway cost results of the new loadings would
be the additional annual costs due to the shortened service
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(/0) and design procedures from state highway agencies in
Colorado, Illinois, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada,

South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, and

Washington. The rigid pavement performance curves were

developed with the assistance of Dr. Mathew Witczak and

graduate students from the University of Maryland. The
sets of curves are shown in Figures 23 thtough2í-

In each case, with knowledge of the initial design loading
characteristics of a pavement and its present condition, as

reflected by its present serviceability index (PSI)' these

curves permit a determination of the additional surfacing

requirements needed to sustain any additional design

equivalent axle loads.

Determination oÍ Addítional Híghwøy Costs

To use the pavement performance curves in conjunction
with the change in EAL values (a EAL) given in Table 26

through 29, as related to the mileages of highways in the

different PSI groups, it was necessary to assume that the

presently expected EAL on the pavements was, in fact, the

original design EAL. This provides a basis for using the

performance curves and the a EAL to determine additional
surface needs so that the lives of the pavements will not be

shortened by the additional axle loading.
If the additional surface requirements proved to be less

than Vz in. (1.27 cm), overlays were not considered to be

required. Basically, the requirements could be handled by

a heavy maintenance application of chips and seal. How-
ever, this is not likely to be done' Although some costs are

overlooked on this basis, these additional cost requirements

are certainly balanced out by the conservative assumptions

that ascribe more costs than actually should be due to the

increased axle loadings. As an example of this conserva-

tiveness, axle-load increases on pavements with a PSI

rating presently as low as 2.0 to 2.5 wete charged with
additional surface requirements. Actually, many of these

pavements are already failed or close to failure according

to criteria used in many states. They require new surfaces

regardless of increases.

All mileage with a PSI of less than 2.0 was considered

to be in a failed condition, requiring immediate recon-

struction (e.g. new base and surface). For that reason,

only a small increment of the costs of reconstruction of this

mileage has been assigned to the increased axle loadings

(aEAL's). The reconstruction would be designed to

handle a t5.5 Percent increase in EAL's over a Z0-yeat

life, which would result in a small percentage increase in

costs. This can be readily seen from the performance

curves where, when a highway is newly designed within

an applicable range of EAL repetitions, an additional
y2 i;.- G.3 cm) of asphalt surface will provide for a 35

percent or more increase in axle load applications'
Although the calculations involve approximations as

indicated, they nevertheless are sufficiently close for a

reasonable order of magnitude estimate of outside cost

increases that might occur as a result of the uniformity

options considered. Table 30 provides an estimate of these

costs on a regional basis.

These costs were regionalized because of regional

variations in topography, soil conditions, materials costs,

TABLE 30

ESTIMATE OF TOTAL COSTS 1 TO ACCOMMODATE
OPTIMUM UNIFORMITY LEVEL

-Tmi:ffiffi¡-
!/ Totål æsts to.prevent òdd¡tionål obsolescÈnce thÞugh lncEðsed öx¡e

loðdlngs ove¡ ihe next 20 yeèrs. Expendlture should be made wlthln

next few years. Costs llmited to surface and base requlrements'

Y Tfuee (3,0) percent surface and base reconstructlon æsts estlnated

ðs charseabte to 15.5% increôsed EAL {based on EEBL@-¡3f)'

Note that reconstruction lequirement fs not lnfluenced by lncreased EÀL-

surfaces already ðre 1n "fôlted" condition'

and construction costs and because, originally, greater

variations were anticipated in equivalent axle load rela-

tionships.
To apply the overlay thickness or reconstruction re-

quirements determined from the appropriate pavement

lerformance curves, cost factors were developed from

several sources including reports from the Federal Highway

Administration. In addition, costs used in the 1968 Sizes

and Weights Report (7) were upgraded to 1978 costs

by applying the FHWA highway construction cost index'

fîe còmposite unit costs per mile used are given in Table

30 (Col. ¿). Sin"" there are regional variations in highway

costs, these costs reflect the relative unit bid Prices reported

on Federal-aid projects fot 1977, by region.

The total 
"oìt 

of $1.95 billion shown in Table 30 is
essentially a one-time order of magnitude cost reflecting

the maximum total cost required to make the principal

arterial systems whole; that is, to see that they have the

same service lives as at present, if the most demanding of
the uniformity options is adopted.

It is recognized that these costs should be annualized for

a rigorous cost benefits analysis and that additional costs
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will occur as highway surfaces, after being upgraded for
additionat applications, eventually wear out. However,
when they do wear out (that is, when they are in failed
condition), the incremental costs for the increased appli-
cations will aggregate only a fraction of the $2 billion esti-
mate. Therefore, additional future costs will be of a

decreasing order. For example, if the $2 billion were

spread over l0 years at $200 million Per year, subsequent
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comparative costs might be in a range of $10 to 50 million
per year.

On the other hand, the $2.5 billion per year potential
savings in transportation cost would increase each year as

truck traffic increases. Thus, there is no comparison
between benefits and costs-the latter (despite difficulties
in providing for even these amounts in a tight financial
situation) is only a small fraction of the former.

CHÀPTER THREE

INTERPRETATION, APPRAISAL, AND APPLICATION

In order to properly interpret the findings of this research
project, it will be helpful to refer to the objectives as

originally set forth; namely to:

1. Identify and describe the effects of current state size,

weight, and speed laws, regulations, and interstate agree-

inents on trucks and the highway systems they use'

2. Investigate the potential benefits and disadvantages

of increased uniformity in truck size, weight, and speed

limits among states.

3. List and evaluate the available alternatives for elimi-
nating or minimizing the differences in truck size, weight,
and speed limits among states.

Although the first objective may appear to be broader,
the initial project statement made it clear that it applied
only to the effects of the "laws, regulations, and interstate

agreements" as they relate to the uniformity question.

MAJOR FINDINGS

In terms of these objectives, the conclusive findings of
this research project, discussed in detail in Chapter Two,
are as follows:

1. The economic disbenefits to the American people due

to the present differences in State laws and regulations
governing motor vehicle size and weight are of considerable

magnitude. Transportation costs of many goods categories,

ultimately reflected in prices paid in the marketplace and

in the cost of tiving, are higher than they need be.

2. Energy disbenefits are significant. Substantially more

energy is used in transporting goods than would be neces-

sary under a more uniform and efficient system.

3. The only present nonuniformity in speed regulation is

in the enforcement area and, although strong feelings for
and against the 55-mph speed were expressed by different

trucking interests, nonuniformity in this regard was indi-
cated as troublesome rather than as posing a particular

problem.

4. According to analyses conducted during this research,

economic benefits of increased uniformity, in terms of
transportation cost savings, could be as much as $2.8
billion per year nationally, without commensurate increases

in highway costs or other demonstrable disadvantages to
the public, if better uniformity were in effect now and if
motor vehicle operations were changed immediately.

5. With optimal uniformity, savings in motor vehicle
fuel consumption will probably be in the neighborhood of
874,000,000 gal per year (after a few years change-over

time).
6. There wilt be benefits in the administrative area both

to truckers and administrative agencies, but these are

diffi.cult to measure.
7. It is estimated that one-time highway improvement

costs necessary to upgrade the highway system to support

optimal uniformity should not exceed $2'0 billion-axle-
load increases over 20,000-1b (9.07-t) single axle, 34,000-lb
(15.42-t) tandem axle are not envisioned in states not now
exceeding these limits.

8. Except in states with present axleload limits at

18,000/32,000 lb (8.i6l14.511) and gross weights at

73,280 lb (33.23 t), changes in laws and regulations to

produce optimal uniformity can be limited to vehicle

configurations and dimensions. Gross-weight controls,

except as established by the bridge formula and operating

performance requirements, are counterproductive and

should be eliminated.
9. Railroads may be adversely affected by optimal uni-

formity measures. However, commodities or localities

served by rail and highway freight modes do not necessarily

coincide. Consequently, benefits of better uniformity, in

many cases, will be realizable in noncompetitive areas' In
competitive areas, it would not seem logical to assist the

railways by maintaining unnecessary inefficiencies on the

highway.
10. Public attitudes, as reflected in the political and

legislative sphere, are a significant bar to achieving the kind
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of uniformity that would be most advantageous. Lack of
information and misuhderstandings are root causes.

CONSTRUCTIVE REGULATION OF SIZES AND WEIGHTS

The whole issue of uniformity is fraught with attitudes
and opinions that, in many cases, do not relate to fact.
Some of these attitudes and opinions pertain to the role
of trucks on highways, which is not clearly understood, and
the importance and relevance of this role economically and
with respect to other modes of transportation. As a result,
there is a danger of confused action taking place that is
not in the best interests of the total populace.

This research has demonstrated that the highway systems
are not now being operated to produce maximum economic
returns from the investment that has been made in them.
Types of vehicular movements are being restricted that
could result in substantial reduction in transportation costs
and substantial energy savings without any disadvantages
in significant highway cost increases or demonstrably nega- .

tive impacts on other segments of the highway population.
The qualification "demonstrably," with respect to negative
impacts, is necessary because the general public (particu-
larly drivers of automobiles), on the basis of descriptions of
testimony at legislative hearings, view large and heavy
trucks as less safe than other vehicles and as undesirable
accouterments on the highway.

The public attitude is understandable. Some trucks
operate in such a way as to be inconsiderate of and to
intimidate automobile traffic. Even at best, they cause
congestion, especially in urban areas and on two-lane
highways.

Nevertheless, the advantages of having them on the
highway far outweigh the disadvantages. What is needed
is constructive action to control the operation of these
vehicles, selectively and positively, in order to maximize
transport advantages while minimizing disadvantages to
highways and other traffic.

It does not appear that it is in the best public interest
to have all commodities move long distances by highways.
For example, heavy bulk commodities are moved most
economically by railroads; whereas, lighter density goods
are moved most economically by truck. In some cases,
there may be an apparent slight cost advantage by truck,
which would disappear if the trucks making these particular
movements were charged directly for the highway costs
these particular movements incur. Instead, the costs may
currently be spread among a larger contingent of trucks or
the entire user population.

This illustrates that effective control of truck sizes and
weights to maximum public advantage should be a selective
process based on sound knowledge of what is in the best
public interest. Besides relative transportation costs, there
are other reasons why particular goods are best moved by
the rail mode or by the truck mode. Some current rail
demonstration projects may indicate the way toward
removal of some rail disadvantages in some areas (34).

Studies are needed to identify the public impacts of
specific kinds of movements by different modes, and to
recommend specific actions to encourage or assure the rnost
advantageous movements. This would constitute selective
constructive action in the best public interests.

To simply control the sizes and weights of trucks on high-
ways without having a clear picture of the economic results
or without factual information concerning the relative
highway impacts of different vehicular sizes, weights, and
configurations does not constitute selective or constructive
action. Yet, this is the position in which most state and
national legislative bodies seem to be.

Size and weight laws and regulations differ far too much
among states without apparent sound reasons for the
differences. These occur principally because of the political
processes through which the laws and regulations come
into being. Generally, representatives of some segment
of trucking or the entire industry propose legislation to
relax current requirements. Some opinions or factual
data may be obtained from highway and enforcement
agencies relative to the proposition. The laws of adjacent
states are sometimes reviewed. But whether or not the
proposal is enacted into law most often reflects the power
of the lobby. Important lobbies include ( I ) organized
truckers for, (2) organized automobile owners against,
and (3) railroads often against.

This political process is not likely to change as long as
individual states are responsible for sizes and weight
regulation. However, they can be influenced so that the
result is more likely to be constructive legislative action.
The influence can be produced in several ways.

Foremost is objective study and representation by thè
state's administrative and operative agencies, primarity
Departments of Transportation and law enforcement
agencies. Such studies and representations should be on-
going, broad in scope, and predictive. They should be
designed to present factual data associated with expected
proposals. They should be objective and result in guidance
for the most generally advantageous operation of the
highway system, taking all aspects of benefits and dis-
benefits into consideration-not just highway damage and
the lack of funds. There should be great care to assure that
trucks and loads are not blamed, generally, for highway
depreciation when they are not singularly responsible.
There should be great care to point out what damage trucks
are responsible for when they are. Some states allow
specific industries extraordinary privileges that show up in
more rapid deterioration of road surfaces.

In short, each involved state transportation and enforce-
ment agency knows its legislature is probably going to be
faced with a proposal for relaxing size and weight limits in
the next session. With this in mind, it should have a repórt
(brochure) available that sums up all pertinent knowledge
to date including its most recent objective findings in its
sphere of influence.

In the cause of desirable uniformity, representatives of
these agencies should meet regularly with their counter-
parts in other states on committees to formulate conclu-
sions relative to better uniformity, legislative approaches;
and possibly specific model laws. These meetings should
be conducted at 3 levels-national, regional, and with the

adjacent states. The latter meetings should be held in
conjunction with uniformity that applies primarily to ex-

changes between the states that are not regional or national
in character. They may apply to a specific industry, such



as the logging industry or mining industry, that operates

similarly in the adjacent states.

There are other ways in which influence can be brought
to bear on state legislatures. For example, a Federal

incentive might be provided in the form of Federal-aid

funds for resurfacing for which only states conforming to

basic uniformity requirements would be eligible. An
amount of $1 billion over a 5-year period would account

for 50 percent of all resurfacing needs because of adoption

of optimal uniformity. It would be an economic and

.tt.rgy measure, since substantial fuel savings should

result.
The possibility of Federal preemption has been raised

since more uniformity would be in the national interest'

However, because size and weight laws involve the prob-

ability of highway costs, it would appear that preemption

must necessariiy be iimited io 'tiie itriersiate Sv"stem for
practical reasons. Preemption, even for movements on this

System, has serious drawbacks, however, because there

would be a problem of access to terminals' Also, preemp-

tion understandingly is not popular with Congress' In
the case of highway speeds, it took a national emergency'

Certainly incentives, if effective, constitute a far better way

to go.

WHAT SHOULD BE REGULATED?

Some vehicular measurements and some weight char-

acteristics do not, by themselves, appear to have adverse

effects on the highway or highway traffic' Controlling

these may obtusely control the dimensions and weights

that do, but also may introduce unnecessary controls over

vehicular characteristics that can save transportation cost

without adverse effect. This, in fact, is what has happened'

Aspects of dimensions and weights are being controlled in

-ort ,t"t.t without any real evidence that these are bad,

and some of these controls restrict the most economic use

of highways. Discussion of the effects of some size ele-

ments will clarify this situation.

Gross Weiglìt

There is no evidence that vehicular gross weight, by

itself, has any adverse effect on highways or highway

traffic provided some basic requirements are met on the

way this weight is transferred to the highway surfaces

and bridges; on the power capability of the vehicle to

accelerate and to maintain reasonable minimum sPeeds on

grades; and on the braking capability to stop the vehicle

*itt i.r u safe stopping distance. The distribution of weight

on bridges is summed up by the bridge formula' The

distribution of weight on road surfaces is completely con-

trolled by specifying axle-load limits. The other require-

ments can be directly specified in different ways' Since

gross weight defines payload, there is obvious economic

ãdvantage in allowing the maximum that can be carried

without ill effect. As noted previously in this report,

studies have indicated that the degree of seriousness of
truck accidents, in terms of fatalities and injuries, may

have a relationship to gross vehicle weight, but the rela-

tionship is not dramatic or easily Proven and is countered

by generally lower accidentrates (29' 30) -
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Vehicle Length

Total vehicle length does not aPPear to pose any real
problems on multilane highways, at least under most

weather conditions, provided basic requirements can be

met with respect to offtracking, braking, stability and

swaying, and other aspects of vehicle control. Control in
all of these aspects can be specified directly. Control of
vehicular unit length perhaps can satisfy the offtracking
requirement (see following discussion under "Vehicle Unit
Length"). As indicated elsewhere in this report, there have

been some differences in findings on whether or not long
triples and doubles throw more spray than shorter semis

in inclement weather conditions. Of course, it takes longer

to get by them, but the question is whether or not view-
blocking spray is sustained for the vehicle length. It has

been said that it is not, because of a streamlining effect.

It does appear that there should be specific controls on the

operation of extra long vehicles and recommendations
have been made by some (35).

Axle Weight

As discussed elsewhere in this report, axle loadings of
various magnitudes make different demands on highway
surfaces; and these demands are proportional to several

times the relative weights, the multiplication factor increas-

ing as axle weight increases. Therefore, because there

always are some segments of industry that will take

advantage of virtually any weight permitted, highway
service lives, maintenance requirements, and resulting an-

nual expenditure requirements may well depend on the

axle load limit specified. However, because of develop-

ments to date in highways, vehicles and laws, a universal

axle load limit at the 20-kip (9.O7-t)/34-kip (15.42-t)
level, which appears to be strongly justifiable from an

economic viewpoint, will meet the present requirements

and demands of most of the interstate trucking industry.
This finding is based on the fact that vehicle designs appear

to be available to haul most commodities long distances at

minimum costs without exceeding this axle-load level' It
also is based on certain assumptions regarding the industry's
desire to move certain amounts of commodities per trip'
Ilowever, the conclusion is supported by the fact that the

current trend is towards reduction in numbers of the

heaviest axle loads.

Vehicle Unit Length

The most important reason for controlling vehicular unit

length is offtracking, the lateral distance between the tracks

maáe by the rear wheels of a vehicle and the front wheels

of a vehicle. With a sufficientty long single unit and rear

wheels on a fixed axle, it is quite possible for the rear

axle track to encroach in the opposing traffic lane on a

two-lane highway. However, offtracking is more strictly

dependent õn distance between axles, and there are other

asiects of unit length that are critical' For example, there

"un 
U" body overhang so the body encroaches more than

the rear axles. Unit length also is important in combination

vehicles that offtrack less than single unit vehicles of the

same length. Encroaching in other lanes is only one prob-
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Iem associated with offtracking. There is also the problem
of negotiating interchanges where the radius of curvature
has been adopted with specific vehicle and unit lengths
in mind. In addition to offtracking, the stability of com-
bination vehicles can be affected by relative unit length.
In short; it appears desirable and necessary that unit length
be controlled. In general, the shorter the units, the better
a multiple trailer vehicle articulates-that is, the better
the road area covered by the rear units conform to that
covered by the front unit.

Vehicle Unit Width

Vehicle unit width is important and should be controlled,
simply because of the safety aspects of the available lane
width occupied. Presuming a truck of the width permitted
in most states (96 in. (2.44 m) ) occupies the middle of the
usual 12-ft (3.66-m) Iane, there will be 4 Ît (1.22m)
separating it from a similar vehicle in the next lane. There
will be considerably more distance if the other vehicle
is a passenger car. In the case of the trucks, since vehicles
deviate from the lane center to some degree, the 4-ft
(1.22-m) clearance does not seem excessive. Ilowever,
when approaching an object promising to be this close to
the side of a vehicle, studies have shown that a vehicle
tends to move laterally to provide more clearance. Thus,
the 4-ft (1.22-m) distance is usually increased. This is
pertinent because the 96-in. (2.44-m) width limitation does
hamper truck loading for some kinds of shipments, un-
doubtedly involving more costs than otherwise would be the
case. The shipments in question are standardized at a
4-ft X 8-ft (1.22-mX2.44-m) dimension, including 4-ft
X8-ft (1.22-mX2.44-m) building panels and shipping
containers. There is no evidence to indicate that an increase
in width of 6 in. (0.15 m) would result in an increased
number of accidents.

Vehicle Unit Height

Height is another characteristic that has a definite efiect
both with respect to possible highway damage and traffic
safety. The damage can occur to overpass structures
designed to accommodate a vehicle of limited height. The
safety disbenefits could occur because of decreased stability
with respect to sway and rotation. Most states now restrict
vehicles to no more than 13 ft-6 in. (4.11m), and there
appears to be no strong reason for increasing this
dimension.

Operating Gharacteristics

There are many different operating characteristics of
trucks that have important relationships to highway effects
that could be detrimental. Perhaps not quite coming within
this definition is the applied load per square inch of tire
area imprint, which many pavement designers believe has
a bearing on pavement life-the specification is written in
several ways. Braking characteristics are obviously very
important and should be specified. Power or speed capa-
bilities on grades are important as related to highway
capacity-again, the specification can be written in dif-

ferent ways. The degree of sway to be permitted by a
trailer or other unit can be specified. This is not intended
to be inclusive, but only to point out some characteristics
that commonly are and should be controlled. Within the
current highway traffic safety infrastructure, there is a
Federal function to control vehicular safety aspects with
performance standards.

Operations

There possibly has been insufficient regulation of actual
vehicle operations in order to assure the most desirable
practical relationship between truck traffic and other traffic,
taking into consideration the relative needs of both. Cer-
tainly, important aspects of vehicular maintenance need to
be specified as these relate to highway safety-the BMCS
and ICC, of course, have such regulations. Other regula-
tions pertaining to time on duty and driving are equally
important. From the standpoint of the states' operations
of their highway plants, rules might be considered pertain-
ing to such factors as which lanes trucks can occupy under
certain circumstances and which passing maneuvers are
permitted. These are not intended to be specified reçom-
mendations but to suggest a principle. The idea would not
be to penalize trucks but to assure that all conform to
the best operating procedures. This is in the direction of
positive operation of highways to maximize benefits to the
total population. It is more productive to directly control
operations that may pose problems for other road occu-
pants than unnecessarily limit aspects of trucking that
potentially produce net benefits.

BENEFITS TO THE POPULACE

The question has been raised, during this research, con-
cerning who will really benefit from reduced transporta-
tion costs. Put another way, there has been skepticism that
a significant part of the savings actually will be passed on
to the buyers of merchandise through reducèd costs.

In discussions and answers to questionnaires, responses
from industry varied on the degree to which current trans-
portation cost rates would be affected. It probably is a
fair conclusion that transportation cost rates to shippers
would not immediately be reduced but that the rate of in-
crease of these costs would be reduced. There will be a
changeover period for industry when new equipment and
frameworks for operation are introduced. Also, rate-
making structures are complex and ponderous.

However, there is every reason to believe that the cost
reductions ultimately would be passed on to the shipper
and the consumer.

Although the trucking industry certainly desires to make
as much profit as possible, it is, despite regulatory control
of rates, a highly competitive industry. In the first place,
only a portion of the industry is economically regulated or
subject to established rates fixed, within a service area, by.
the ICC through the operation of rate bureaus. According
to Taff (18, p. 187), there are two and one-half times more
unregulated carriers than there are regulated carriers op-
erating interstate. These exempt carriers because of the
types of commodities they haul; and are generally "per-



fectly" competitive (according to Taff), although there is

some stabilizing influence on rates in many cases'

But even the regulated industry has competition' There

is competition from private carriers, which are firms mov-

ing their own goods. There is some competition from

exempt carriers who have obtained ICC authority for
back hauls of certain commodities' There is some comPe-

tition from other modes. According to Taff (18, p. 387)'
there also is some competition between contract carriers

and common carriers within the regulated industry'

Also, even though regulated common carriers do operate

generally in a common rate situation, there is some com-

petition between them to reduce rates. Because of poten-

iially cutthroat competition, in this respect, Taff (18,

p. 385) points out that the ICC has established minimum

rates in many cases to protect the industry.

Summarizing the situation, Taff (18, p. 385) states:

"The large number of motor carriers, the nature of their

operations and the ease with which volume shippers can

"rrgug" 
in private motor carriage have been factors which

have tended to keep motor carrier rates in the lower zone

of reasonableness."
Thus, it is reasonable to expect that savings in transpor-

tation costs will ultimately be passed on to the public in

large measure in the reduced prices of goods' An eco-

nomic study to determine the actual sensitivity of whole-

sale or retail prices to interstate transportation costs was

outside the scope of this research.

In addition to directly attributable reduction in the cost

of living through transportation cost reductions, there un-

doubtedly are other economic advantages more diffrcult to

quantify. These include:

1. Expansion of market area and the increase of busi-

ness size and employment that goes with it' For example,

it is doubtful that the fruit industry would be as large in

California, Texas, or Florida if the produce was not caP-

able of being transmitted so far so quickly at reasonable

cost.

2. Development of establishments serving the trucking

industry, which increases employment and the industry

base for economic centers.

3. Direct effect of truck transportation costs on the cost

of living in many cities and towns as evidenced by the fact

that more than 39,000 municipalities are entirely dependent

on trucks for goods transportation (5)'

As an example for automobile drivers to consider rela-

tive to the importance of trucks on the highway, despite

troublesome aspects of truck traffic, it is worth noting that

if large trucks did not deliver the fuel on which automo-

biles depend to service stations and there were only small

trucks, fuel prices would skyrocket'

OPTIMAL UNIFORMITY

On the basis of the analysis described in Chapter Two

of this report, it is recommended that the 48 contiguous

states amend their laws and regulations to permit the fol-

lowing minimum vehicle dimensions and weights:
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. Width-102in. (2.59 m)
o Height-l3 ft-6 in. (4.11 m)
o Length-single truck, 40 ft ( 12.19 m)

Bus, 45 ft (13.72 m)
Trailer, 45 ft (13.72 m)
Tractor semitrailer combination, 60 ft (18.29 m)

Tractor semitrailer full-trailer combination, 65 ft
(19.81 m)

Full-truck full-trailer combination, 65 ft (19'81

m)
Other combinations, 105 ft (32.00 m, on desig-

nated routes only-designated routes will be

limited to 4 or more lane-divided highways

with full access control and on other highways

within a given number of miles of a designated

interchange (1 mi-l.609 km suggested))

Auto carriers, 66 ft (2O'12 m)

¡ Number of towed units-3
o Axle load-Single, 20,000 lb (9.07 t)

Tandem, 34,000 lb (15'42t)
o Operating tire inflation pressure-95 lb per sq in'

(6.68 kg/sq cm)
¡ Gross weight-bridge Formula applied to total wheel-

base and/or any group of axles'

These provisions will allow the use of the so-called dou'
bles combinations with 27-ft (8.23-m) trailers universally'

They will allow 3-4 truck full-trailer combinations' They

also will allow the operation of tripte unit combinations

and larger doubles combinations (turnpike twins) but

only, for the most part, on multilane controlled access fa-

ciliiies. The use of short distances on interchanging facili-

ties will allow access to terminals and marshalling areas'

A problem exists in allowing the large doubles to use cer-

tain interchanges because of offtracking' Signing may be

required to prohibit these vehicles on interchanges where

thé geometrics are not adequate. Other solutions relative

to terminal access for these vehicles may include disassem-

bly yards on or adjacent to the controlled access facility

right-of-way financed by charges to industry users' or Pro-
vision to improve interchanges with industry sharing the

cost.

Figure 26 shows a profile of each vehicle type allowed

under these uniformity provisions. In reviewing these pro-

visions for uniformity in the light of previous discussion,

an apparent contradiction may be noted in the specification

of tóàt vehicle lengths' It was previously indicated that

total vehicle length per -t¿, up to a point, was not a problem'

The length limitations in the foregoing specifications are

stipulated io effectively control unit tength within certain

combination types. With a 45-ft (13J2-m) trailer limit'

the 60-ft (18.29-m) over-all length effectively limits trac-

tor length. The 65-ft (19.81-m) length for the generally

permitted tractor, semi, full-trailer combination effectively

limits the trailers to 27 ft (8.23 m). This may not be the

best way of specifying these controls' It was considered

outside the scope of this research project to formulate the

necessary laws (see recommendations relative to uniformity

committees).
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RATIONATE FOR OPTIMAL UNIFORMITY CONCLUSION

As indicated, there is a very large economic and energy
advantage to be gained from the previously described pro-
visions for uniformity. The scenarios, examples of opera-
tional patterns related to actual interstate commodity flows,
which were evaluated in connection with this unformity op-
tion, showed potential transportation cost savings of g2.g
billion, more than one-third the current federal authoriza-
tion for highways. This estimate was arrived at conserva-
tively. The assumption was that only the loads in large

Twin 27's (Double Botto¡ns)

trucks currently running full on the nation's highways
would be candidates for transfers to vehicle types permit_
ting significant transportation cost reductions. These were
approximately 30 percent of interstate truck movements,
based on computer analyses to determine full vehicles,
which took into consideration commodity densities and
used information from the annual truck weight studies. An
alternative assumption, made for comparative purposes,
was that distributions of commodities among vehicular
types, when size and weight limits were relaxed generally,

t foor = 0.3048 *","Ïïn 
40's (Turnpike Doubres)

Figure 26, Optimal uniformity vehicle profiles.

Single Truck

Triples



would be the same as now found in corridors within or be-

tween states now having the relaxed limits. As indicated

previously, the two comparative assumptions did not give

greatly different answers.

It is possible that the actual savings, when realized, will
be somewhat lower because smaller independent oPerators

may not be able to take advantage of the multiple-unit
provisions. However, these operators are probably less in
evidence among the existing full vehicles. The savings may

be higher because there are cost advantages in use of mul-

tiple units even if the vehicles are not running full.
With respect to fuel savings, it is estimated that the uni-

formity provisions indicated can save 874 mitlion gallons

of diesel fuel (basically) Per year. The same qualifications

relate to these savings. However, the size of the estimated

economic advantage and energy savings is such that even a

considerable variance makes the in<iicated provisions ex-

tremely worthwhile.
If there were substantially increased highway costs asso-

ciated with them, the situation would be different. It would

also be different if there were significant demonstrable

safety or operating disbenefits associated with them, but

this has not been found to be the case'

Conversations were hetd with highway and enforcement

people in more than a dozen states throughout the country'

ÞosiUt" problems were explored in questionnaires to ad-

ministrative agencies'

With respect to highway requirements, only one of 42

state transportation agencies responding to the question-

naire indicated needed geometric changes on the Interstate

System other than interchanges, ramps, and climbing lanes

for the 105-ft (32.00-m) combinations. In this case, the

agency generalized on changes in vertical and horizontal
curvature that were related more to the triple combination
(major changes) than to the 40-ft doubles (minor
changes). This may indicate lack of knowledge of the op-

erating characteristics of the triples that ofttrack on a curve

of 165-ft (50.29-m) radius better than a tractor semitrailer
with a 45-ft (13.72-m) box. Actually, with the degrees of
curve used on the Interstate System, the offtracking of
either of the longer combinations should not present any

problem. The capability of these trucks to climb at reason-

able speeds is, of course, dependent on the power-to-weight
ratio and, presuming this is as high as for other trucks per-

mitted, there is no reason why the longer combination
should be singled out as requiring climbing lanes on the In'
terstate. As indicated, it would be logical to specify power-

to-weight or minimum climbing speed capability under full
load.

It is not intended to minimize the ramp problem. Even

in the case of diamond interchanges, it has been shown

that a double 40-ft trailer combination-according to

AASHTO testimony at a Senate hearing on Transportation
and the New Energy Policy, February 21, l974-requires
the following:

. . . a width of approximately 29 feet (8.84m) to
negotiate a turn from a ramp of a diamond inter-
change onto a cross highway. In other words, the
vehicle would occupy both lanes of a conventional
two-lane highway, as well as the shoulder of the op-
posite side of the highway, presenting a safety hazard
to approaching traffic and making it impossible for
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them to negotiate the turn at those intersections con-
trolled by traffic signals where the stop line for traffic
on the main highway is less than 80 feet (24.38m)
from the near side of the intersection.

The solution to nonuniformity proposed by this research

is not an easy one, but the potential outcome is believed to

be well worth the effort. Since it involves strictly an indus-

try accommodation, it appears reasonable to expect the

using industry to pay the cost. There are several possi-

bilities:

1. Forty-foot doubles operations might be allowed by
special permit where the permit fee represents a tax levy

that will be emptoyed to modify selected intersections

signed to permit the large doubles operation.

2. A state might construct disassembly yards with ac-

cess either on the control access right of way adjacent to it,
on a parallel frontage road with slip ramps (in some states)

or close to an interchange that will accommodate doubles.

Charges to users employing the disassembly yards would

cover construction and maintenance costs.

3. Clover leaf and diamond interchanges do not, in all

cases, have restrictive geomètrics that will not safely ac-

commodate the large doubles.

With respect to safety of the longer combinations, most

administrative agencies had no idea of percentage changes

of accidents that might occur with their use. Subjectively,

it was judged by highway agency personnel that triples

would be more dangerous vehicles than others on the high-

way. This point has not been borne out in studies of the

actual operation of these vehicles. In fact, the subjective

response from authorities in one state contradicted the gen-

etJ findittgt of that state's own triples study. In general,

the sàfety findings concerning triples are summed up by

the experience of two specific states reported in a Califor-

nia triple-trailer studY:

1. Nevada has only one recorded accident involving

triples. The accident happened on a twoJane road but

could not be attributed to the triples' length'

2. Oregon's Transportation Permits Supervisor said that

they have no evidence that triples have been a contributing

factor to any accidents directly or indirectly'

The trucking agency in California pointed out that the

8-day triples demonstration study indicated that "so far as

bein! able to stop safely, these triples are probably the best

treavy-auty equilment which can be put on the highway'"

The large doubles combinations have amassed an en-

viable safety record on the turnpikes on which they have

been operated for manY Years.

In ãiscussions with law enforcement officials in more

than a dozen states across the country, some of which have

tested triples, there was no expressed opposition to the use

of the loiger combination vehicles on expressways' Actual

approval of such operations was withheld, in many cases'

Uàð".rt" officials had not specifically studied the question'

Ilowever, there was obvious willingness to accept the find-

ings of studies that these are not unsafe vehicles'

bne consideration that grows out of this research relates

to the decrease in numbers of truck trips that will occur as

u re..rlt of large doubles and triples' This may result in

some actual reduction of accidents'
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Returning to the highway cost considerations, the major
increases in highway costs that should be associated with
the optimal uniformity option are the surface improve-
ment requirements associated with the predicted maximum
changes in equivalent axle loadings. Other related highway
costs include ramp modifications and disassembly provi-
sions for which the costs should be t¡ansferred to the bene-
ficiaries. The magnitude of these costs has been shown to
be almost insignificant as related to the cost-savings poten-
tial of the option, although $2 billion in increased highway
costs is not insignificant in its own right. This figure
should be on the high side of the costs actually experienced
on a one-time-only basis. There may be some small in-
creases in maintenance costs.

In considering all of these factors, there appears to be
very little supportable reason why any state should not
adopt the optimal uniformity provisions indicated as ex-
peditiously as possible. It is recognized that all of the prob-
lems associated with accommodating the longer combina-
tions on freeways have not been discussed. It is recognized,
also, that an action plan needs to be developed in each
state, probably with the help of the FHWA, to overcome
these problems before legislation is introduced to allow the
operations indicated. These problems, however, should
not prevent early adoption of the uniformity provisions
indicated.

THE BARRIER STATES

In the uniformity question, 13 states maintain the gross-
weight limit at 73,280 lb (33.23 t), axle-load limits of
18,000 lb (8.16 t) for single axles or 32,000 lb (14.5 r) for
tandems or all three. Six of these states plus 12 other states
limit vehicle length so that the 65-ft (19.81-m) doubles
combination vehicles cannot operate. They are joined by
some states who have higher load limits.

Taken together, these 26 states present a considerable
barrier to types of interstate movement that could result
in annual national transportation cost savings of $1.6 bil-
lion and savings in fuel consumption of 723 mtllion gallons
per year (see Table 22, Chapter Two).

These estimates come from evaluation of a uniformity
option that would result in the following minimal size and
weight provisions in every state:

. Width-96 in. (2.44 m)
o Height-l3 ft-6 in. (4.11 m)
o Lengths-Single truck, 4O ft (12.19 m)

' Bus, 45 ft (13.72m)
Trailer, 45 ft (13.72 m)
Truck-semitrailer combination, 60 ft ( 18.29 m)
Other combinations, 65 ft (19.81 m) plus l-ft

(0.30-m) load overhang
¡ Number of towed units-2
. Axle load-Single, 20,000 lb (9.07 t)

Tandem, 34,000 lb (15.42 t)
o Operating tire inflation pressure-95 lb per sq in.

(6.68 kglsq cm)
¡ Gross Weight-bridge Formula applied to total wheel-

base andlor any group of axles.

The indicated cost and fuel savings presume that states
(including turnpike authorities) currently providing for

triples or turnpike twins will continue to do so. They, ad_
mittedly, represent the high¡figure estimates associated with
this option. The scenarios that try to predict the va¡iances
in how industry may take advantage of these options by
use of different vehicle types give low figure estimates of
potential savings at $922 million a¡d 392 million gallons of
fuel per year (see also Table 22).

Highway costs associated with achieving uniformity at
this level would not be largè, generally. EAL increases
might be anywhere between 4.3 and 15.5 percent on the
average. In the barrier states themselves (that is, those
with the lowest gross weight and axle load limits), the in-
crease has been estimated at no more than 12.5 percent.
These are essentially the same order of potential increases
given, as a maximum, in connection with the optimal op-
tion and are the largest associated with any option or
scenario evaluated.

Because of shortcomings of available basic data, it has
not been practicable to make evaluations of actual highway
costs for the barrier states alone. The order of these costs,
however, will not be much larger on a per system mile
basis than those determined for the different regions on
the basis of a 15.5 percent increase in EAL's. In other
words, these costs are extremely low as compared with the
potential transportation cost savings.

It is an important qualification, however, that these find-
ings are limited to interstate movements on principal ar-
terial highways. It may be that increasing permitted axle
loadings from 18/32 kip (8.16/14.51t) to 2O/34 kip
(9.07/15.42 t) in the barrier states will result in signifi-
cantly more rapid deterioration of surfaces on secondary
highways from essentially intrastate vehicle operations.
Nevertheless, the increases in axle loading also would result
in decreases in transportation costs for intrastate move-
ment5, and the same relative scale of cost savings to high-
way costs might well result. In this case, the benefits would
be largely derived by in-state industries and residents.

One likely reason some state authorities and legislators
have resisted increasing gross weights and axle loads to the
more predominant maximum limits is a belief that repre-
sentations for higher weights are an on-going occurrence
that will not abate with the new levels. However, there are
indications, reflected in the lack of emphasis on additional
axle load requirements by industry officials contacted dur-
ing this srudy, that the 20/34-kip (9.o7-t/15.42-t) level is,

in fact, a plateau that will satisfy major demands for some
time. This may be reflected in the fact that there is only a
slight upward trend in the frequency of heavy axles (18

kip (8.16 t) or more) per thousand trucks weighed on main
rural highways, with the exception of 3-axle vehicles in
states with 22.4-/ 36-kip (1O.76-t/ 16.33-t) axle-load limits
(ó). Three-axle dump trucks apparently will take advan-
tage of everything they can get, but it is pretty difficult to
control them on secondary roads in any case.

The only apparent advantage to states that limit length
so as to prevent the normal doubles operation with two
27-ft (8.2-m) trailers is the by-passing of the state, which
appears to take some through-truck traffic off the state's

highways. However, some studies, such as the Iowa dou-
bles study referenced in Chapter Two, have shown that this
additional traffic can mean additional economic return to



the state. Also, it is a disservice to the whole public in that

trip distances and transportation costs are generally in-

creased. In the Iowa situation, for example, east-west

doubles are diverted onto U.S. 36 through Missouri, which

results in additional accident exposure because vehicle ac-

cess is not limited and opposing traffic lanes are not sepa-

rated. Instead, there are Interstate highways-l east-west

and 2 north-south-through Iowa that would be used.

APPLICATION OF FINDINGS

Application of the findings of this research will not be

automatic or undemanding with respect to the efforts of
agencies and individuals who are genuinely interested in
operating the nation's transportation systems to the best

advantage of the public.
The transportation agencies are obviously the key to ef-

fective action in the uniformity area. But the answer is

not compact nor does it involve ways around current laws.

Instead, the answer lies in factual data and public educa-
tion. With the current energy crisis and high cost of liv-
ing, factual data must be presented to legislative decision-
makers so that they have a firm basis for enacting optimally
beneflcial size and weight controls. Transportation agen-

cies should be able to demonstrate the cost effect of changes

in axle loadings and frequencies on their facilities. They
should assist the legislatures in prodding industry to demon-
strate the reduction in general transportation costs asso-

ciated with desired accommodations.
It is necessary for each state to have examined the effec-

tiveness of its enforcement program in seeing that its size

and weight laws are actually being observed. Judging from
trucker's responses and available data, the level of axle
loading on a state's facilities is almost as dependent on the
nature of enforcement as it is on the state's particular legal
levels. Also, particularly in this age of CB radio, weighings
at permanent locations obviously are not the sole require-
ment of good enforcement. In fact, they may become ob-
solete altogether as an effective method of enforcement.
Randomly operated portable scale sites are probably more
effective, especially when coupled with significant penalties
for overloading.

It is necessary for enforcement agencies to keep accident
records in such a way as to determine important character-
istics of trucks involved in accidents, as well as the way
these characteristics influence the occurrence or severity of
accidents.

In other words, there should be, in each state, a base of
knowledge for making rational judgments regarding legis-
lation concerning truck sizes and weights. This base of
knowledge should be summarized and made available to
legislatures before representations are made by vested in-
terests. State agencies can cooperate in having such sum-
mary material available, but it should be entirely factual.
Opinions should be limited to interpretations of the facts.

In the early stages of this research project, it became

apparent that neither highway agencies nor trucking indus-
tries (except for very few) had much factual data available
relative to the effects of nonuniformity or the advantages or
disadvantages of better uniformity. There were opinions,
but these, at least in some cases, clearly demonstrated a

lack of knorsledge of facts. Both the highway department
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and industry questionnaire responses attest to the lack of
factual knowledge.

As a result of the lack of factual data, the state legisla-

tures are being motivated entirely by the political process.

This may even be occurring nationally where concern for
depreciating highway condition on the major highway sys-

tems may motivate ill-considered actions relative to truck
sizes and weights. There also is natural concern over the

competitive situation with respect to truck and rail but
very few facts to indicate the relative merit-economic
and otherwise-of particular courses of action that might
assure the most productive use of both railroads and

highways.
During the research, attention was given to at least one

way the two modes might operate together to take advan-
tage of relative merits of both-namely, by trailer on flat
car (TOFC) or piggy-back shipments. The situation was

found to be complicated by factors that had little to do

with the relative merit of these movements. Truck-driver
union problems were among the more significant. One

large trucking concern indicated that these problems were

a major reason for not developing more of this kind of
traffic on a particular route. Other problems, often cited,

were transit times and schedules. Trucking concerns indi-
cated having to wait inordinate times for transit and de-

livery as well as inability to depend on schedules'

This research has resulted in the recommendation of
only one set of provisions for optimal uniformity. There
was an early decision that, for practical ¡s¿3s¡5-þ¿5sd s¡
different industrial, agricultural, commercial, and natural
resource interests-states could not all be expected to make

the same provisions for motor vehicle size and weight. Ac-
cordingly, the work effort became oriented toward evaluat-

ing sets of uniform provisions that states might enact na-

tionally or regionally to optimize public benefits from
highways while minimizing highway and other disbenefits

associated with trucking.
Through identification of virtually all interstate com-

modity flows by truck and the development of logical con-

clusions, based on relative transportation costs for different
commodity classes, it has been possible to arrive at and

demonstrate the advantage of particular uniformity mea-

sures. Of these, one set of provisions stands out to a de-

gree that precludes serious consideration of any others, and

it applies nationally. The idea of possible regional uni-
formity, considered at one stage in the research, was set

aside as not having comparative merit.

The one set of provisions that deserves to be enacted by
every state, if enacted by all states, will produce substantial

economic and energy benefits to the American people with-
out significant disbenefits in terms of increased highway

costs or other identifiable harmful effects. There are some

associated problems that need to be dealt with and deci-

sions made, with the help of highway and enforcement

agencies, before enactment-but these are not of such

magnitude as to destroy the merit of earliest possible action.

However, to be realistic, it must be recognized that there

will be problems in obtaining favorable action in the differ-

ent states even with wholehearted support from the states'

technical and administrative agencies' Trucking unions are
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generally opposed to the operation of large doubles and
triples, as demonstrated in the testing of triples in Western
states, because it reduces the number of trips and resulting
use of drivers. Railroad lobbies are still concerned about
additional truck competition. State automobile clubs may
still fail to recognize the general economic and energy ad-
vantage to their members of having large efficient trucks on
the highways and learning to live with them.

Part of learning to live with them involves learning how
to control the characteristics of their operation that pro-
duce undesirable effects, without curtailing the features
that can produce public benefit. Users will be dependent
on the administrative state transportation and enforcement
agencies for positive recommendations on how this can be

done effectively. AASHTO and the regional associations
readily might take the lead through committee activities.

Government transportation agencies interested both in
railroads and highways have an obligation to devote more
study to the competition between the two modes with the
obligation of learning how to obtain the best total public
advantage from both modes. Nonselective action to oppose
any reduction in trucking costs almost obviously is not the
answer,

The state transportation agencies have built one of the
best transportation systems in the world. But there still is
much to be learned about how to operate it to maximum
public advantage.

CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

coNcLUstoNs

1. Current nonuniformity among state laws and regula-
tions governing truck sizes and weights results in inefficient
use of highways for commercial transportation. Major in-
efficiencies include circuitous routing, inability to use op-
timum vehicle types, and unnecessary trips.

2. Complete uniformity, where every state has the same
laws and regulations for all vehicles, is not likely under the
current political process nor necessary to adequately pro-
vide for optimum interstate commerce.

3. lvith optimal uniform provisions for truck sizes and
weights, annual operating cost savings could be in the
range of $1.2 billion to $2.8 billion annually. The $2.8
billion estimate represents the best economic use of avail-
able vehicle types. The $1.2 billion estimate represents the
lowest probable employment of these vehicles.

4. It 26 states were to allow twin 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers
and total weights up to 80,000 lb (36.28t), the annual
transportation cost savings from these changes alone could
be $1.5 billion.

5. Every state will need to revise its laws and regula-
tions to some degree to completely achieve optimal uni-
formity, because some of the limits incorporated in the
optimal uniformity provisions have been patterned after
limits currently permitted on some turnpikes.

6. The present bridge formula should be retained by all
states as a control on gross and axle loads, at least until
there is a substantial change in the national situation with
respect to the number of deficient bridges.

7. Optimal uniformity will not require axle loads to be
increased to more than 20,000 lb (9.07 t) for single axles
or 34,000 lb (15.42 t) for tandem axles, but provisions for

these loads should be made on all systems used extensively
for interstate trucking.

8. Maximum additional highway costs for the optimal
uniformity provisions will not exceed $2.0 billion on a one-
time expenditure basis with, perhaps, small additional
maintenance costs. (All costs are estimated on a current
expenditure basis.)

9. The greatest deterrent to uniformity has been wide-
spread misunderstanding and misinformation, coupled with
rigid political positions. The misinformation relates to the
nature of the trucking industry, vehicle capabilities, acci-
dent experience, and impacts to the highway.

10. In establishing legislation to control commercial op-
erations on the highways, there has been too much empha-
sis on sizes and weights per se and not enough on the par-
ticular operating characteristics of vehicles that may cause
undesirable impacts on the highway or disbenefits to other
traffic.

11. State transportation and highway agencies generally
could play more dynamic and effective ¡oles in determining
and rècommending to their legislatures how to operate the
highway systems with respect to controlling truck size and
weight and operating characteris-tics in order to produce
maximum economic returns and energy savings and mini-
mal disbenefits.

12. Levels of truck size, weight, and speed enforcement
are inconsistent among the states, diminishing the meaning
and effect of legal limits.

REGOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations resulting from the findings and con-
clusions of this research are presented separately for the



organizations having responsibility and interest in size and

weight regulations.

Highway Agencies, Representat¡ve Organizations, and Legis-

latures

l. OPTIMAL. The American Association of State High-
way and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) should adopt

a poticy that all states make provisions lor optimal vehicu-
lar sizes and weights as set forth in Chapter Three under
the heading "Optimal Uniformity." This will permit op-

eration of large double trailer (turnpike twins) and triple
combinations on four-or-more-lane controlled access facili-
ties throughout the countrY.

2. MINIMAL. Those states currently having gross

weight levels at 73,280 lb (33.23 t) and axle-weight limits
tôôô +trôñ re nnaì th /R 1Át\ fnr cinole avlec anå 7).000 lh¡v \vr¡v

(14.51 t) for tandems, as limiting and thus creating bar-

riers to interstate truck movements, should revise their
limits to be consistent with surrounding states. This applies
also to states whose length limitations prevent the operation
of doubles combinations with two 27-ft (8'2-m) trailers.

3. AASHTO should develop a general policy that con-

trol of truck operations on highways should be directed
toward obtaining maximum economic return from the in-
vestments in the facilities along with maximum highway
safety and minimum conflicts with other traffic needs. The
policy should make it clear that particular dimensions and
weights should be considered as factors (although not the

only factors) in establishing such control.
4. National and state transportation agencies should be

concerned about truck and rail competition and, accord-
ingly, recommend appropriate selective controls on truck-
ing if this is the best avenue to assure optimum public
benefit from both modes. However, recommendation of
these controls should be based on the ability to demon-
strate their probable effectiveness in achieving a com-
modity-specific transportation objective, and a positive net

benefit to the public associated with that objective. Also,
measures other than controls on trucking should be evalu-
ated as alternatives. In addition, there should be thorough
study of ways in which both modes can provide for trans-
port needs cooperatively, including ways of eliminating
current problems affecting such cooperation.

5. A threelevel organizational approach by transporta-
tion agencies would provide the capability for greater uni-
formity and improvement in the entire area of size and
weight regulation to assure proper control of elements that
are important while eliminating unnecessary controls. The
three-level approach, described as follows, would include
AASHTO (national), regional associations of state high-
way and transportation agencies (SHTO), and smaller
groups of adjacent states. The following recommendations
are made for each organizational level:

a. An appropriate AASHTO committee or subcom-
mittee should be established to pursue the follow-
ing objectives: (1) carry on a continuing evalua-
tion of representations by industry and others
relative to uniform provisions for interstate truck
operation; (2) form conclusions relative to uni-
form provisions taking full account of economic,
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energy, and other benefits, as well as effects on
highways; (3) analyze currently existing state

laws as related to such conclusions; (4) develop

legislative approaches to improve uniformity; and
(5) perhaps develop model laws.

b. The regional associations (of SHTO's) should as-

sign similar objectives to similar committees or sub-

committees. In this case, there should be concen-
tration on uniform provisions within a region that
might predate or supplement national provisions.

It is quite possible that provisions might be desir-

able for some interstate movements within regions
for which favor would not be found nationally.

c. In many cases, there also should be meetings be-

tween representatives of adjacent states who share

concern for movements not of national or regional
concern. These movements wiii reiate, generaiiy,

to specific industries or natural resource produc-
tion, which the states have in common and which
require special accommodations on the highways.
(Logging movements, . mineral movements, and

some agricultural movements are examples.) The
objective would be to achieve as much uniformity
as practicable in provisions for these movements.

This recommended three-level approach should result

in steady improvement of uniformity on a selective basis

with the adoption of specific provisions at levels where they

will be of maximum value.

Trucking lndustry

Decisive action by state highway agencies to bring about

equitable uniformity should be beneficial to the trucking
industry. In response, the trucking industry should assist

in the development of legislation to effectively control those

aspects of trucks and their operations that have adverse

effects on highways and other traffic.

Automobile Clubs

Automobile clubs should give careful consideration to

the value of large efficient freight movers on the highways.

In response to responsible legislative Programs by the truck-
ing industry, the clubs should concentrate on legislation to

effectively minimize adverse effects of truck operations on

automobiles, in lieu of opposing size and weight changes

not shown to be responsible, in themselves, for such ad-

verse effects.

RESEARCH NEEDS

l. Adequate (Jp-to-date Commodity Flow Data. A1'

though the commodity flow model developed for this proj-

ect has been sufficiently accurate to accomplish the objec-

tives of this project, further refinement would be necessary

to answer many questions concerning the economics of
commodity flows. The data sources are not as refined as

would be desirable.
Basic problems include the following:
a. The U.S. Department of Commerce Census of

Transportation ( COT) Commodity Transportation
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Survey (CTS) was limited to goods shipped from
U.S. manufacturers. This meant that shipments by
wholesalers, importers, natural resource producers
including farmers, and agricultural processors were
not covered. This necessitated extraction of data
from a number of additional sources. These data
were not all of the same quality with respect to de-
gree of refinement, completeness, or accurate sta-
tistical representation.

b. Commodity data from most sources do not identify
commodity transportation characteristics such as
density, dimensions and shapes, perishability, and
value,

c. The production area to market area data in the
1972 CTS do not involve a sufficient coverage of
production areas in all states to effectively account
for commodity flows from all parts of the country.
(For this project, the state-to-state flows were used
to overcome this problem.)

In order to properly plan and regulate national or state
transportation systems, it is necessary to know ( 1) how
commodities flow from point of production or tranship-
ment to destination, (2) the characteristics of these flows
that create transportation service demands, and (3) the
values and benefits of such flows. It is also necessary to
know how the different modes are handling the current
flows and demands, and future expected trends.

It would be valuable if COT coverage was extended to
all commodities and to second stage shipments as well as to
shipments from the original commodity source.

Also, there is need to correlate the information gathered
by the Bureau of Census with the information needs and
data-gathering efforts of specific user agencies. Such user
agencies include the Federal Highway Administration, the
Federal Railroad Administration, the International Com-
merce Commission, and the U.S. De¡iartment of Agricul-
ture.

As part of the mutual effort, research is needed to estab-
lish guidelines for gathering of data by the Bureau of
Census to serve the transportation evaluation, planning,
and regulation needs of the data-using agencies and to as-
sure a commodity classification and coding system that
will lend itself readily to their data requirements.

2. Efiective Operational Control ol Trucking. Control
of sizes and weights per se does not necessarily meet ob-
jectives such as prevention of undue wear and tear on
highways or minimization of highway accidents and unde-
sirable impacts of trucks on highway traffic. In some cases,
operational controls to minimize bad vehicle performance
or bad driver performance could be more effective. Such
controls should be based on known vehicle performance
characteristics as well as identified specific situations of
unsatisfactory vehicular behavior. There is need for re-
search to develop positive operational control measures.
reducing unnecessary restrictions on nonimportant vehicu-
lar characteristics, to assure that all vehicles generally per-
form on the highways in the best interests of the entire
public.

3. Vehicle Performance Characteristícs. There is a
need for continuing research into the performance, struc-

tural, and other operational characteristics of trucks on the
highways as may relate to their safety and their traffic ef-
fects. There has been considerable study of the perform-
ance characteristics of vehicles of different sizes, configura-
tions, and weights, particularly in the case of the new
doubles and triples combinations that have emerged during
the last few years. But there has been little study of struc-
tural characteristics of vehicles that may be important from
a safety standpoint. In Massachusetts, trucks can be regis-
tered, on an annual permit basis, at gross vehicle weights
up to 99,000 lb if manufacturers will certify the safe struc-
tural capacity of a vehicle. The certification is not always
obtainable. There also are unresolved questions concerning
the safety of tires (including retreads) at different axle
loadings, travel distances, and speeds.

4. Vehicular Safety. There are still many unanswered
questions regarding the safety of large and heavy vehicles.
It is known that Class I and Class II carriers have low-
accident rates through ICC statistics. It is also known that
triple combinations and turnpike twins have excellent acci-
dent records. There are conflicting statistics regarding the
smaller doubles as related to other combinations. But even
knowledge of the accident statistics as related to type (of
which there are too few) does not tell the entire story. In-
stead, in order to make valid statements concerning acci-
dent relationship to vehicle characteristics, accident experi-
ence must be evaluated in terms of variables such as:
(1) driver experience, (2) mileage on different classes of
highway, (3) weather and surface conditions, and (4) traf-
fic stream characteristics.

On-going FHWA Project l-U may ans\üer some of the
basic questions concerning accident rates of different truck
types. If so, this research need may be met to some con-
siderable extent.

However, there will be a continuing need for more in-
formation relating accidents to pertinent vehicle charac-
teristics. This possibly can be gathered in two ways:
( 1) more pertinent detail in police accident reports and
subsequently recorded data; and (2) follow-up investiga-
tions of selected truck accidents to get more details.

Judging from recent reports, without specific arrange-
ments to actually gather and record more data on truck
accidents, there is little use undertaking studies to try to
relate vehicle characteristics and accidents.

5. Efiectíve Enlorcement Procedures. This research and
previous studies have shown clearly that the type and ex-
tent of size and weight enforcement, as well as the penalties
associated with exceeding these limits, has a considerable
effect on observance of size and weight limits. In fact, poor
enforcement makes legal limits somewhat meaningless.

There is need to know more about the relative effective-
ness of various enforcement programs and procedures.
There also is need to evaluate the highway effects of poor
enforcement as may be reflected by typically increased
equivalent axle loadings.

6. Truck Versus Rail Competition. Much study is
needed to obtain a clear perspective on truck and rail com-
petition such as to: (1) identify degrees of truck and rail
competition for different types of commodity haul in dif-



ferent situations; (2) identify those factors that provide

the advantage to one or the other mode; (3) in the closely

competitive area, identify the degree of fluctuation in costs

thatìan make the competitive difference; (4) in this same

area, make cost/benefit analyses related to the transport

of commodities by one mode as compared to the other,

taking all benefits to shippers, producers, and the general

pubt- into consideration; (5) determine ways of reducing

îransport costs in the competitive area on both modes in

"*"*plury 
situation and impacts associated with any such
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cost reductions; (6) formulate conclusions based on costs

and benefits, but not all necessarily economic, on the most

beneficial role of each mode with respect to the carriage

of different commodities in different situations; (7) de-

velop ways to encourage or assure that these roles are be-

ing õarried out; and (8) project future costs and benefits'

The foregoing is not intended as a rePresentation of re-

search project objectives in an orderly manner but only to

indicate some of the evaluations that need to be made for
sound transportation policy decisions'
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APPENDIX B

TRUCKERS' QUESTTONNATRES

Two basic questionnaire packages were prepared for
truckers. The first was detailed and intended for large
carriers; it contained two parts, one for general information
and the other for information concerning a specific trip on
which nonuniformity created some difficulty or inefficiency.
The second questionnaire was much shorter and was in-
tended for owner-operators and other very small carriers.

Questionnaire recipients for the large carrier question-
naire were selected from a listing supplied by the American
Trucking Association of all Class I and Class II regulated
carriers, and from membership Iists supplied by the West-
ern Highway Institute, Private Truck Council, and private
Carrier Conference.

Questionnaire recipients for the independent owner-
operators and very small carriers were selected from a Chil-
ton Publishing Co. mailing list. Chilton publishes rhe
"Owner-Operator" magazine and maintains a listing of all

subscribers and all respondents to short form question-
naires often included in the magazine.

Of the total mailing of 7,6O4 questionnaires, the detailed
package accounted for 5,104-al1 of which were mailed
with the endorsement of one of the following trucker or-
ganizations: American Trucking Associations (2,863),
Western Highway Institute (86), Private Truck Council
(1,074), and Private Carriers Conference (1,081).

The short form questionnaires were mailed without an
endorsement, in deference to rivalry between independent
trucker associations and the impossibility of determining
the proper affiliation of the questionnaire recipient.

A total of. 636 carriers responded, which represented
41,726 truck tractors,78,227 trailers, and nearly 2.7 billio¡
annual vehicle miles of travel-approximately 6 percent of
all truck miles. The responses were fairly equally dis-
tributed among regulated carriers, private carriers, and
owner-operators. Although the questionnaire was distrib-



uted throughout the country proportionate to trucker
population, the responses were largely from the east and

midwest where size and weight restrictions tend to be more

restrictive than in western states.

In general, the truckers' questionnaire responses pro-

vided the following:

1. Verification of suspected commodity/density rela-

tionships.
2. Insights into decision criteria used by carriers of var-

ious types in response to nonuniform size and weight laws.

3. The nature and magnitude of by-passing to avoid re-

strictive limits, in a form usable in the Impact Analysis
Model.

4. Indications of the kinds of future vehicle selection de-

cisions that would be made, given specified levels of uni-
fnrmifw
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The questionnaire packages are presented in the remainder
of this appendix in the following order:

l. Detailed Package

a. American Trucking Associations letter

b. Western Highway Institute letter

c. Private Truck Council letter

d. Private Carrier Conference letter

e. Questionnaire
( 1) Part I-General Information
(2) Part Il-Specific Trip Information

2. Short Form Package

a. Instructions

b. Questionnaire

APPENDIX C

STATE QUESTIONNAIRE

The letter and questionnaire sent to highway officials in
the 48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia are

presented in this appendix.

Questionnaires were returned by 42 state highway agen-

cies. The responses were tabulated and anaþed. Many
of the responses reflected considerable thought and effort,
thus providing high quality information. A number of
highway agencies expressed their special interests and con-

cerns in covering letters returned with their response.

Many enclosures were attached to the questionnaires, in-
cluding agency position paPers, studies on various vehicle
configurations, dimensions and/ or weights, design manuals,

copies of size and weight laws and regulations, and truck

distribution and weight studies. A number of states ampli-
fied their response to specific questions with detailed nar-

rative. One highway agency graphically depicted the effect

on bridges of each of the example vehicles in the question-

naire, and another provided a comPuter printout of the

capability of various bridges to stand up to the same ex-

ample vehicles.
On the other hand, the responses evidenced a general

lack of the right kinds of accident data and uncertainty
concerning the impact of larger trucks on state highway

systems. Responses to questions concerning which vehicle

types would create the greatest highway impacts were very

mixed.
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Appendix B. Continued

AMERICAN
TRUCKING
ASSOCIAT|ONS, tNC.

1616 P Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

TO:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

larg

cc: J. R. Ilalladay
B. C. Whfrlock

]NDUSTRY RETATIONS DIVISION
f. f. Helledey.

Meneging Dircctor

DEPARTMENT OF INTÉRSTATE COOPERATION
l. !. lcith,
Di¡c.ctor

12021 797-5,01

All Class I and II Motor Carrfers
/

Effect of dffferent state slze and wefght lar¿s ontruck operetÍons.

March 4, L977

As a part of a naJor study eponsored by the American Association
o-f state Highway and lransporÈetfon olrrcrats, in cooperation r¡fth the Federal
Hlghway Adurinfstratlon, R. J. I{ansen Assocfates fs attenptfng to obtain detailedlnfor¡¡atton from notor carrfers on the effect of state slze ãnd weight laws.As stated in the research Proposal, the obJect of this sfze and wetifrt studyls to develop fnfornatlon "from all types óf truck operatLons wlth respect, tothe actual furpacts of dlfferences in stete .lar¡s and regulatlons on thelr oper-atlons and decision nakÍng". Only you can provl.de the klnd of Lnfornatlonneeded. t{e ask your support in filiing out the ett.ached questf,onnaire.

I{e have Det on several occasfons wlth the prÍnclpal fnvest,igatorsfron R. J. Hansen Associates and are convinced thaÈ they arã naking a veryserious effort to fdentify the naJor problens relatfng to interstaie uotorcarrÍer moveDent resulting fron dffferences 1n state ilze and weight Larrs. I.tiÈhyour assistance we belLeve that this study can ldentify the real ãconomfc costsof so¡oe of the barrfere to fnterstate transportatlon càused by differences inslzes and welghts. Further, the study should provfde a basis of solid facts
on which the State and Federal governments can consider whether further acÈlonon size and welght natters is necegsary or desirable.

l{e recognfze that the attached questfonnaire is extremely detailed
and that some carrÍers r¡fll not be able to ánswer all questlons. I.Ie urge thatyou complete as trany questions ae possfble ln Part I oi the questionnaire andthat all carrfers couplete Part II for at least one trip wtrfch r¿as affected byvehfcle size and weight regulatfon or would have been operated dlfferently if
sorne dfunensfon or weight linits were changed.

Ïttfs study can be e very valuable one to everyone involved tn hÍgh-
way freight transPortetlon. It rrtll be valuable, however, only Lf carrfers
respond to this questlonnafre as fu1ly as possfble. Your assÍstance ln thiscooperative lndustry-goven¡trent research proJect 1s vital -- and appreclated.

llanagfnt Stttgt{oFtr$eral¡on Having an Affiliated Associalion in Each Srare
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I
WESTERN HlGHWAY INSTITUTE
333 Pine Street
San Francisco, California 94104
Phone 415 986-4069

February 28, 1977

TO: Institute members conducting multi6tate vehicle operations

îut- -L -f Àt^- .--:r^-- Crãl^ Ci oo ¡n¿l tl/oio!¡i T.at¡rc
tUÞi.E,L,.t: ¡JI¡Cgl L't ¡ìU¡¡-u¡llv¡¡¡¡ rÙeee e^¿ç ç¡¡v

The American Àssociatioh of State Highway and Transportation Officials,
in cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, under the National
Cooperative Highway Research Prograrn¡ is sponsoring a major study to
obtaln detailed inforrnation abou.t the effects cjf state size and weight laws
on truck operatibhs, R. J. Haneen Associates, the research contractor, is
in tl¡e pfoceEd of collecting information from all bypes of truck oPerations
wiùr reapect to actual impacts of differences in btate lawe and regulations on

their operatione and decision making. Only vehicle operatorE can provide
actúal information of this kind.

thc i¡rstitutè ¡taff has confe¡red with tepresentatives of R; J. Hanaen and we

believe the findings of their 6tudy can be very useful to all those who are
involved in interetate truck operation. Inetitute membef I can help thern deter-
rnine the actual économic eôsts incurted by those barriere to intefBta[e trans-
portation created by non-unilorm size and wei$ht lawo. R. J. Hansen will be

öevctopin! practical proposalb for achieving greater uniformity.

T'he enclo¡éd gueËtionn¿ire ha¿ been designed by Iì. i. tfaheen to Þrovide a

tr¿Grori of reeordine infermation rbout your operationg and how they are affecteó
by rire aod *eigtrr lawE. .Admtttedty lt lc a detalled guertionnaire, but we

earr¡e5tly a¡k that you take tù¡e necessary time to complete both parts of the
guestionnaire, eepecially those quectione that ask how you might oPerate
differently if sorne dimeneion or weight lirnits were changed.

In soliciting your cooperation we want to emphasize that this important atudy
ie eponsored by the people who adrninis!er the laws. Consequently it provides
an exceLlent opporLunity for the industry Èo provide tl¡e facts. Your assistance
in thi¡ cooperative industry-governmenË research effort ie most needed and

appreciated.

BLG:cp

Since reIy,
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Hugh F, L¿e¡v, P¡c¡ídent
Jos.9ñ 1. Ftyar¡on
Ch¡c.90, lll.

Joroph M, Ct.ad, T¡?atu?cr
Bircult & Cr¡ckar Mtrr. A¡t.n
W¡thington. O.C.

PR|'JAT[ Tntl0t( C0ljilCtt
of AlrltRl0A, lnc,

ùe
-l¡rr
Ettr-t t!¡r

\
Johtì C. ¡Yò|t., E¡"cctin Vìec Prcsíùnt
Rlcñ¡ró O. H.nd.?¡oñ. Dirccto¡ of Operctbat

IIOI SEVENTEENÎH SIREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. ã¡036

To: PTCA Menbers

From: Joh¡ C. I.ltrite

SubJect: Effect of Non-unifor¡o State
OperatÍons

Date: 26 Febrr¡ary L977

bttEi¡,el

SÍze and l{elght La¡¡s on Tn¡ck

The Anerlcan Âssociation of stete Hlghway aad rransportatlon
officfals fs sponsorfng a naJor study to obtafn detafled infornetion
about the effects of state slze and wefght laws on in¡ck operatLons.
R. J. Haasen Aseocfates ts ihe research contractor and, is -to 

tt" process
of collectfog fnformatÍon from all types of truck operatfons ¡¡f.th re-
sPect to actr.¡al impacts of dlfferences Ín State laws and regulatfons ontheir operatlons and declslon naking. only you c,n provide thls kind Iof inforr¡ati.on.

I{e have net with rePresentaÈives of R. J. Hanseo and are convfncedthat the ffndings of thelr study can be Ðctrenely useful to all those
r¡ho have lnterstate truck operatfons.. I{e belleve yqu c¿rn help then de-
terml'ue thé actr¡al economic costs lncurred by thosã barrÍerE io inter-atate transportation creeted by ûo.n-uDÍforD size and welght laws. R. J.
Hansen rrill be developing practlcal proposals for ac!Íerrbg great,er ,,rr1-
foralty.

The enclosed questfonnaire Þs been desfgoed by R. J. Hansen toprovide a neans for recordfng Ínformatfon about your operettoDs aad how
they are affected by-slze and weight laps. It fs a delalled questfonnaire.
I{e acknopledge that faet. However, ne urge you to take the tfoe to con-plete both parts of the questionnaire, eepecu[y those questfons that
ask hor¡ you ulght oPerete dffferently 1f eoroe df-oenslon dr welght lfnlts
were changed.

Again, thls fs en lnportent study. rt fs eponsored by the people
who adnlnfster the Stete la¡¡q. And, consequentlt, it i.s a-goldei oipoo-tunfty for us to gfve theu the facts. yor¡r assistagc,e tn tñts 

"oopãr.-tfve industry-goverriDent research effort is vltal - and apprecfateä.

Jct{/nJ
Enclos¡¡re

ks¡.-

ræ.èc

In €-ù-o h

Dr-*,&

rãqr. -,.r3 q.ìta ¿r

- ¡-r}É

Èæ.L

r.s ¡{.r. t'.h 
-.

.æ.èc

ræ.Oa

DEVOTED €XCLUSIVELY TO THE INTEBESTS OF PRIVATE TRUCK OPERATORS
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PRIVATE CARRIER CONFERENCE, INC.
1616 P STREET, N.W., WASHTNGTON, D. C. 20036 (2021 797-5404

Merch 23, L977

To: Members of the Private Carrfer Conference, Inc.

SubJect: Effect of Non-uniform SÈate Size and Weight
Lav¡s and Prlvate Tn¡ck operations

The Anerfcan Assocfatlon of SÈete Hfghway and TransporËat.l.on
Offfciale La sponsoring a major study to obtain detailed
fnfo¡natfon about the effects of state slze and wefght laws
on tn¡ck operatfons. R. J. Hansen Associates ls the
reseerch contractor and fs in the process of collectlng
lnfora¡tion frm all types of tn¡ck operetions ïith
respect to ectual Lmpacts of dffferences in sÈate laws
and regulatlons on thefr operatLons and decislon making.
Only you ean provÍde thfs kind of info¡matLon.

I{e heve æt ¡tlth respresenteÈfves of R. J. Hansen and are
convÍnced thaÈ the findtngs of thefr study can be extremely
useful to all those who have f.ntersteÈe tn¡ck operaÈfons.
I.Ie belleve you can help then dete¡¡rine the ectual econo'n{c
cosÈs incurred by those barriers to lnterstete trensportatfon
creeted by non-unifo¡:u size end weÍght laws. R. J. Hansen
¡¡111 be developing practical proposals for achieving greaÈer
uniforuity.

The encloeed questlonnaire has been designed by R. J. Hansen
to provlde a tnesns for recordlng lnforastion about your
operatlons and how they are affected by size and weight lgws,
It 1s a detalled questfonnaire. We acknowledge that fect.
However, we urge you to take the tl.me to complete both parts
of the questfonnalre especially those questions that ask how
you nfght operete differently lf sone dlmension or weight
ltntts were changed.

Agaln, thie fe an fmportant etudy. It 1s sponsored by the
people vho admfnleter the etate lews. And consequently, ft
fs a golden opportunity for us to give theo the facts. Your
assÍstance 1n thie cooperatfve industry-govern¡Dent research
effort ls vitáI -- and appreclated.

Sfncerely yours,
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A QUESIIONNAIRE FOR ¡NÎERSÎÀÎE Tp.uctcRs
ABCUÎ TiÐ FFECTS OF DIFFERENCES II{

ÎRUCK SUE, WEG¡iÎ & SPESD IAWS

PART I
GENERAL TNFORMATION

TYFE OF CPERATION

1. In how:ï¡a!ly states cio you operate tn¡cks or combination vehtcles?

:. iVhôt ls your ccmmerclal clesslficatlon? (check approprlate category(s)).

co¡nmon contract prlvate exempt agriculturel co-cp _.
3. What ls the ¡'rimary nature of your business (check onty one)

În¡cking company tn¡ck owner,/operator manufactu¡e¡ wholesaler
:e:aile¡ railroaC line _ governmen! ôgency

ifhêt is your ãverage length cf haul beÌ*'een two or nore states? _ miies

liow many :ips be¡wegn two or more states do you average per year? _ trips.

whai degree of llexibllity do you have in selectÍng your routes when trave¡ng between lwo or more s¡ates? (cieck on€.)

ðble to select route in all trips
able to selec: route in 73"/, or more of trips
eble to select route !n 507o or more of t¡ips _

able to select route in 25c/¡ er more of .¡i:s
able to select roure on less than 259¿ of -rips
res'lricted to regulôr route on all üips

7. On what pe¡centage of your trips do you follow the sème routes ?
difíe¡ent routes ? o/"

oÁ On what percenrage cio ycu :ci.lorv

What percentage of your trips between two or more ståtes are on the National System of Interstate
aîè/ot other multi-låne, diviCeC highways? _7o

ani Defense i{ighws

WhatpercentaçeofyourtripsberweentwoormoresËrtesarelinehauI?-"¿Whatpercen!4eôrepickupand
delÍvery or peCclerun? _ o/o

I0. Besicie each cf the major com¡nosiities listei below that you haul beween two cr more s-!ates, bs¡ the êpprox¡hê¡e ennual
tonnage 'J:at you hauJ.:

o.

8.

general freight _ tons' ..: houseno,ld gccds _ tons
',':r' l, heavy mechin.ri' 

-ton"
,j'.,' refrigerate3 licuid prcCucis _ ¡cns' refrigeratei solii prociucts _:ons

. oump truci<ing _ tons
egricultura.l ccrnmodiöes _ tons
motor vehicles _ tons

arrnoreC t¡uck seruice _ tons
builciing Ínðierials _ tons
Íil¡ns ani asso:iared conrnoiii¡es _ tcns
forest products _ tons
nlne ore, not inclucing cca.l _ tcns
retaj.l store Celivery servrce _ rons
exploslves or dangerous articles _ icns
specific commodj,t¡es, nct subgrouped lons
other (describe specific ccmmod!ty)

: 1. 1. Whðt is the êverage density, if you know it, of the commocity(ies) which you carr-v thai you listei a¡ove?

'ì: general freight lbs. per cubic foot': householci goocÌs _ lbs. per cubic foot

: . Iiguid pe'¡oieun producls lbs. per cubic foot
. reirigerared liquii products _ IÞs. per cubic foot,. refrigerateC solid products , Ibs. per cubic foot

. : dump tnrcking _ lbs. per cubic foct

.. agricultural co¡nmoC!¡ies lbs. per cubic foot

., mðtor vei.icies ¡bar per cubic ioot
:' armoreci truck sen'ice lbs. per cubic foot

:oîs
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building materials lbs. Per cublc foot
fil¡ns and àssocfàted commocilties lbs. per cublc foot
forest produc¡s 

- 

lbs. Per cubic foot
mine ore, not inciuding coèl + lbs. per cubic foot
retail store cietlvery serviae lbs. per cubic foot
exploslves or dangerous àrtfcles lbs. per cubic foot
specific conmocjilies, not subgrouped 

- 

lbs. per cr¡blc foot
o:her (describe specÍJy commodfty) lbs. per cubic ft.

::::Î CI:ÀRÀCÎERISTICS

':?. V;håt is the size of t¡e fleet of vehicles you use in the t¡ansportation of goods bet*'een two or more states, Ínclucing all
vehlcles you own, leese and,/or have the use of uncie¡ cont¡act?

. Numi¡er of trvo axle single unlt stràight ullcks

a. less than 35' in length c. greàter thèn 40' but less than 45' ln lengt¡l
d. 45' or çreater in length (specify le:rEti of longesrb. f¡om 35' to 40' in length

tn¡ck

. Number of '.hree axle single stràight unlt trucks

a. less thèn 35' ln Lençth c. greater than 40' but less than 45' ln lençth
b. f¡om 35' to 40' in length d. 45' or greater in length (specily lengtti oÍ ]onçesi

truck ft. )

. Number of two axle tractors

. Nu¡¡be¡ oi three axle tractors

. Nunber of one axle semft¡àtlers

a. Iess than 25' in length d. egual to or greater than 30' but less thôn 40' in lengtll
b. from 25' to 27'tn length e. egual to or greåtet than 40' but less than 45' in length
c. greåter than 27' bui less than 3C' in length Í.. 45' or greater (specify length of longest unrts

ft. )

. Nunber of ¡¡'o axle semitrallers

ê. less than 25' ln Iength d. equal tc or greèter than 30' but less than 40' in lengt.":
e. egual to or greater'rhan 40' but less'han 45' in lençlhb. from 25' to 27' Ín Iength

c. grearer than 27' but less tha¡ 30' in length t. 45' or greater 

- 

(specify lengtl'r of ionçesi u..its
ft.)

. Nunber of two axle full t¡aile¡s

a. less than 25' in length d. equal to or greater than 30' rut less'.ha:l 4C' in lençi;ì
b. fro¡n 25' to 27' in length e. equal to orçreèter than 40' but less than i5'in lengih
c. greè¡er than 27' but less than 30' j.n length f. 45' or greater (specifu Iengtr of lonçest unlìs

fr. )

. Other (speclfy)

13. Which of the followÍng do you use for trènsport¡ng goocis between two or more states? (Piease Prcvide l;our best estima:ê
the ¡îi]eage ciriven per year for each possible selection. Write the number 0 beslde any combrnaticns you õicj not use.)

sinç]e unit sûaight truck miles
tractor semi'.¡ailer combinàt¡on egual t'o or Iess than 55' mile s

factor semit¡aller co[ìbrnatlon greôter than 55' mile s

tn¡ck towinç full t¡aller miles
tracror semltraller towing znC trailer (cioubles or twins) less than or equal to 65'
tracîor semitrailer towing znd t¡ailer (doubles or t$ri¡s) greeter thèn 65'
tn¡ck towing iwo traj.lers mile s

tiactor semitrailer towing 2 trèilers (triples)
o:her 

- 

miles (specify combinaLion
miles

inile s

miles
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ERti{INÀLS

tï. How many termlnàis do you own exclustve¡y (inc¡udlng those owneC by à pèrent ho¡ding compôny or a subsiiiary) ? _How many do you own iointly with other tn¡cking opertuons? _How many do you lease?

ì5. liow many of your terminôls àre mã)or breakbulk termlnals? Prirnarily pick up anci delivery ? _Useci equally for both breakirulk and ptckup and dellvery

i5. Àre any of l¿ou¡ terrnlna¡s locðted ðt interttals designeci to ållow your drivers to rest aÍter a certaln àmount of drivtng time
on a line haul _.

(yes or no)
If yes, answei the followlng: length of drivlng tlme allowed? hou¡sa)

b)
c)

speed ¡imtt upon which termlnôl locaÉon was baseci? _ Mp¡i
Number of terminals located on thls b¡sÍs?

TNTERMODAL

17 . What percent of ¡rour tdps between h,ìro ot more states lnvolve any of the followlng:

a. ÎOFC (Piegyback Tratlers)
b. COFC (Piegyoack Containers)
c. lOS (Fisi'rybðck lrailers) _ci. COS (Sea-ccntainers) ëL

e. Àir Frelght

-O.\DING C IJ¡RACER ISTIC S

18. Assune that you àre operôtlnç a 5 axle tractor semiüailer combinðuon 55'long. If maximum weight peÍniueci for this
combinauon is 73,280 lbs., on how many of your trips would your vehlcle cube out (ø cube out is to be fully loaciec wirj1 n9
more ìoaciing space Þefore getu¡¡g to the maxlmu¡n weight permitted) ? (check one)

èll trÍps
more than three guarte.s 057,) of your trips _
more thån haLf of your trips

aLl trips
more tha¡i three quarters (?5o/ol of your trlps _
more than half of your t¡ips

more than one quarter of your t¡ips _
iess than one qtJàrter of your t¡ips _
ncne

more than one quarter of your trips _
less than one guarter of your trips
none

more than one quarter of your trips
less than one quarter of )'our t-rÍps
none

lf the same concftions as above âPply, but you a¡e permitted è maxlmum weight of 80,000 lbs, then on how manv oi vou¡
trips would your vehicle cube out? (check one)

i9. Now assume that yo'J are operating ð five axle vehicle cornbrnation consisting of a t¡actor senitrailer and t¡ailer (tv¡ins c
cÌoubles) 65' Iong anci you a¡e perr,ltteC to cårry 80,OOO lbs. On how many of your trips would you now cube out be:ore
gertÍng tc thêt nax!îun weight? (check one)

all t¡ips
more than three quarters OS"/.) of your trips _
more than half of your trlps

20. Are the iegal vehicle width lirnltations in some states ln which you operate such thðt they prevent efficjent loacinç of sti
dÍmension conÌainers or årticles you normally carry?

(yes or no)
Ifyes,whôtistheIegô¡widthlimitauonwhichyouarereferringto?-inches.
lvt¡hðt are the standard dimensions of ihe ccntainers or articles? (Iist the snndarC Ci¡nensions Íor the three nosi cc::ri;cr.
size containers or articles which you carry and describe the contalner or article.

dimension ccntainer or article

dimension ccntèlner or article

crnensron ccntêiner o¡ anicie
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ïgCtsIoNS BASED Ol: DIMENS¡oNS & WEIGHTS

I.Whatpercentage,ifany,ofyourtrlpsbetweentwoormorestàteslnvolve
soleiy to meet stàte laws and regulaüons on slze ànd welght?

scheduleC equipmenl or loacj chènges enrou'!¿
o/-

2. List the most rest¡ictlve legal sfze, weight and speed law of any stÀte ¡n which you âre now operating 0east weiç:rt èLiovJe(

least length allowed, etc.).

width 

-- 

fnches semft¡ailer length 

- 

ft.
hÞioht feet full ¡rðiler length 

- 

ft'
singte ixle ,re.ghtl- tUs. t¡àctor semltratler length 

- 

ft.
tanciem ax]e *elght 

-- 
lbs. nu¡¡ber of units that can be towec

gross vehicle *"lg¡-- t¡s. maximurn length of vehicle combination 

-- 

ft.
tnrck length 

- 

ft. sPeed 

-- 

MPH

:3. The provisions of the Federal-Àid Highway Àct of
weight ll¡nits:

Wicith--9L

1956, as amended January, 1975, contaÍn the fol¡owing maximum slze êr:

single axle weÍgnt 20.000 lbs.
tanie¡n èr,Je Weight 34 .000 lbs
gross vehicle weight 80'000 Ìbs.
vehÍcle weight determination iormula w - 500

ln acidi:ion, the American Associauon of St¿te HiEhway and Transport¿tion officials recornmends that the iollowinç be per:r,r:

heisht _L3j_0j-
lràctor semii:êiler length 

-llg:-tracror semltrailer towing znd t¡ôiier (¡rins or doubies)

Assu¡ne that every stÈte in which you travel had the maximum iimits listed above. woulc you be llkely to mðke any of the

following changes? (Angwer yes or no)

cf¡angeroutln9toðdd,/su!'trôct(c1rcleone)-milespert¡1p
change termlnêI iocàtion (how many ancj t¡ which state(s) ?

elimination of terminal(s) 

- 

(how many? and tn which state(s) ?

add termlnal(s) 

- 

(ho'a' rnany? and in which sËte(s) ?

reduce nu¡nber cf b;eakbulks 

- 

(how many ând in which state(s)?
inciease nu¡nber cf breakbulks 

- 

(how many and ln whj'ch state(s) ?

reciuce no. of breakbulk Poinls (how many ? ànd Ín wnich state(s) ?
5-¿r rv-.!-

incfeàse no. of breakbulk poinls (how man¡r? ènd ln which state(s) ?

increèse fleet size 'oY o1.

decrease fleet size bY "/o

change the equÍpment you presentiy use to different types of combinaUons ðnd sizes
decrEase number of trips (by what percent? )

lncÍeese number of triPs (by what percen!?
increasehaulingincertainstates-(ifso,listtnestate(s)
ciec¡ease hauling in certain stâtes 

- 

(if so, Iist the sËie(s)

+ l2N + 36)

otner (speclJy)

If you answereci tn ques¡ion 23 above thåt you would change your equ¡pment selection to diÍferent cornbrnaticns anci sizes,

spectfy whãt changes you would make. Change from

to

25. Not exceecitng the r¡ost liberat (heavtest weight, longest Iength, etc.) law or regulation of ðny state in which you no\{ opef

list the }egal sizes, rnc weights that would permit you to operère most efÍiciently ènci econonicall) (inclucie o.Derêtions

allov¡able under regular, mulflp¡e trip permtts--not single trip or lin,tted tri-D permits--for hauling ¡eCucible ioaCs. Wíii3
the letter "P" beside any luntts selected on this bðsis.)

width
height 

-

single àxle welght
tancem axle weight

t¡uck length 

-

ser¡iûaiIer ¡enq!h
full úailer length

gross vehicle weight
tractof sem¡lfailer length
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mà)(¡rnum nurnber of unlts pe¡mttted ln vehicle comblnôtlon (t¡acto¡, trèt¡er rnd semtt¡aile¡ êâch consldered ð sepòråte u.rmàxlmum length for combinðtion vchicle
speed

26- If every stâte had the sàme màximu¡Ì ¡imtts as those you Usted ln your ânswers to quesuon 25 above, would you be likemàke èny of tl¡e following chðnges ? (answer ycs or no)

chÀnge routlng to add,/subtract (clrcle one) 

- 

mlles per trtp
chânge termlnðl locàtion (how r¡¡¡y ànd in whlch srate(s)?
elimlnàtion of termtnal(s) _ (how rnany? and ln which sràte(s) ?
àdd rer¡nlnÀl(s) _ (how many?
reduce number of braakbulks (how many? Ànd tn which ¡t t"(iñ
fncrease nu¡nber of breakbulks (how many?
reciuce no. cÍ breakbulk points (how rnany?¡euuçE ¡¡e. e: ereaÃDul,( po¡¡¡Es tngw nâny I Ënd ln whlçh State(S) ?
lncrease no. cf breakbulk points
increâse fleet slze by X

and ln whfch state(s) ?

decrease fleet sÍze by %
change the eguipment you presently use to different types of comblnaüons ând sizes
ciecrease numSer of trlps (by whât percent?
lnc¡ease number of trips (by what percent?
increàse hauling ln certàln states _ (lf so, Ust t¡e st¡te(s)cecr€asehêu]'ingtncertainstates-(tfso,tlstthes!ate(s)
othe¡ (spectfy)

27.

(contfnue on back)

If you answered in question 26 that you would change your equlpment type and slze, speclfy wtråt changes you wouli rnrfrom

to

28' If the condttions of uniformlty you usted êbove ln question 25 could be created, would ¡rou change youilouting þ make (ch(
èpproprlate choices)

more 

-or 

less use of the Nðtionèl System of lnterstrte & Defense Highways? (by how ¡¡uch? _d,imore_ o¡ less use of state primary roaCs? (by how much _%). raore or less use of toll roads? (by how ,uch? -7) 
-

. :PEED

39. In the fâI¡ of 1973, the maximum legal speed limit was reduced to SS MpH in every srare.

. , a) Prior to that dme, what was the fàstest ailoweble speed for trucks ln any of the states in which .tou io bus¡ness?

-MPHancwhatwasÛremaXimu¡¡lspeedthatyouwoulitravel?-MPli

whatisthemaximumspeedthatyouwilltavelnow?-MPH
,:, 

l

b) Slnce the speed limlt was reduced to 55 MPH, what changes, tf any, have you expenenceC in any of ihe caleçoíres
,.1 . Iis¡ei beiow? (check appropriete column):,i'.-, no change more Iess by hov,. rnuc:

.". rv. no. o! t¡ips per vehtcle
av. amoun! of màlntenance per l00,0OO vehic¡e miles
nc. of àccicients per 100,000 r:riles of travel

c) Based upon you¡ Þrst and present experience, whàt gas mileêge would you¡ equiprnent àve¡age ðt the followinç speei
ôl

55 MPH
at

60 MPH
at

65 MPI{
at

7O MPII

MPG MPG MPG MPG
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PÀRT TI

SPECIFIC TRIP TNFORNTÀilON

This gec.,on of the questionnai¡e àsks you-to describe an actual recerit or typicàÌ trip between two or more slates ln which you f:

your operation ,r", orr"LîJå"Þiú;i ;i i,rrr.-ilv 
-iï-tì""-"nâ *ìrght.råL;' iriîu *i;¡ ro do more rhàn one trip ' vou mav make

3cicirtionâr copies of this secüon of tlìe cruestl;;î]iliir,"r oual . rt vou emproyed rhe leàsed operårors, you mðv make

ccpies of this portion oi,fo q'"".Uonnaiie and have some of'your leaseci operators fill them out'

Whèt wðs Your triP origin?

i . Where dii You PickuP the côrgo ?

(city or county) (stàte)

warehouse dealer pickup/deliverY terminal
rðllroad yard. 

-

ciocksiciefa ctory
breakbr¡lk termlnal ,

non-lndustna¡ slte 

-

farm, forest or mining slte 

-

other (spectfyj

through whlch stãtes dld your t¡r¡ck or vehlcle comblnauon pass, includÍng tlre ortgln and ciestjnètion states?
J.

E

I
7

I3

z
I
L4

2
I

a

o

I5

4- 5- 6

whst were uhe highway route numbers useci by your tnrck or vehicre comhina.'on. Indicate highways oÍ tr¡e Naüonal s)'s¡e¡

of ln¡ersate anci Defence Hfghways by the lenår "I" and the highway number, and other highway by the u's' or state

designrtion ànci route number. List Ín sequence'

3 , 4- 5 6

s 

- 

l9 tl-t2I
7

I3

l6

l5 

- 

16 

-

Whtch of the following coÛmodtties were you carrybg?

general freight 

-lbs

householC goocis 

- 

Ibs

heaw màchinery 

- 

Ibs

liquià pet¡oleum Prociucts 

- 

lbs
¡eir¡gerated liquid P¡oducts 

- 

lbs
refrigerated soud Prociucts 

- 

Ibs

du$p tn¡cktng 

-- 
lbs.

¡4

Specify commodity
agricul:ural commodities 

- 

lbs

(Ilst weight of PaYload)

motor vêhicles 

- 

lbs
armo¡ed tn¡ck service 

- 

lbs
h¡ilding rnâterlâls 

- 

tbs
films and Èssoclðted commodliles 

- 

lbs

forest products 

-

rlt" oi", not inèIucilng coal 

- 

lbs

retail store delivery service 

- 

Ibs

explosives or dangerous arllcles 

- 

Ibs

splctfic commodtties, not subgrouped 

- 

lbs

6. Please list the followi¡g ln regarCs to the tn¡ck or vehicle combinàtion you we¡e using on tfÁs trip:

type of '¡eh:cle or ccmbination (truck, ttactor seml-'Jailer'
tótal tengtÌl of vehicle or combinatron (ft') 

-

length of senitra!!er(s) (ft.) 

-

length of fuU '-railer(s) (ft.) 

-

wiCrh (inches) ---
7. Dtd you sþp at any ternlnàIs enrouæ? Yes

8. If yes, how manY? (soecifv locatÍons in t¡iP sequence

9. Dfd you make à scheciuled equipment change or ioad modificatlon enroute?

10. If your Answer ro question g ls yes, which of the followlng is 'ùe fêàson for your equipment or loaci change (check approPn'

reason(s))

slate length limit 

- 

state single txle Umit

state gross vehicle weight llmit 

- 

state tàndem ax¡e umtt

siate restriction on permissÍble vehicle combinaüons

å;i,Ï i!lltli:i",:å¡j.ÏiË::";"":i;ääil;;;inãiãGishr umits (:r so' speciri' reason

tn¡ck g?i.Ier, etc.)
height (lnches)
single axle vreight
tandem axle weight
gross vehicle weight

No

for reasons nct relèted to d:ff"'"nc"s in size and weiçht laws anc reEuiètions (if so, specifY reàso¡1s 

-
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: l. If 
'our 

ànswer to Question g i5 yes and your roôson. for chènging equipment o¡ locd were relàted to dfffere:rces i.n stàtelâws ðnd regulalions on stzes tnd weights, ¡pecffy whåt equtpment you chènged to rnci where?

type of vehicle or comblnatfon
total length of vehicle or combtnatlon
length of semlt¡aller(s)
length of tràtler(s)
width _
heisht 

-

sinçle axle welght
tandem axle welght
gross vehlcle weight
where ciid change take plàce?

(city or count') (state)
(if there was more than one scheduled change on the sôme t¡ip, pjeðse check box and repea! infor¡nètion ðskei in thisquestion for the other change(s) on the reverse side) E

12. lvl'hat was your final ciestna$on

:3 . Where clfd you cieliver the cargo ?

Fatory _ warehouse dealer
b¡eakbulk terminal non-industrià¡ stte

pickup/delivery terminâl

farm, forest or mining site _ other
rail¡oad yard _ ciockside

14. who ovrns the tractor? operator . , leesing company 

-, 

tn¡cklng compðny
private manufactu¡er, wholesaler or retailer other _.

15. lVho owns the t¡a!ler(s)? Operator leÈsing compðny _, t¡ucking company
private mànufacturer, wholesaler or reúËriler other _.

I6. If all ståtes had exôcUy the sâme size, wetght and speed laws,would you have tlken tÌ¡e sâme routes?

17. If your ànswer to qjesúon l6 is "no,', speclfy the routes you would have taken tf all size ànd welght
laws were tbe same.

(yes or no)

WoulC tirls result in less mileage (if yes, how much
(yes or no)

18. -4ssune that lhe mosi liberal lawcrregulation (heaviest weight, longest length, etc.) of any stale on the logical rouringthls trip was applieê to all of the stetes along the t¡ip roure. Whicn, if any, of the following cnanges *oïf.: .""" ."likeiy to make:

Vehicle cor,1b:natlon (t¡actor se¡ni-trailer, tJactor semi-trailer anc full trðiler, etc.) from
tctal vehicle comblnation iength from (ft.) to _ (ft.)
length of serr.itrãiler(s) frorn (tt.) to (ttJ
lengtr of tulJ traiier(s) fro¡¡ _ (fr.) to (ft.)
wÍdrh f.rom (Ínches) to _ (inches)
herght from (inches) ro _ (inches)
slngle axle weight from _ lbs to _ lbs
tancier:l exle weight f¡om _ lbÉ to _ lbs
gross vehicle weight from _ Ibs to _ Ibs
othef

19' If your answers to the ôbove questions show that you rnade equipment or load chênges becðuse of non-uniformity ¡n ste¡.laws anci regulations on sÍzes and weights, and/or that you would have made different rou¡e selecuons, by what percen.lf any, would the to¡èl cost of the trip be reduceci uricier circumstðnces of uniformity?

tc

reduce fuel cost by _o/"
reciuce driver cost by "/.
reduce terminal costs by _"1

Other costs reCucÈÍons (specÍfy below)
a)

b)

c)
sPeciÍ/

specify
bv o/o

'oy 9i

bY 

-7o

specify
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totÀI t¡¡P cost decreàsed bY 

-%

:0. Assume the most llberal law or regularion of àny stðre on the logfcal routing for this trtp was aPplieci to rll the sates
on the trip route. How much more weight, if any, would you have carried? 

- 

lbs. If you charge ð snipper

speclfic rôtes for carrying thàt shippers commociity, would you have charged a lower ràte per pound Íor c¿trryinç è greater

wejght of payload? (answer yeb or no) By what percentåge woulC the rate differ? 

-o/..
:1. How many trlps do you make along thls route per year?

Thank you fcr answering this questionnåife. If your company has analyzed average opefðting costs on a per mile or per ton-rnile

,asis for different sizei of 
"q,.ripr"nt 

and dlfferent weig¡1ts of payload which may reflect aCvantages or ciisacivantages to be

;èinec thfough more uniformlty tn sizes and weight laws and regu¡alions !n the states ln which you'operðte, we would ðppreclale

:eceiving specific data from you às a supPlement to thls guesuonnÈlre.

CIIECK BOX IF YOU WOULD UKE A STJMÀ'fÀRY OF T¡{X RESULTS OF THIS QUESTIONNÀIRE

anC glve us your neme and adiress
/='

company

sEeet or box no.

city or town, sËte and ziP code

àttention of

position

R. J. Homsen Associates, I nc.
il¡¡^6Ê!¡Éxl -¡o ¡rFü¡M^rtot 5l9f €95 Cc¡JUil¡NlS

A QUESTIONNAIRE
ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENCES IN

TRUCK SIZE, WXIGHT 6 SPEED IAWS

IF UNIFORMITY IN STATE IAWS AND REGUIATIONS ON TRUCK SIZES

AND WEIGHTS IS IMPORTANT TO YOU. THEN YOU ARE URGED TO ANSWER

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.

As you know, each and every state has its own laws and regulations
for maximum allowabie truck slzes and weights, and these may vary greatly

from state to state. this questionnatre asks for information from you whlch
will present the facts necessary to determine how you are actually ôffected
by these difÍerences tn size, weight and speed Iaws'

this research is being sponsored by the American Àssociation of State
Highway and Transportation Officials, in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration, under the National Cooperative Highway Research Program.

THE CONCLUSIONS WHICH WILL BE REACHED AS A RESULT OF THIS

STUDY DEPEND UPON YOUR RESPONSE TO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. ONLY YOU

CAN PROVTDE THE KIND OF INFORMATION NEEDED. WE NEED YOUR HELP.

We honest.ly believe your response will make a signififfiñÏãfiIliãlftwards
greater unlformltY.

If you would like to receÍve a summary of the response to thÍs guestionnaire.
check the box on the last Page.

PLEÀSE ANSWER THE QUÐSTIONNÀIRE PROMPTLY ÀND RETURN IT IN THX

ENCLOSED ENVEIOPE. NO POSTAGE TS NECESSARY.

ô1 10 gxÉculrvE 8Lvc.. sulTE 200

ROCKV:LLE. MÂRYLÂNO 208:2

felephoôe r3OrJ 468-1330

Wâ¡h¡n9ton
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l. Are you an owneræperator?

IRUCKER,S QUESTIONNAIRE ON SIZE, WtIG¡lT & SPEED tÀWS

If you answered no, how would you describe your
(answer yes or no)

oPeraÈion ?

3.

{.

2. VJhtch cf the followÍng would best ciesctbe your cj,asstflcstfon? (check one)

You h¡ul exempt commodltfes
Other _

You are uncer lease to ð cerflfied car¡ter

lf you checkeci "other", what is your classlficatlon?

In how môny stares do you operâte tn¡cks?

WhatwouIdyoue3umatetsyouråvera9elengthoÍhauI?-m1.l'es

Thi¡tk of à :ecent L'tp which you have tåken ln which the stôres through which you t¡aveled or wânted to travel
haci different size an*/or welght laws. Describe thðt trlp by answering the following guestions:

5. Where cld your trlp stèrt?
(Clty or county) (State)

6. V"here Cici irou ptck up the cargo? (for example, from a factory?

7 . What were you côrrylnç ? _
(type of cargo)

8. Where dld you have to take the loaci?
(Ctty or county)

9. List the states you went through to get to your deliver polnts
-.isr"td-

Lls¡ the nu¡¡bers of tåe hfghwty routes you traveled on. ICentlfy whether they were highways of the Natlonèl
System of Intersrôte and Defense liighways by the letter "I" and the route number or other highways by the
"U.S." or state letters and route nu¡nber. (for example, I-90 or U.S. 73, etc.)

warehouse ? Íarr¡ site ? erc. )

(Where)

10.

11. What were you cirivlng? (truck, t¡ôctor semltrailer, doubles, etc.)
(ciescribe venicle)

and ltst the fouowi,ng ln regardé to ft: (if pull,lng more than one semlt¡ailer or trailer, llst length fo¡ each)

lengrh of truck or overall vehicle combinatlon _ ft.
length of t¡acto¡ wheel baEe lnches
length of semlt¡atler(s) _ ft.
length of tull t¡ai.l,er(s) _ ft.
wtdrh _ ft.
hetght _ fr.

12. whlch cf the followtng best descrlbes how you were loacied? (check one)

Fully loaded wlth no more room to load more cargo
loaded to môxlÍium weight alioweC by law
Both of the èbove
None of the above

13. How much wcight were you carrylng on each of the followtns?

Steerl,ng axle _ lbs.
Otàer single axle _ Ibs. (lf .more than one, llst weights for eac:: addlricnsl

slngle axl.e here _ lbs. _ lbs. )
1andemaxIe-lbs.(tfmorethènone,l1stweightsfore¡chàcidit1onaItanderr

axle here _ lbs.)
Gross wcight _ lbs. (over)
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14. List below ln the lefi hand colunn the smallest of any legal raaximum size, lveÍçht or speei linì1t amcr.g

the stâtes ln whlch you traveted on this t¡lp. List the largest in the right h¡nd cclu¡nn. Leave thcse'

blank whicr you io ncî kncw. (For.exernple, if the snallesi F.àr'ir:lu!ì àmount you were allowed to we!çi:

b./ any of the s-¿tes on your tnp rvas 73,280 lbs. ani the larçest maÉmum èmount allowed b'¡ any aí

the o.$er stares on your trlp was 80,000 lbs, enrer 73,280 lbs in the left hanC colunn ani ?0,00C lbs in
th3 rigilt h¡ni column) .

Smallest llaxlnu¡n Li:nits All,o*'ed

tn¡ck lençth 

- 

ft.
uactor semi'.rêller length 

- 

!t.
semitrèi¡er or Èrðiler length 

- 

ft.
length for other vehicle combinations

(doubles, etc.) 

- 

ft.
height 

- 

ft.
width ft.
sin;le axle weight 

- 

lbs.
tônCen axle weiçht 

- 

Ibs.
çross vehicle weight ioaceci 

- 

Ibs.
Ccubles allowei ?

(yes or no)
triples aLlowed?

(yes or no)
speeC _- nph

1:reeqr llavirurn ljnits Àllowe:

truck length 

- 

ft.
trôctor seml'.rÈiler lengt-h 

- 

fr.
sem¡üailer or trailer length 

- 

ft.
le!ìgth for other vehicle conbinaucns

(dcubles, etc.) 

- 

!t.
helght 

- 

ft.
width 

- 

ft.
single axle weight 

- 

l5s.
taniem axle welght 

- 

Ibs.
gross vehicle weÍght loaCei 

- 

lbs.
dcubles ålloweC ?

(yes or no)
tiples allowed ?

(yes or nc)
sgeei 

- 

rnph

If ati oÍ the sraies hàci ¡he sðme linits as those you lisiei in the right hani colunn--"Iargest Limits å.llorvec"--
ci question 14. would )¡ou have made any of the followlng changes on this L'ip?

15. Would you have taken ¡ dlffereni route? If yes, Ust the new route numbers
(yes or no)

!íow many miles wouli thls have saveC? miles.
W-hat Clfferent stôtes, if any, woulci you have t¡aveleC th¡ough?

How many gallons of fuel? gallons.

l6.!Vou]'dyouhavecarr1edrnoreweight?-I!yes,how¡nuchmcfeweightwouIcyouhavec5rr1ec
(yes or nc)

befo¡e reaching the maxinum le?Èl weight or belng loaded to capåclty? 

- 

Ibs. liow rnu3h r¡ore

woulC this hlve ¡neanÌ ln revenue to you?

17. Ho'* môny t¡lps the sarre ês this one Co you rnake per year?

18. If atl of the states thar you '¡avel in ncw chenged to the same limits that you Jisteci in the rignt hani ccÌunn--
'.Largest Llnrjts AlIoweC"--in questlon I4, when it comes time to replace your equipnent would ycu si3y
with the same size equipmen! that you have ncw?

(yes or no)

if you answerei no, desc:'ibe what changes woul'd you make?

19. In'.he fall of 1973,
that you raveled?

the speeci li¡nit wàs reduced to 55 MPIi. tsefcre that tlme, wha¡ was the average speeci
MPH. What is the ôverage speeci that you travel now? 

- 

lvlPli.

20. Woulc you lÍke to hð./e tlre speed limir changed frcm 55 ii{Pli to some other speeC? iJ yes,
(yes or rc)

to whêt speeC litnit? MPH. I{ow wculc thls help you?

Thank you for ans.wenng this guestionnaire. If you wguld like us to senC you back a summèr.v of everyone's
response to thls guestionnâire, check tlrÍs box . . , . A
and give us yorJr nane ancj accress bel,ow.
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Appendix C. Continued
May 27 , !977

Mr.
Highway Director
State of Highway Department

Re: NCHRP 20-16, IY'77
State Laws and Regulations on lruck Size, Weight and Speed

Dear Mr.

we are currently engaged in a study which is sponsored by the Àmerican
Association of state Highway and Transportation officials, in cooperôtion with
the Federal Highway Administration, under the National cooperative Highway
Research Program. The objectives of the study are to:

Identify and describe the effects of current state size, weight,
and speed laws, regulations, and interstate agreements on trucks
and the highway systems they use.

. Investigate the potenlial benefits and disadvaniages of jncreased
uniformity in truck size, weight, and speed limits among states"

. List and evaluate the available alte¡natives for elimlnating or
minimizing the differences in truck sÍze, weight, and speed limÍts
among states"

The enc.losed quesLionnaire was designed to obtain certain basic information
- , relðtive to size, weight and speed restrictions in your stðte and to obtain your

estimète of the effects of different levels of size and weight limlts. Some of
the questions ask you to ¡nake some basic assumptions and provide us with. rough calculatlons in the event you have not yet conducted studies in those
areas. Where possible, we ask that you responC to those questions if you have-, the base tnformation and can do so without the expenditure of a great deal of
effort. Your answers will help us to satisfy the objeclives listed above.

We have also sent questionnaires to 7,500 truckers throughout the country
to obtain information pertinent to the objectives.

Mr.
May 27 , 1977
Page 2

Your response is essential ff impacts arising from non-uniformity are
to be clearly defined and feaslble soluUons developed.

Àlthough space has not been provided, please feel free to include a
discussion of any current situations related to non-uniformity ln slze and
weight laws and regulations which are causing you problems or lncreaslng
your costs of administ¡ation and which may not otherwlse be covered ln your
answers to the quesfionnaire.

We will appreciate receiving your response by July I, I977. If you
'r.. have any questions, please feel free to call us at 301-468-1330.
,. .,

., Sincerely,

Ralph D. Johnson
Principal

RDIldkt

Enclo sure
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A

QUESTIONNAIRE
TO

STÀTE HIGHWAY AND REGUIATORY AUTHORITIES

CONCERNING

SIZES, WEIGHTS AND SPEEDS
OF

COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES

I. BASiC DOCUMENTS

In addÍtion to answering the questions on the ensuing pêges, please
provide us with one copy of each of the following documents:

a. Your state's laws governing ttuck sizes, weights and speeds.

b. Any regulations on size, weight and speed promulgated under
administrative authority granted by your legislature or constitution
(except for regulations concerning single trip special permit operations,
which are not an issue of consideration in this project).

c. State highway system maps or listings showing sections or Iocations
on the system that are restricted to or designated for specific size
or weight limits.

d. Any historical ttends in I8 kip equivalent axle Ioadings or other
measures of vehicle weight loading on highways, average dai.ly
truck traffic ßDTT) and other related data.

e. Your procedures for designing rigid and flexible pavements.

f.. Variances from AÀSHTO standard bridge design procedures.

II. LEGAL LIMITS

l. PIease lndicate the maximum vehicle size, weight and speed limlts
estabiished on the various highway systems ln you¡ state by law or
regulatlon. Write the letter "R" beside any limit which f s established
by regulation. Where applicable, lnclude limits for operations
allowed under regular multiple trip permitslVavailable to carriers
of all types of commodities and write the letter "P" beside any such
llmit. If limits are the same on all systems, fiU ln only the FAI

column. Where limits are not specified in your laws and regulations,
fnsert the letters "NS" .

(FAD Other Other

DÍmensions

width (inches)
height (inches)
single unit truck length (ft.)

Interstate (PIease specify) (Please specÍfy
Sv s tem

tractor semi-traÍler length (ft.)
semi-trailer length (ft.)
full trailer length (ft.)
length of other combinations (ft.)
number of units permitted in

a vehicle combination **

r* Please count the trðctor as a single unit and each trailer or semi-t¡ailer
as a separate unit. If fifth wheel converter dollies are specifically
considered to be separate units in your state, please so indicate by
checking this box D
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Weiqhts

Maximum number oi axles
lb.s per inch of ti¡e width
steering axle weight
other singie axle weight
% iegal tolerance on single axle
tandem axle weight (Ibs)

. o/o legal tolerance on tandem axles 

-

minimum tandem axle spacins ßnch)
maximum gross vehicle weight (lbs.)
% legal tolerancè on gross weight
minimum % of gross weight on

a single axle

Other Oti. er
(FAI)

Interstate Svstem
(Please specify) (PIease spec'{y)

l- i,-i Soeed Limits

Day (in mph)
Night (in mph)

!N,/ Regular multiple trip permits refer to those applicable generally to lnterstate
movements which serve to practicôllv increase size and weight limits for common
vehicle movernents--not those specifically accommoda ling one industry.

2. Gross vehicle weights (loaded) are determined'in different ways,
including the following methods:

LN
a. by Bridge Formula B--W = 500 (Ñ:f + l2N + 36) --or by a tabie

based on this formula

b. by a formula other than Bridge Formula B

c. by a table other than one based on Bridge Formula B

d. by specÍfied maximums for'specific vehicles or vehicle combinations,
and

e. by tj.re wheel or axle limits up to a specified ma)(imum.

Please indicate whÍch of these methods or which combination of methods
are used in your state by Iisting the corresponding letter or Ietters
(a thru e) for your:

FAi Interstate System
State Primary System
Other Systems

(specify system)

3. If there are exceptions in your t¡uck size and weight laws or regulations,
which significantly affect the j.nterstate movement of commodities
by truck, please describe the nature of the exception and/or indicate
the section(s) of your laws or regulations wlere the exceptions may
be found

4" Is there legisì.ation pending that could change your truck sÍze & weight
limits? if yes, please describe the nature of the change, the position of
your ôgency toward the bill, and the probability of passage. If any
documents in support of your agency's position have been developed,
please attach a copy.
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TII. BRIDGES

l. PIease provide the foilowing data concerning bridges on your stðte

highwa' s'stems 
state other

FÀI PrimarY State Tol'l
Svstem Svstem Svstems Authorities

Design designation (H or HS ]oadinç)
Number of bridges
Percent evaluated for load capability *

Number postei
At what percent of Yield stress?
Lowest posted Iimits (tons)
Number posted at lowest limits

* This meens an acüal analysis of the abilÍty of the bricìge structural
me¡nbers to sustain particular loacis based on surveys oi bricìge stlucturèl'

characteristics and conditions--AASHTO or equivalent methods.

2. Can you cite any bridge failures ôtüibutable to continuous overstfessing
of an FAi or State Primary brÍdge? 

- 

If so, please give details'

3. Can you cÍte any bridge faÍlures attributable to overstressÍng of local
system roads by interstate trucks? 

- 

If so' piease give Cetails'

ru. PÀVEMENT DESIGN

l. Please show by appropriate letter the basic nature of your pavement

desigir procedures for flexible and rigid pavements as follows:
A--Based on I8 kip equivalent axle loads (including Design Numbers
and similar procedures); B--Based on other axle or wheel loadings
(De scribe
C--Based on standardized designs related to functional classification
or traffic volume groups; D--other (please specify ).

Design
Procedure

Maximum AnticiPated
Axle Load *

Flexible pôvement
Rigid Pavement

* used in your design formula

2. If heavier axle loads were permitted on your systems wÍthout increase
in the total annual loading in terms of the number of l8 Kip equivalent
axl.e load repetitions, would you change your cjesign procedure to
account for the heavier axle load? lf yes, expiain why _--.---
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\, ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE

i. Please provide the accident data requested berow, if it is readiryavairabre,for the most current year possibre (indicate which yearIf it is obtainabr.e from your record but wourd require speciãr programming,plêase indicate so with a ,,y" in the appropriate bianks.

RURAL ACCIDENTS

Tvpe of Vehicle Accident

All accicients
One vehicle only
One truck only **
One auto only
Truck auto coll.ision **
Involving semi-trailer combination(s)
lnvolving Truck and Trailer Combination(s)
InvolvÍng twin-t¡ailer combina tion (s)
Involving triple-trðiler combination (s)
Involving semi-trailer(s) on dry pavement
Involving twin-trailer(s) on dry pavement

Vehicle* FataI
Miles Accidehts

Non-fatal Property
Injury Damage on

Accidents Àcciients

Involving semi-trailer(s) on d¡y FAI pu,r"*"it-
Involving twin-traiLer(s) on dry FAI pavement-

URBAN ACCIDENTS

All accidents
One vehicle only
One truck only
One auto only
Truck auto coll.ision
Involving semi-trailer combination (s)
Involving Truck and TraiLer Combinations
Involving twin-trailer combina tion (s)
Involving triple-trailer combination (s)
Involving semi-trèiler(s) on dry pèvement
Involving tv¡in-trailer(s) on dry pavement
Invoiving semi-trailer(s) on dry FÀI pavemant
Involving twin -trailer(s) ondry FAI pavement-_
* Vehicì.e mile base for which accidents are reported.

** T¡ucks are those vehicres having an empty weight of 10,000 rbs or rnore.

VI.

Three levers of dimension and weight rimits are presented on the
ensuing pages. For each rever, assume that it was adopted as the desiredIevel of nationar uniformity anc estimate the impact, to you. Interstate andstate Primary systems by answering the set of questions accompanying eachleveI.
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CÀSE A

The following maximums are permitted in case À:

width -9!--
height l3'6"
Iength of tractor-semitrailer (trailer 45') 55'

i""á,n of tíactor-semilrailer towing 2nci traiLer (doubles or twlns) lql:
single axle weight -z!J!!!-þq
tandem axle weight 34.000 lbs
gross vehj.cle weiqht 80,000 lbs L¡L
ieignt deter.inôtion formuLa w = 500 ßl=l + t2N + 3ó)

Vehrcle *l
GVw = 51K
Lenqth = 37'

z0K 34K

Vehicle +2
GWr' = 80K

Length = 55'

estimateci ccsi
estimateci co't

(An overlay is an added increment of surface materiô1, regardless of

thick¡ess, without major reprocessing of underJyling courses"
Reconst'uclionincludesmajofprocessingorfeprocessingofsulface
and base mâterials.)

2. Estimate the miles and % of your state's primary system pavement

structure that would immedìately require strengthening outside of
your present Progrôm as fol.lows:

fJ-;
þ-za,-_{n,l

Vehicre*3 ar---l
ö*--o o-(t o Lensth=6s'

Overlay: miles; 

-% 

of system; 5

Reconstrucüoni- rniles; % of system; S

Itl_|- v'-1-' o'1- 2 r'---{
8K I8K I8K I8K I8K

1. Estimate the miles and % of your state's FÀI system pavement structure

thatwouì.dimmediate]yfequirestrengtheningoutsideofyourpresent
program as follows:

Overlay: miles; "/" of system;
Reconstruction:-miìes ì 

-% 

of system;

(use same definitions for overlay and feconstruction as in preceding

que stion . )

3, Of the three vehicles diagramed, list the relative responsibility
ôttributab'l'etoeachfortheneedtostrengthenthepaVementsyStems:

VehicÌe Number

most resPonsj.ble
2nd most responsible
lea st responsibLe

Do the above estimates represent (a) rough calculðtions or (b) ihe

results Õf recent studies of increased sizes and weights?
Pl.ease attach copies of calculaUons or shldies'

Estimatethenumberofbridgesrequiringstrengthenj.ngorreplacement
on:

The FAI System strengthened --------¡eplacd 

-est' 

cost
State Primary System-stjengthened 

-replaced 
--est' 

cobt

S- estimôted cost
$- esumated côst

4.

þs' a'{ +{--3 3' 6" ---+4'l
I 2K 34K 34K

5.
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6.

8.

List the rel.ðtive responsibility attributable to each of the th¡ee
vehicles diagrômed for the need to strengthen the bridges:

Vehicle Number

most responsible
2nd most responsible
lea st responsibLe

7. Do the above estimðtes represent (a) rough estimates or (b) the
results of recent studies of increased sizes ard weights?
Pleôse attach copies of calculations or studies.

With respect to the geometric desj.gn of your FAI system, ind¡cate
whether or not j.t wiII reðdily ðccommodate the vehlcles di.agrammed:

Extensi.ve costs to improve geomet¡ics such as ramps, curves andgradients" For entries in this column describe briefly the type
of changes which wou.l.d be reguired on your system

Please indicate whether or not your State primary System will reðdily
accommodate the vehicles diagrammed:

Extensive costs to improve geometrics such as ramps, curues andgradients. For entries in this column describe briefly the type
of changes which would be required on your system

o

(If there is no avaitable basis for these estimates, skip this qucstion.)

ll. Which of the vehicles diagramed, in your estimation, would be mostresponsible for any increase in the number of accidents on:

a. the FÀI system? (indicate vehicle diagram number)
The least?

b. the Stãte Primðry system? (indicate vehicle diagram number) _The least?

Please enclose or briefly discuss any studies which have è beðringon your responses in connection with ôccidents"

System will I Moderate
Accommodate I System Changes

System will. I Moderate
Accommodate I System Chônges

Extensive *
System Changes

Estimate the number and % lncrease or decrease Ín truck accidentsassuming.your states lðwsare changed to permit the vehicles diagrammed.llndicête increðse with a plus sign,-decrease'*iti'J ,inr, 
"ign.)Ifvehicles diagrammed are presenily permjtted, leave answer blank,

Other Vehicle Involved

12.
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CÀSE B

The followlng maximums are Permitted in Case B:

widthr ;!.!l
heisht l3'6"
Iength of t¡actor-semltrailer (trai¡er 45') ;Q.Q!
i"ié,n ot t¡actor-sem1t¡ailer towtng znd traÍIer (doub'les or twins)* 65'

i;;;il;f tractor-semitrailer towing 2 additlonat t¡ailers (triples) 98'

single axle weight *-aqiqg9-lÞ€-
randem axle weight 36,000 lbs
gross vehlcle welght 95,000 lbs LN
iu"ight o"t".tination formula W = 500 (IFI + lZN * 36)

i Same as 1n Prevlous case.

Vehicle +l GwV = 56K
Length = 37'

l_,,,__*1
20K 36K

GWV = 95K

Lenqth = 98'

l- tr {- r s{ r o{-2 I L+._ IoLl-- rr'-..
8K 14.5K I4.5K là.sK 14.5K 14.5K l4'5K

most responslble
znd most responsible
3rd most responslble
teast responsible

16. Do the above estimates represent (a) rough calculations or (b) the

results of recent studies of increased sizes and weights?
Please attach copfes of calculations or studies.

Vehrcle*2 ** {1 I I cwv = B3.7sK

Orc OO Lensth = 60'

þrs{n{--sn-fn{
I3.75K 35K 35K

Vehicle *3 it 

'H'n= 

=";"'u*

l'e,l-zr-{r{-z¡'1
to.5Kl9.l65K Ì9.i65K19.I65K l9.l65K

vehicle +4

*r welghts limlted by bridge formulð as applled to consecutive ax.les

13. Estlmate the miles and % of your State's FAI system þavement structure
that would immedlately require strengthenlng outside of your present
program as follows:

Overlay: 

- 

mlles; % of system; S 

-estlmated 

cort
Reconstruct¡on: miles; % of system; S 

- 

estimated cott

(Àn overlay is an added increment of surface materlal, reqardless of
thickness, without major reprocessing of underlying courses. Recons-

truction includes major processing or reprocesslng of surface and base

mðteria Is . )

14. Estimôte the miles and % of your staters primary system pevement

structure that would lmmedlately requlre strengtlening outside of
your present Program as follows:

overlay: 

- 

miles; 

-y" 

of system; S- estimated cost

Reconstructlon:- mtles; % of system; S- estimated cost

(An overlay is an ðdded increment of surface material' regardless of

thickness, wlthout maior reprocessÍng of underlying coulses'
Reconstructlonincludesmajorprocessingorreprocessingofsurface
and base materials.)

l5.ofthefourvehiclesdiagramed,Iisttherelativeresponsibillty---atuibutabletoeachfoftheneedtostfengthenthepavementsystems:
Vehlcle number
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17. Estimate the number of bridges requiring strengthening on:

The FAI System süengthened replaced est. soct
state Primary System_ st¡engthened ,"pt"""d 

-".i..o.t,

I8. List the relative responsibilrty attrlbutable to each of the four teh¡cles
diagramed for the need to strengtåen the bridges:

Vehicle number

most responsible
znd most responsible

: 3rd most responsible
¡eðst responsible

19. Do tàe above estj¡ra tes represent (a) rough estimatesg,!_(b)the results
of recent studies of increased sizes and weights? _ please attach
copies of calculations or studies.

20. Wità respect to the geometric design of your FAI system, indicates'heths or not It will readily accommodate the vehìcle diagrammed:

2r.

Vehic lÞ

System wiII
Accommodate

Moderâte
System Changes

Extenslve *
System Changes

ÞaÃ,,i.6â

a

J

* Extensive costs to improve geometrics such as ramps, curues andgradients. For entries in this column describe briefly the type of
changes which would be required on your system

Pleôse indicate whetåer or not your State primary System will readily
accommodate the vehicles diðgrammed:

* Extensive costs to Improve geometrics such as ramps, curues andgradlents. For ent¡ies in this column describe brj;fty the type of
changes which wou¡d be required on your system

(indicatê vehicle diagram number)_

Vehicle

System will
Àccommodate

Readilv

Moderate
System Changes

Extensive *
System Changes

4 lane lane I 4 la^o 2 lane

4

tt Estimate the number and % lncreðse or decrease tn truck accldentsassuming your states laws are changed to permlt tt¡e ventctes digrdmed.(Indjcate increase with a plus sign. decrease witi a mìnus sign). Ifvehicles diagrammed are presently permitted, teave answer ¡lan¡<.

(If there ls no availðble basis for these esümates, skip this question.)
23. Which of the vehicles diagramed, ln your estimation, would be mostresponsible for any increase ln the nur¡". of-""Jãents on:

a. the FAI system? (Indicate vehicle diagram number)The least?

b. the State prinary system?
The least?

Other Vehicle Involved

24. Pleôse enclose or briefiy djscuss any studies which have a bearing onyour responses in connection with accidents.
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CASE C

The following are Permltted ln Côse C:

widrh .llæ:
height * l3'6'
Iength of trðctor-semitraller (trailer 45') 65'

i"nõtn or tractor-semit¡ailer towing 2nd trailer (doubles or twins) -!.105j-
i"nõ,n of tractor-semitrailer towing 2 additional trailers (triples) 105'

s insle a xle weight -¿2lq0-!Þg-
rð ndem axle weis ht i!!!qo!-Þg-
gross vehicle wêight I05.500 lbs LN
weight determination formula w = 500 (Ñ¡ + tZN + 36)

* Same as in previous case

Vehicle * l
GWV = 62.4K
Lenqth = 40'

l_rI'e,--fa{
22.4K 4oK

GWV = I05.Slt
Length = 105'

32.5K 30K r 6.5K

Overlay: miles;
Reconstruction: milesi

r6.5K

GVw = 105.5K
Lensth = 105'

o/. of system; S- est. cost
of system; S- esi. cost

ooo

26,

27.

(An overlay is an addêd increment of surface material, regardless of
thj.ckness, without major reprooessing of underlying courses.
Reconstruction tncluCes major processing or reprocessing of surface
and base materlals.)

Of the four vehicles diagrameC, list the relative responsibj.Iity atÍibutable
to each for the need to st¡engthen the pavement sys+-ems:

VehÍcle nunber

most responsible
znd most responsible
3rd most responsible
least responsible

28. Do the above estimates represent (a) rougir calculstilns or (b) the
results of recent studies of increased slzes and weights? 

- 

Please
attach copies of calculations or studies.

Vehicle +2 ** GVW = 85.5K

/ I I I Leneth=6s'tro oo
l-rr-þ{- 34'-+41

r4:84K 35.33K 35.33K

t0K

vehicle +4

l- r s -+-z c'4 r c'*-z z -*r c4- 22-
e.år lG:sK to.sx tbx l6K l6K 16K

r* weights limited by bridge formula 4.9 applied to consecutlve axles'

Estimate the miles and % of your staters FAI system pavement
structure that wouì,d immediately require strengthening outside of
your pÍesent program as follows:

Overlay: mtles; 

-'/" 

of system; S- est. cost
Reconstrucuon: miles; 

-% 

of system; S- est. ccst

þn overlay is an added increment of surface mðtedôl., regardless of
thickness, without major reprocessing of unCerlying courses.
Reconstruction lncludes maior processing or reprocessing of surface
and base materials.)

Estimðte the miles and % of your state's primary system pavement
structure that would immediately require strengthening outsids of youí
present program as follows:

Vehicle +3
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29. Estimate the number of bridges requiring strengthening or replacement on:

The FAI System _suengtbened replaced _ est. coit
State Primary System _st¡engthened replaced -est. co¡t

30. List the relôtive responsibir.ity attributable to each of the four vehicles
dlagramed for the need to st¡engthen the bridges?

Vehicle number

most responslble
2nd most responsible
3rd mþst responsible
Ieast responsible

3I.

a,

Do the above estimates represent (a) rough estimates or (b) the
results of recent studles of increased sizes and *"igi,t-J?
PIease attach copies of calculauons or studles.

1a

With respect to the geomet¡ic design of your FAI system, indicate
whether or not it will readily accomnodate the vehicl.es diagramed:

* Extensiye costs to improve geomet¡ics such as ramps, curyes andgradients. For ent¡ies in this column describe briefly the type
of changes which would be required on your system

Please indicate whether or not your State primary System will readi.ly
accommodate the vehicles diagramed:

* Exte¡sive costs to lmprove geometrics such as ramps, curues andgradients. For ent¡ies in this column deãcrfbe bri;fly the type of

Vehicle

System wil.l
Àccom¡nodate

Roa¡ìi lrr

Moderate
System Changes

Ra¡rr I ¡aâ

Extensive *
System Changes

7 la la ne lâ

4

changes which would bè required on your system

34. Estimate the numb€rand % increase or decrease in truck accldentsassuming your states laws are changed to permit tte,lrucles diagrarned.(Indfc-ate ¡ncîease with a.plus sign, decrease wittri minus sign). Ifvehicles diagràmed are presently permitted, teave-answer ¡tant.

Chanqe in truck acctdénts
FÀI I c'-,

No % chanop I

Truck On.ly

Other Vehicle Involved

(If there is no avôilable basis for these estimôtes, sklp this question.)

35. Which of the vehicles diagramed, ln your estj.mation, would be mostresponsible for any increase in the number of 
"..¡á"nr, oil

a. the FAI system? (indicôte vehlcle di.agram number)
The least?

o. ,n" ,,ur" 
".rlJlr"rem? (Jndicate vehicle diasram number)The least ?

P.lease enclose or briefly discuss any studies which have a bearing onyour responses in connection with accidents.
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!NIEST=!-æa3E¡ÀTIoN'

I. Does.your state have any agreements or Pacts with any other state or

states specifically concernlng :

. truck dlmensions, weights and,/or speeds?

. special over-size and,/or ovemeight permits? 

-
lf so, please attach copies of the agreement or pact or briefly describe it'

) Has your stôte established any exceptions to maximum truck size and

weight limits on selected rcutes or in specified areas ln order to

facilitate interstate movements between or through yours and neighboring

3. Does your state periodicôlly or regularly com$unicate with neÍghbori¡g

states eonceming truck sizà and weight laws and regulations? 

-'

states hôving higher ]imits? If so, briefly provide the

details .

If so. by what means?

4. Has your state participated In any interstate efforts to achieve greater

;1;; .;J weishi unifoimitv? 

- 

If so, brieflv provide the details

VIII. PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS

with the exceptron of manpower devoted to .enþlggllenl of your state siz-e

and weight limits, can you identify any time expenditures by personnel of

you¡ agency that are "oi"fy 
u tt"ult of-non-tniformity in truck slze' and

weight limits between yot, 
"tut" 

and other states? 

- 

If you answered

D(.

. estimated
. esttmated

ENFORCEMENT

yes, bomplete the following:

. nature of tine expenditure (functions or duues performed)

lFeffo.t expended man-months

1976 total cost S 

-

Please refer this section to the appropriate agency(s)

l. Which of your stôte ðgencies are responslble, fully or ln pðrt, for
enforcing slze & weight laws?

speed laws ?

PIease provide the following in regards to your sÍze and weight
operations:

number of ports of entry 

- 

responsible agency(s)

nu*-b., of other permanent scales 

- 

responsible agency(s)

3. Are roving patrôls with portable scales specializing in size and weight
enforcement utluzed in your state? 

- 

If yes. what is the average
number of teaJns assigned? 

-, 

and which ls the responsible
agency(s) ?

Are off-road safety inspectjons (associated with Periodic Motlr Vehicle
Inspection) conducted in your state?

Please provj.de èstimates of the man-years and costs during the
1976 fiscal yeards,oted .to enforcement of truck sizes and welghts, as
follows:

fixed scale operations--man-)rears costs S-
roving operations--man-years æsts S

--man-years 

-i 

costs S

(specify nature)
If surnmary data are avôi-tabl.e, please provide the data showing number
of vehicles welghed, number measured, etc. within the Iast year or two.

2.

4.

6.
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APPENDIX D

COMMODITY FLOW MODEL

THE NETWORK

The commodity flow network consisting of 54 nodes and
154 links is shown on Figure D-1. The nodes are popula_
tion distribution centroids for the state oi, in the case of
California, New York, Ohio, pennsylvania, and Texas, a
region of the state. Average trip miles were assumed to be
equal to the straight line distance between nodes.

DATA SOURCES

Many potential data sources were investigated and sev_
eral were used. The Commodity Transportation Survey
from the 1972 Census of Transportation was the most
complete available data source. It supplied the necessary
information for all manufactured or processed commodi-
ties. The information was available on magnetic computer
tapes. These were obtained from the Bureau of Census.

Supplemental data sources were necessary for move_
ments of unprocessed commodities. Raw agricultural

products were among the commodities not covered by the
Commodity Transportation.survey. Interviews were con_
ducted with several sections of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the two main USDA librariei were thor_
oughly investigated. No one source readily provided the
needed data. However, aggregation of seviral sources
provided a good picture of interstate truck movements of
raw agricultural products. Movements of fruits and vege-
tableS were obtained through USDA Market News monthly
reports entitled "Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Unloads in 41
U.S Cities," which the Department of Agriculture pro_
vided on magnetic computer tape, and which were ex_
panded to the population. The USDA report entitled
"Grain Movements between Southern and Cornbelt States"
provided the needed data on the great majority of inter_
state truck movements of all types of grains. Requests for
data were made individually to the few substantial grain
exporting states not covered by this report. Livestock move-
ments were obtained through the USDA report entitled

Fígure D-l. NCHRP Project 20-16 tink network.



"Livestock Trucking Services: Quality, Adequacy and

Shipment Patterns," supplemented, where possible, by in-
dividual state inshipments/outshipments rePorts. Interstate

cotton movements by truck are available through the

USDA report entitled "Domestic Shipments of U.S' Cot-

ton, 1970-7L Season." Use also was made of the USDA
annual "Agricultural Statistics," "Crop Production," and

"Meat Animal, Farm Production, Disposition & Income"

reports.
Other nonprocessed products include raw coal, raw for-

est products, crude petroleum, metallic ores and nonmetal-

lic minerals. Data on coal movements were available from
the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines annual

publication entitled "Bituminous Coal and Lignite Dis-

tribution." Crude petroleum and national gas movements

are discussed in the Congressional Research Service report

entitleci "Nationai Energy Transportation" prepare'Í for the

U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources

and the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and

Transportation. In its tracing of petroleum movement by

mode of transPort, the report states that there is no sig-

nificant interstate movement by truck (refined petroleum

product movements are covered in the Commodity Trans-

portation Survey). Likewise, discussions with the U'S'

Forestry Service and other USDA sections did not reveal

any significant interstate truck movements of raw forest

products (milled products are covered by the Commodity

Transportation Survey), and discussions with the Bureau

of Mines did not reveal any significant interstate truck
movement of raw minerals.

Some data sources were not usable because of difficulty

in retrieving data in the proper format and for other rea-

sons. Most notable of these sources were the "Nationwide
Truck Commodity Flow Study" (FHWA) data and

"Freight Commodity Statistics" (ICC) data. According

to FHWA sources, the computer tapes in the NTCF study

would be extremely difficult to work with because of Poor
data processing provided by a private contractor to the

FHWA. The published data from that study also were not

suitable for our PurPoses. The ICC study data were re-

jected because the origin/destination areas were too broad

and the commodities surveyed too limited. The study cov-

ers commodities carried only by Class I regulated carriers'

Further, it publishes data in terms of freight originated

and freight terminated within regions without tracing the

destinations or origins, respectively, of the movements'

NETWORK BUlLDING

Figure D-2 is a flow diagram for the network building

and link assignment comPonent. Although the flow chart

indicates that numerous programs were required, many of

the complicated ones were taken from the Urban Trans-

portation Planning System (UTPS). The Federal High-

way Administration Office of Highway Planning, Technical
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Support Branch, was most helpful in applying the UTPS
package to the national network.

Both the Commodity Transportation Survey and the

Truck Weight Studies use 5-digit standard commodity
codes. In reducing these to one of the 14 Project 20-16

codes, a complete review of the standard codes was made

to ensure that each was assigned to a commodity group of
like density and loading characteristics' All source tapes

were recoded accordinglY.
The network consists of 54 nodes-one per state excePt

for California, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas.

Each of these last states was divided into two nodes. When

the nodes were connected, a total of 154 two-way links

was established. The nodes were located as approximate
demographic centroids, and link mileages were scaled.

In application, matrices are constructed through the
aaø¡rrra¡ ñr^rrâñc illrrcfrafed in the flow charts. One setùv¡¡¡Pstva

of matrices sums the tonnage moved for each commodity

from each origin to destination pairing. The second matrix
assigns the links to each node-to-node pairing and sums

mileage. Adding the matrices together loads the com-

modity tonnage on the link.

TRUCK TYPE DISTRIBUTION

The flow chart for the component that assigns each truck
to a truck type category and commodity type by network

link is shown in Figure D-3. In order to accomplish this

task if was necessary to recode the truck weight data from

FHWA and to select and assign weigh stations to the net-

work links. Some weigh stations were assigned to several

links because of a shortage of stations and uniformity
among contiguous states covered by the links.

Ten truck types were used in order to represent impor-

tant differences in vehicle configuration. On the basis of
these truck types and the kind of commodity, it was pos-

sible later to estimate the number of full trucks. The esti-

mated number of full trucks was needed to determine the

potential need for larger trucks.

COMMODITY FLOW DISAGGREGATION

The purpose of this component, as shown in Figure D-4,

was to assign the tonnages of each commodity to various

types of trucks based on the distributions of truck type and

tò convert these flows into a baseline estimate of vehicle

mileage, 18-kip axle equivalents, and numbers of full
trucks. The disaggregation was accomplished with a single

FORTRAN Program.

OUTPUT

Figure D-5 is a sample of the link output data. A simi-

lar table was generated for every link, four regions, and

the nation. Links connecting two regions were assigned

to both regions. Consequently, if the values from the four
regions are totalled, they will exceed the national total.
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APPEND¡X E

UNIFORMITY IMPACT ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The projections of future operating costs, fuel consump-

tion, equivalent axle loads, and accidents were predicted on

estimates of mileage for various types and weights of
trucks. As noted in the body of the report two assumptions

were used: (l) the distribution assumption and the full-
truck assumption. This appendix presents the calculations

used.

DISTRIBUTION MEÍHOD

1. Current operating costs, fuel consumption, and EAL'S

were developed using the format shown in Table E-l'

a. Unit operating line-haul vehicle costs (Col' 5 of
Table E-l and Col. 6 of Table E-2) for each type

of truck combinations were obtained from the op-

erating cost nomographs (Figs. l0 and 11 in Chap-

ter Two), using average payload as input to the

nomographs.
Fuel consumption rates (Col. 8 of Table E-l and

Col. 9 of Tablê E-2) were determined for each

type of truck combination using Figure 16 in Chap-

ter Two, the average gross vehicle weight of the

vehicle type, and the per gallon cost of $0.30 (to

convert dollars into gallons).

Equivalent axle loads were developed for each truck

combination type by assigning 10 or 12 kip (a'5t
or 5.4 t) of the GWV to the steering axle and dis-

tributing the remainder evenly to the other sets of
axles. The equivalencies were developed using the

factors in Table 14 of Chapter Two. These factors

were incorporated as a matrix in the commodity

flow network programs. The EAL's per trip (Col'

b.

c.

TABLE E-l

TYPICAL CALCULATION TABLÊ (DISTRIBUTION METHOD_CURRENT)

Commodlty

) t0 tt {r

Vehicle I Averaoe
Type ' Payload

Tare
Welght

Gross
Comb.

Vehlcle
Cost

Mlles Cost
X

I nñn

FueI
Consump-

tion
Fuer I

Jonsumntionl
Trlps EAL's

Per
EAL's

Tons Tons s000 s000 I /lJ'I.llÞ fhousand (å

0 I From

, | "o*'., 
l,,.*

slNet

o 
l*,0"
I;l

'l,l

t4.75

r2.00

r4.75

r4.75

14,75

t4.75

r6.25

2 r.50

I5.00

2t.50

CoI:

(2\

PIus

CoI.

(3)

From

O per.

Cost

Nomo-

graph,

Chapter

Two

From

Comm.

Flow

Net

Output

CoI.

(s)

tlme s

Col.

(6)

From

Fuel

Consump

tlon

Curves ,

Cha pter

Two

Col.

(8)

tlmes

CoI.

(6)

From

Comm.

Flow

Net

Output

From

Comm.

Flow

Net

Output

Col.

(l r)

tlmes

Col.

(r0)

{ Ton" =

{ Trips =

Metrlc Conversion Factors:
Tons x .907 = Metrlc Tons
Costs,/Mlle x .622 = Cost,/Km
Mlles x 1.609 = Kllometers
GaIs,/MiIe x2.352 = Liters/Km
GðIlonsx3.785=LltersAverage Link Trlp Length = { Viles,/É Tr1ps =

É EAts =

Trips
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11 of Table E-1) were obtained from the output
of the commodity flow network (see Fig. D-5).
Most tare weights (Col. 3 of Table E-1) were de-
termined from published summaries of loadometer
data. Other tare weights were estimated on the
basis of tare weights of other vehicles.

2. New distributions of tonnage (Col. 2 of Table E-2)
and average payloads (Col. 3 of Table E-2) for the optimal
uniformity level were obtained from distributions and pay-
loads experienced on specific links or in regions where
limits similar to the optimal uniformity level exist.

3. Operating costs, fuel consumption, and EAL,s for
the optimal uniformity limits were developed by complet-
ing the table in Table E-2.

4. Differences in operating cost, fuel consumption, and
EAL's were determined by subtracting the optimal uni-
formity values from the current values.

5. Percent changes in EAL's relative to the current
value were determined.

6. Changes in accident experience were determined by
multiplying the accident rate per 1,000,000 veh-mi by the
difference in million vehicle miles between the optimal
uniformity and current size and weight limits. A conserva-
tive accident rate of 2.65 acc./ 1,000,000 veh-mi (1.65/106
km) was used in this study.

FULL.TRUCK METHOD

1. The calculations were basically the same as used in
the distribution method, except only selected truck types
were used. On the basis of the gross weight, the vehicle
type, and the average density of the commodity, each cell
of the 10 X 14 matrix shown in Appendix D (Fig. D-5)
was tested to determine whether it could represent either
cubed-out or weighted-out trucks.

TABLE E-2

TYPICAL CALCULATION TABLE (DISTRIBUTION METHOD_OPTIMAL UNIFORMITY)
Commodity

I Tonnage
Vehlcle I Distrtbu-
Type I tion

Average
Payload
I Tonc ì

Tonnaqe Number
of

Trl nq

Vehicle
Cost

Per
Mitô

Miles
x

Cost
Fuel 

I
Consump- | Fuel

Uon sump-
EAL's
rer

EAL's

0 | From

r 
I 

unarvsis

' I or

s 
I 

comm.

4 I Flow

, 
I 

t",,,,o.*

6 | output'l8l
,l

Col.

(2)

€ tons

from

Table E-l

for

same

commo-

dity

Col.

(4)

divlded

by

Col.

(3)

From

Oper.

Cost

Nomo-

gra ph ,

Chapter

Two

CoI.

(7')

tlmes

Col.

(b)

From 
I 

col.

Fuer 
I *,

Consumption Tlmes
I

curves, 
I 

col.

Chapter | (7)

rwo I

Col.

(s)

Tlmes

Col.

(r 1)

* From Commodity FIow Network Output



The following categories were assumed to be full trucks:

a. Vehicle types 3, 4, and 5-tractor-semitrailer
combinations with GVW's in excess of 69'000 lb
(31.3 t)-carrying commodities with average den-

sities in excess of 15 lb/ft3 (240 kglms) were

considered full in terms of being weighted-out.

This included commodities 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 12, and

13.
b. Vehicle types 2, 3, 4, and 5-tractor-semitrailer

combinations with GVW's in excess of 56,000 lb
(25.4 t) carrying commoditY 7.

c. Vehicle types 3 and 4 carrying commodity type 8'

d. Vehicle types 0, 1,2,3, and 4 carrying commodity
9.

e. Vehicle types 2,3, and 4 carrying commodity 10'
r \/^L:^lã+irñÃa I 1 a A qn¡l {narrvingcommoditvL YWrr¡vrw liyvo ¡, Lt Jt 

"
11.

g. Vehicle types 3, 4, and 5 carrying commodity 14'

Categories b through g were all considered cube-outs'

Note that the vehicle type categories used designate gross

weight in addition to other truck characteristics'

Z. fne present cube-out calculations also included a
determination of the total cubic feet of cargo' This was

based on the calculated cubic footage for each type of van'

The average density also was determined.

3. When the cube-out tonnage was assigned to a new

vehicle type, the following equation was used to determine

the total number of future triPs:

I Cube-Out TonnageFutureTtip.:fu (E-1)
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Multiplying the future trips times the average link trip
length provided a new mileage figure from which new
costs and fuel consumption were determined.

4. The determination of future changes in cost values

due to changes in the truck mix carrying weight-out freight
was conducted as shown in Table E-3, except fewer vehicle
types were used. The following theoretical full-truck pay-

loads were applied: (a) for 3-52's-26.5 tons (24.0 1),
(b) for 3-4's-30.5 tons (27.7 t), and (c) for turnpike
doubles-4O.0 tons (36.3 t).

5. Differences between optimal uniformity limits and

current limits were determined as in the distribution
method.

TABLE E-3

TYPICAL CALCULATIONS

Difference in Mileage

Difference ln Fuel
ConsumPtion

% Chanse in EÀL's

= Current É miles - future É miles

= Gallons (current) - Gallons (future)

- EALs (current) - EALs (future)
- EALs (current)

chanse in Àccident = D!t&reEçe-l!-!afeE-se-ë-2'65
Experience I'ooo'ooo

APPENDIX F

A SAMPLE MULTISTATE AGREEMENT

This appendix contains a copy of a "Multistate Highway

Transportation Agreement" currently in effect between the

States of Idaho and Oregon.
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MULT¡STATE H¡GHWAY TRANSPORTATION AGREEM ENT

PuBuo¡t to rnd ¡n confo¡mily w¡th IhÊ l¡ws of thcir rËsf,ùctiv!, jurisdicl¡onr. thù
p¡rt¡cipating ju¡isd¡ciions, oct¡n8 by ond through ¡he¡r officills trwfully ¡utho¡izc¡l lo
cxæutc al¡ir ¡grccmcn¡, do mutu¡lly agrÈc ¡r follows:

ARTICLE I
Findings and purposcs

SECnON ¡. F¡ndings. thÊ parriciprrirìgjur¡sd¡cr¡ons fìnd th¡tl
(¡) Tl¡c cxpanding ¡etjonol cconomy dcpÈ'nds on arÞand¡ng t¡rilslìorrrtion c¡p¿city.
(b) Highwoy transportrtion is thc m¡jor modc for movement of pcoplc cnd gædj iD tlr!,

W6tcm slatcs;
(c) Uniform ¡pp¡ication in thc lvlst of morc rdequcre ¡t¡ndlrds will rcsult ¡n a

rcduction of pollution, congcstion, fuel consumption and rclarcd transportation
østs, ¡nd ¡lso pcrmit incrcased p¡oductivity;

(d) A number of tttstcm statcs havc ¡lrcady, to thc fullËst cxlent possible, sdopicd
$bstantially tl¡c I 964 Burcau ofpubljc Roads rcconmcndcd veh¡cle rtandards;

(c) Thcl956p¡ovisionoffcderal¡ew,(23U.S.C.12?),rhoughlongourmodrd,rcm¿ins
in cffcct dcpriv¡ng starcs of inteßtatc matching moncy ¡f weithrs ¡nd w¡dths are
¡ncrcscd, Êvcn though rhc lnteßlate Systcm is morc lhan tO pcrccnt complctc; and

(f) Thc prrticipatinS iurisd¡ction¡ src most c€pabre of dcveroping vch¡crc sizc and wc¡Bhr
rt¡nd¡¡ds most ¡ppropdatr for the rcgional cconomy rnd t¡¡nrportst¡on,cquirc.
mcnts, conrirtcnt with and iD rcco8nit¡on of priDcip¡cs of highway Ëfety.
SECTION 2. Purpøes. Thc purposes of this rgrccmcnt o¡e to:

(¡) AdhcË to thr p¡jnciple ¡hôr Ê¡ch particjpatinSjurisdicrion ¡hould havc thÈ f¡ccdom
to dcvclop i¿c ¡nd wc¡gtl 3t!nd¡¡ds th0t i¡ detê¡mincs to bc most app¡op¡i¡tc ro i$
cconomy ¡nd h¡8hway ty¡tcm.

(b) Btablish s ¡)'¡tcm tuthorizing the opcrotion of vchiclcs trovcling bctwçcn two or
mg¡e particjp¡tingjurisd¡ct¡ons ¡t morc sdequate sizc and wc¡ght st¡ndsrds.

(c) Promotc un¡fo¡mity on)on8 particjp¡rin8 ju¡¡sdicrions in vch¡clc a¡zc ¡nd wciÊht
¡tandards on lhc basis of thË object¡vcs æt forrl¡ in th¡s aßrecmcnt.

(d) Sccurc unifomi¡y insofar ¡s pssible, ofddminislrativÊ procedurcs in ¡hc cnforce.
mcnl of tcconrmcndÊd sjzÈ und wcight sr¡ndu¡ds.

(c) Providc n¡cgns for the cncoura8cment rnd uri¡iz¡l¡on of research whjch will facil¡trtc
lhc achievcnìent of the tbreÉoinÈ pu¡posos, w¡tlì duc,cg0rd for the lìndinës set forlh
in subdivision (a) of this rrlicle' 

ARTTcLE 
'Delìn¡¡ions

SECTION l. 
^s 

uir'd irr t}is ogrecmcnt:
(¡) "Dcsi8n.red rcp¡escnrrrivc" mcsns ¡ lcgislator or othcr p!'Eon authorizcd ro

æprcscnt thc jurisdiction.
(b) "Jur¡5d¡crion"mc¡ns¡St¡rrofthr'UnitcdSr¡tcsorthcD¡strictofCotumhix.
(c) "V(.|ìiclc" ntcrns ¡ny vch¡clc !5 dc,ìncd by st¿turc to bc suhj!,ct to s¡zc ¡r,l w!,¡ßht

ttandcrds which opcr0tcs itr two or morc p¿¡ticip¡t¡[g jurisdrctions.

ARTICLE II¡
GÊner¿l p¡ovis¡ons

SECTION l. Qualif¡c¿t¡ons for Mcmberhip. prllicipation in rhis !B¡ecm(,nt ¡s oF!,¡
lq contiguous jurisdict¡ons which subscribc Io thc lìndjnEs, purposes anr! objcct¡ves of
this agrccmÈnt and will seck lcgislJtioD nccesary to occomplish lhclc objcct¡vcs.

SËCTION 2. Coopcration. Thc poilicip¡t¡ng jur¡sdicrioDs. work¡Dg through rhc¡r
dcsitn¡ted rcprcsenr¿t¡vcs, shail coopcrltc .nd asrist Èccl o¡hcr in thÈ cnforccnlen¡ of
thir agrermeDt pußuul to appropr¡¿te slrlu¡ory luthority.

SECTION 3. EffËct of HetdinÊs, A¡l¡clc ¿nd scrtion hcrdiDls conrtined hr,rcio shrll
not be dÈemcd to govem, limit. mod¡fy, gr ¡n any manner uffcct the scope, nrcaning. or
i¡tcnt ofthe provisions ofany lrticle or *ct¡on hcrcoi

SECT¡ON 4. VehiclÈ Lsws and Rcgulal¡ons. This ¿greÈment shall nol authorize the
operation of ¡ vehic¡e itr any pa¡ticipalintjurisdict¡on cont¡ary to thç laws or regulations
thereoi

SECTION 5. Inte¡pretstion. The final decision regardinB interpretation ofquesriorrs
¡l i$ue relating to lhis agreemcnt shal¡ be fcachcd by unanimous joinl action oI tlìc
participatinS iurisdict¡ons, ¡cting through the dÈsignated rcpresentat¡ves, Rcsulrs of ¡ll
¡uch sct¡ons shall bc placed in e¡i¡ing.

SECTION 6. Amcndment. This egrcement may bc smended by unan¡nìous joint
¡ction of the part¡cipatingjurisdict¡ons, ccting through rhe officials therÈof¡uthorized to
ctrtcr ¡nto this ¡trcemcnt, rubjcct to the requircmcnts of Sect¡on 4, lrficlc.til. nny
¡nìendment thsll bÊ placcd ¡n wr¡t¡ng and become s pan hùrcof.

SECT¡ON ?. Re5t¡jctlons, Cond¡t¡o¡, or Limirat¡ons. AnyJurjsdiction cnler¡n8 this
¡grccment ¡ha¡l proyjdc Êach orhcr panicjpûting Jurisrlicr¡on with a list of eny rcst¡iction,
ænd¡lion o¡ ¡¡mit¡tion on llrc gener¿l te¡ms of tl¡is sgreehent, ¡f ¡ny. Such rest¡ìcfions,
condit¡o¡5 or limjtrtionr sholl br,cornc cffcctivc upon !pp¡olul by ¡ll othc, p!¡ticipat¡nB
Jur¡sdictions.

SECTION E. Add¡r¡oDal -Jur¡sd¡cr¡ons. Addirion¡l juÌisdicrions m¡y becomÈ
mcnbcF of this agrecnrcnt by signing ¡nd ccccplinß thc ¡erms of lhc s8rcemcnt, ,ubjèct
to the acccptaDcc by prrtic¡prt¡ngju!¡sd¡crions of¡ny rcsrr¡ct¡on, rim¡tarion, or coDd¡t¡on
requestcd by such 0dd¡tiooal jurisd¡ction.

ARTICLE IV
Coopcrating Comnìirtcc

SECTION l. Pußr¡¡nttoseclion2,Art¡clclll,thcd!,sign¿tcdreprcs¡t¡tivcsofthc
part¡cipalingju¡idict¡ons shull constiruiù I coD¡nìiilcc wh¡ch shrll htvc tlÌc pos,cr to:
(a) Co¡lect, corclatc, alrlyzr' ¡¡d cv¡lu¡tr' info.n¡t¡on rcsult¡ng or dcr¡v!blc from

tc*arch and tcst¡nA !cfjv¡t¡cs in rcl¡tion to sizc ünd wcight ,ol¡lsd matfeß.
(b) Rccommcntl onrJ c'ncouruge' thc un¡tcrt¡k¡tÈ of rcs(,¡rch ¡n¡l tcstinÊ ill rny asp(,ct of

¡¡zÊ 8nd wÈ¡Ehl or rc¡rt0d Dtttcr whcn, in lhr'¡r col¡!,ctivcju¡l8ilcnt¡ rplropriltr.or
¡ufficien¡ rcscrrdh o¡ ¡csting h¡5 nol bccn un¡lcrtrlcn.

(c) Rccommcnd chcn8es ¡n l¡w or policy with Ènìphasis on conìpat¡b¡lity of l¿ws rnd
un¡fom¡ty of ednrinislrât¡vc rulcs gr rr'gul¡t¡ons which would p¡onìotc r,ffsct¡v!,
tovernmcnt¡l tçtioo or coordinct¡on in tltc fiÈld of vcljclc ¡izc Jnd weilht rùl¿lcd
matlcß-

SECTION 2. E¿ch prrr¡cipuring ju¡jsl¡cr¡on sh¿lt b. Énr¡rtr,d to one (l) vorÈ otrly.
No ¡ction of the conmiiloc shôll bc b¡rìd¡nf unll,ss ¡ nr¿jo¡¡ry of thc totrl nunrbl,r of
votes casl by pôrlicipating jurisdicr¡ons ðrd in favor thcrÈof,

SÈCTION 3. Tl¡e committec sh¡ll mec¡ il lcüsl oncc annurlly and sirall elect, fion
smong i15 n¡embeE, a ch¡jnnan, a v¡çÈ.chai¡n¡!D and a sÈcrct¿¡y,

SECTION 4. The commirtee ¡hall subm¡r annually to the lcgisl¡ru¡e of e¡ch
participat¡ng ju¡isdiction, no later lhan Novembc¡ l, a,cport scttin8 fo¡th,rhe wo¡k ol.
ahc committee du¡ing th€ preceding year and includ¡nÊ reco¡nntendations dcvelopcd by
the commiilee. Tlìe co¡ìmiilce may submil such sdd¡tional rcporls as ¡t deems
sppropr¡ate or dcsirable. Copies of all such ¡eports shall be made ¡vailable to rhe
Transportation Committee of the lvestern Conference. Council of Stcte CovernmeDts,
¡nd to thc lvestern Associatjon of Stare Highway Officiüls.

ARTICLE V
Objectivcs of the prrticip¡ting J urisdictions

SECT¡ON l. Object¡vcs. The participar¡nSjurisdicrjons hcrÈby declarc thar:
(a) ¡t i5 ths objectivc of the parl¡ciparingjurisdjctions to ob!3in mo¡e efficient and more

cconomical trsnsponation by motor vehicles betwecn Bnd amoog the parti;iparin8
Jurisdictions by encouraginB the adopt¡on of st0ndards thar w¡ll, 8s minimunìs, ¡llow
lhc opc¡lt¡on of ¡ veh¡c¡c or combinst¡on of vehjcles in ß8rltr opctstion on sll
St€le hithways, cxcept tl¡ose dclernt¡ncd throu8h engjncering cvaluat¡on to be
in¡dequare, with s dnglc.¡xlc wcjgh¡ no! in cxcess of 2O,0OO pounds, a tondcm.¡xle
wc¡ght not in c¡ccss of 34,000 pound¡, on¡l r gÌqss vchrc¡e or comb¡nerion wcjght
Dot i¡ cxccss of that resultiDg fronì rpp¡jcat¡on of thc formula:

W = S00 ((LN/N. t) + l2N + 36)
whlrc W = Maximu¡ì weight jn pounds an¡cd on ony g¡oup of lwo

ot morc &xlcs computcd to nearest 500 pounds,
L= distancc ¡n fccl betwccn thc cxtrcmcs of ¡ny group of

lwo or more coDsecutivc ¡xlùs.
N = numbcr of axlcs in group lndcr consideration.

(b) ¡t ¡s fhe furtl¡cr objective of tlìc f,¿rticiprtirìg jurisdictions fhrl ¡n thq evcnl thc
operat¡on of a vch¡clc or combiDût¡on of vchiclcs ¡ccording to thc provis¡ons of
subsection (a) of this æction would result in wjtl¡ltoklilg or forfciturr, of F€der¡l_e¡d
funds puEu¡ñt to Scction I 2?, T¡tle 2j, U.S. Codc, thc opÈ¡¡tion of such vcl¡¡clc o,
conìb¡nat¡on of yghicL.s ût ¡xlù lnd gr6s wciehrs w¡thin thc linlitj *t foilh ir¡
subsr'ction (¡) of this $,ction will bc lutho¡¡ztd und!,r spccirl f^-rnril ¡utho¡¡t). hy
çach p¡rt¡cip¡r¡dÄ jurjsdiction which could l!,Ëally issuc silch pl.rnì¡ls pr¡or to July l.
1956, prov¡ded all r!'guht¡ons ¡nd procedur(.s ¡chlcd ¡o such issurncc in cff(.ct rr ol.
July l, I 95ó, ure ¡dltÈrcd to.

(c) The objcctives of subsect¡ons (a) ¡Dd (b) of rhis sct¡on rcl¡te to veh¡cks or
combinations of vchicles ¡n regulrr opcration, ¿nd thc ¡utlÌority of any p¡rt¡cipiltin!
jurisd¡ction ro issue spcciür ftÈnìits for ¡hc oovrnìerr of rc¡richs o, conrb¡nür¡ons or.
vehicL's hoving dimensions r¡ìd/o, wcjghts in excess of thc nìuxintum JtilIulo¡y liN¡ts
in each part¡ciputingjurisdiclion will nol be aflcclcd.

(d) lt is (he furthe¡ objective of thr p¿¡t¡cipatinÈjurislict¡ons to frc¡lit¡te !nd cÀpr,¡l¡te
the ofrs¡rtion of any ir,hirlc or contbinüt¡on ot.vch¡cl(,s bclNe!.n and trnon$ tl¡ù
partic¡pcr¡ng jurisdicr¡ons undcr the prov¡sions of subsectio¡ r¿) or (b) ot rhi$
section, and to th¡t end tl¡e parlicip¡tingjur¡sd¡ct¡ons hcrl,h).rgrc(,. rhroulh the¡r
desitnaled rcprescntrrives, ro DeÈr and coopÈrare i, the considcr¡r¡on or vehicr( siz!,
and we¡ght rclôted matteß ¡nclud¡nt, but not li¡nited to, the deve¡opment of:
uniform cnfo¡cemÈnl proceduies; addilional size and weight st¿Ddtrds; ol,!,rãrion¡l
standards; agreÈ¡nenrs or compacts to lac¡l¡r¿rc regiolal applicatión and adrrirris.
tration of size aDd weight standJrds; unifomr pemt¡t procedures; uniform
åpplicat¡on foms; rulcs and re8ulations fo¡ the opcrarion of vehicles, ¡ncludin8
equipment requirenents, dr¡ver qualilìc¡tions, and operating ,rracticcs; and such
other DatteF 6 may be pcrtinent.

(e) ln¡ecotnitionofthelimitedprospeôrsofFetlcrulrevis¡onofsectjon¡2?,TjtlÉ23,
U.S. Code, ånd in o¡der to protcct pr¡t¡cjpatinE ju¡isJictions sgainst any pössibi¡ily
of w¡thholdint or fo¡fcitu¡e of Fcdcr¡¡_¡id lrighrvay funds, lt is thc fu¡ther objcct¡vc
of thÊ participating jurisdiclions to secure Con8¡essioDcl ¡pp¡oyol of ¡his ¡ßreement
¡nd, ¡pec¡lìcslly of thc vÊh¡cle ¡ize snd wci8hl st¡nda¡ds set fo¡th ¡n ¡ubscctjon (¿)
of thls icct¡on.
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ARTICLE Vf

Entry lnto Force Ând withdr¿wBl

SECTION l. This ¡grccmcnt sh¡ll enlcr into force when cn¡cled into lcw by ¡ny

rwo (2) or morc contiËuous jùrjsdicrions. ThcrcrftÈr. this aErccDìcnt shJll bcconìe

cffcctive as lo any other jur¡sdiclion upon ils cn¡clnìcnl thcreof, cxccpt as otherui$
p¡ovided ¡n Sec(¡on 6, Articlù lll.

SECTION 2. Any parlicip¿tingjurisdjcl¡on nìr)'Nitlrdtuw from lhis aBreeDìcnl by

€ncclling the smc bul no such withllr¡wtl shrll t¿kc !'ll¡cl unl¡l thirty (30) daysaflcr

lhc dcs¡gnalcd represcnlal¡vc of the w¡lhdrrw¡ng jut¡sdictioD has 8¡vcn not¡cc ¡n writ¡ng

of the withdr¡wÂl lo all other participrlinS jurisd¡ctions.

ARTICLE VII
Construclion uDd Scvùrûbil¡¡y

SECTION l. This ogrccmcnt shrll bc libchll)- corslrucd e ö to cffectualc lhc

pu¡goses lhcrcof.

SECTION 1. Thc prqvirions of ¡hir !8rr'ù¡rùnt rhlll bt svct¿blc ¡nd ¡f¡ny phlrrc'

chusc, FntcDùc ot provisiol of tl¡i5 e8re('nrcll is dcclrrcd lo bc contt¿ry lo 3lr('

@nstirurion of !Di plrt¡ù¡Prt¡n8 jut¡r.l¡ction o¡ rh( ¡ppliclbilily thùrelo lo ¡ny

govcrnmcDt. agùc¡', peson or circumsl¡ncc i5 hcld invrl¡d. thc v!ìid¡ly of thc rcnlr¡ndÚr

of this ¡grecnrcnl shJll nol bc lffcclc¡l tl¡ctcby. lf this 0gr!'Èmtnl shsll bc hclJ contr¡ry lo

th. const¡tut¡on of Jny jurisdiclion p¡rticipJlins herein. th!' a8rccmcnt shrll tt'nllill iD full

force snd cffecl ¡s lo lhÈ ¡cnì!¡nitr8 jurisd¡cl¡ons and ill full fotcs ðnd Éffccl as to thc

jurisdictions affcctcd as to all scvetcb¡c nlrtlÈõ.
ARIICLE Vlll

Filing of Docunrcnts

SECTION l. 
^ 

copy of this ¡8rccnìent' ¡ls ul(aìdnlcnls, Jñd rill!'sorrdgtrlrtions
pronrul8¡ted thcrcundÈr shJll bc l¡lcd in tlìe h¡ghwôy deP¡rlmcnt in cach parl¡cipltins

jur¡sdiction and sh¡ll be made ov!¡loble for rcview by intcresled patt¡cs
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